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Abstract 

The drag on a nacelle model was investigated experimentally and computationally to provide guidance 

and insight into the capabilities of RANS-based CFD. The research goal was to determine whether 

industry constrained CFD could participate in the aerodynamic design of nacelle bodies. Grid refinement 

level, turbulence model and near wall treatment settings, to predict drag to the highest accuracy, were key 

deliverables.   

Cold flow low-speed wind tunnel experiments were conducted at a Reynolds number of 6 ∙ 105, 293 K 

and a Mach number of 0.1. Total drag force was measured by a six-component force balance. Detailed 

wake analysis, using a seven-hole pressure probe traverse, allowed for drag decomposition via the far-

field method. Drag decomposition was performed through a range of angles of attack between 0o and 45o. 

Both methods agreed on total drag within their respective uncertainties. Reversed flow at the 

measurement plane and saturation of the load cell caused discrepancies at high angles of attack.  

A parallel CFD study was conducted using commercial software, ICEM 15.0 and FLUENT 15.0. 

Simulating a similar nacelle geometry operating under inlet boundary conditions obtained through wind 

tunnel characterization allowed for direct comparisons with experiment. It was determined that the 

Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 was best suited for drag prediction of this geometry. This model predicted the axial 

momentum loss and secondary flow in the wake, as well as the integrated surface forces, within 

experimental error up to 20o angle of attack. SST 𝑘 − 𝜔  required additional surface grid resolution on the 

nacelle suction side, resulting in 15% more elements, due to separation point prediction sensitivity. 

 It was further recommended to apply enhanced wall treatment to more accurately capture the viscous 

drag and separated flow structures. Overall, total drag was predicted within 5% at 0o angle of attack and 

10% at 20o, each within experimental uncertainty. What is more, the form and induced drag predicted by 

CFD and measured by the wake traverse shared good agreement. Which indicated CFD captured the key 

flow features accurately despite simplification of the nacelle interior geometry.  
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1. Introduction   

Nacelles are aerodynamic surfaces used to contain vital aircraft components including engines, fuel or 

electrical equipment that are not directly within the fuselage. Whilst a nacelle fully envelops the interior 

components, a cowling covers the engine of an aircraft, not fully containing it, the difference may be seen 

in Figure 1-1. Nacelles are present on many civilian airliners, such as the Boeing 777, as well as military 

aircraft, the iconic A-10 ground-attack jet and the twin-rotor CH-47 helicopter. Nacelles and cowlings are 

commonplace on aircraft due to their fundamental function – to reduce the drag force on the enclosed 

device.  

  

Figure 1-1: (left) Engine cowling and exhaust system for the Eurocopter AS332 IRSS solution 

(W.R.Davis Engineering website, 2016). (right) Engine nacelle for Honeywell’s HTF7000 engines 

(GKN Aerospace website, 2016). 

 

Nacelle design is a mature field of aerospace engineering, with a huge amount of resources spent yearly to 

make minute improvements in performance. Vast resources are spent on drag reduction because, ceteris 

paribus, a decrease in drag leads directly to an increase in fuel efficiency. Reducing fuel consumption 

results in lower operating cost, less environmental impact and increases maximum mission range. The 

usefulness of attaching any component to an aircraft must be compared with weight and drag increases 

(VanDam, 1999). The importance of accurate drag prediction was illustrated by (Meredith, 1993) who 
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indicated that an increase in the lift-to-drag ratio during takeoff of a typically twin-engine airliner is 

equivalent to a 2800 lb increase in payload or 200 lb per drag count, Δ𝐶𝐷 = 0.0001.     

1.1 Project Motivation    

Davis Eng. Ltd. designs aircraft exhaust components, (i.e. air-air ejectors), with the goal of increasing 

pressure recovery and reducing the IR signature of helicopters. The IR suppressing devices must meet a 

series of constraints including drag limitations. Although state-of-the-art drag prediction methods by 

(Yamazaki, et al., 2006) and more recently (Malouin, et al., 2014) predicted drag within one drag count 

their methods may not be practical for some industrial settings. A disconnect was present due to the use of 

ultrafine meshes, specialized in-house solvers and the tendency to analyze ideal geometries. There was 

interest in finding the mesh and model requirements of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) CFD 

to predict drag to reasonable accuracy given modest computational power, a commercial solver and an 

industry appropriate timeframe. Overall, to determine whether CFD can be used in the aerodynamic 

design of nacelle components was the mission. 

1.2 Objectives and Scope 

The goal of this study was to develop a practical method of predicting the drag performance of a general 

nacelle model. The typical design cycle of such aircraft components involved RANS-based CFD 

simulations, using commercial software, followed by the fabrication and experimental testing of the 

device. Based on the physical performance of the component, alterations are made to meet drag 

constraints. Design cycle time is therefore influenced by CFD turnaround time and its accuracy. 

Designers required information regarding the uncertainties of predicted flow features that necessarily 

govern total drag: 

 flow separation 

 wall shear stress 
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 pressure distribution 

 wake momentum deficit  

 wake secondary flows  

The objectives of the CFD study was to (i) develop a time efficient mesh generation strategy (ii) 

determine the mesh quality and density required to capture key flow structures (iii) evaluate the utility of 

RANS-CFD models for drag prediction of this device (iv) provide guidance and recommendations for 

future studies. In order to validate modest CFD, experimental testing of a specific nacelle model was 

performed in parallel.  

A physical nacelle-strut model was created using rapid prototyping technology and rendered using CAD 

software, see Figure 1-2. The model was studied at one Reynolds number and several angles of attack 

ranging from 0o to 45o. RANS-CFD and the experimental flow transducers limited flow measurements to 

be mainly time-averaged. 

 

Figure 1-2: The physical nacelle-strut model (left) and the CAD rendered model (right) illustrating 

several design features. 

 

In the experiment, a low-speed open-circuit suction type wind tunnel produced subsonic flow through a 1 

m by 1 m test section. Experimentation was to provide: (i) total drag via a load cell (ii) time-averaged 
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three component velocities and pressure in the wake using a seven-hole probe and (iii) separation 

indication using string tuffs. The full nacelle-strut drag was analyzed at several angles of attack. Near-

field pressure distributions were not obtained.    

The numerical study was limited to the use of ANSYS ICEM 15.0 for mesh generation and ANSYS 

FLUENT 15.0 as the solver. It was important for practical considerations to document mesh and solver 

decisions made throughout the project. Fundamental CFD research, such as altering turbulence models, 

was outside the scope. Turbulence modeling was limited to two-equation RANS models such as the 

Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 and the 𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝑘 − 𝜔 models and the one-equation standard Spalart-Allmaras model. 

Rigorous grid independence studies quantified the impact of different computational domains, grid 

densities and boundary conditions. Independence studies were limited to one angle of attack due to time 

constraints.  

The decomposition of drag provided additional details to designers. The identification of spurious drag 

was avoided due to the uncertainty in the experimental apparatus. 
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2. Theory and Literature Review 

 

Figure 2-1: Schematic of the Queen’s open-circuit suction type LSWT. Key components include the 

inlet contraction, 1 m by 1 m test section and radial intake fan located near the outlet. 

 

This research involved the use of a low speed wind tunnel, a schematic of which is shown above in Figure 

2-1. Prior to performing experimental testing, it was important to build an understanding as to how the 

wind tunnel was designed. Blower placement, contraction design and a review of turbulence are provided 

in Appendix A. A review of wind tunnel literature was helpful in several ways: 

 confirmed that an open-circuit wind tunnel was appropriate for the test section size of 1 m2 

 indicated that a suction type tunnel was best suited for low blockage ratios and for lift/drag testing 

 provided validation to the bell mouth design and flow straightening honeycomb 

 stressed the importance of inlet characterization with regards to velocity profile, turbulence level 

and length scale and provided methods to do so 

CFD simulations under the same operating conditions were performed to gain insight regarding the flow 

physics and study the ability of modest CFD to predict drag. A review of numerical methods was 

Bellmouth Inlet 

Test Section 

Flow Splitter 
Fan 

Diffuser 
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necessary. The purpose of the CFD review was to provide context as to what is RANS based CFD and 

why other methods were not used. Topics included computational requirements of different simulation 

methods and comparison of different turbulence models.  

Lastly, the accurate prediction of drag was desired. The necessary background regarding drag components 

and the development of drag prediction and decomposition methods were discussed. Generalizing the 

nacelle performance and allowing comparison to other research required the definition of key coefficients 

and non-dimensional groups. 

2.1 Test Parameters 

In order to accurately test and compare results of a scaled model, conditions of geometric and dynamic 

similarity are important. As a fluid moves around an object the flow is disturbed, resulting in aerodynamic 

forces on the body. The magnitude of these forces is dependent on several parameters including the shape 

of the object and the fluid viscosity and density. The non-dimensional groups commonly used in 

aerospace testing include Reynolds number 

 
𝑅𝑒 =

𝑈𝐷

𝜈
, 

(2.1) 

Mach number 

 
𝑀𝑎 =

𝑈

𝑎
 

(2.2) 

and the ratio of specific heats of the fluid medium 

 
𝑘 =

𝐶𝑝

𝐶𝑣
 . 

(2.3) 

The Reynolds number expresses the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces and is dimensionless. 

Reynolds number has a strong influence on boundary layers and flow turbulence, effecting key features 
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such as flow separation, skin friction and shear mixing. Reynolds number based on the nacelle projected 

frontal width was 6 ∙ 105 at 0o angle of attack in experimentation. 

Mach number relates the speed of an object to the local speed of sound and provides an indication of the 

importance of compressibility. Compressibility is important at M > 0.3, when the kinetic energy of the 

body will compress the air and alter its density by roughly 5%. Matching the experimental Mach number 

to in-flight conditions was vital. Drag coefficient, for example, determined at a low speed does not scale 

up to high speed flow when compressibility of the air changes the flow physics. LSWT operation took 

place at subsonic Mach numbers, M = 0.1 with respect to the test section inlet freestream conditions. 

The ratio of specific heats is an important thermodynamic property of a fluid. It relates the heat capacity 

at constant pressure to the heat capacity at constant volume. For an ideal gas, it could also be stated that 

the ratio of specific heats is the ratio between enthalpy and internal energy.       

2.2 Dimensional Analysis 

Non-dimensional wind tunnel results are frequently used to keeping the finding less application specific. 

A good example of this is the use of the drag/lift coefficient, 

 
𝐶𝑑/𝑙 =

𝐹𝑑/𝑙

1
2𝜌𝐴𝑐𝑠𝑈

2
  , 

(2.4) 

which allows for the direct comparison between drag forces at different Reynolds numbers or frontal 

areas. The drag/lift coefficient is the ratio between the force (aligned or orthogonal to the flow direction 

respectively) to the dynamic pressure multiplied by the reference surface area. The reference area for 

external flow around test bodies, such as nacelle shapes, is the projected frontal area. 

It is common to non-dimensionalize the pressure and wall-shear stress as well. The pressure coefficient, 

 
𝐶𝑝 =

𝑃𝑠,𝑔 − 𝑃𝑔
1
2𝜌𝑈2

  , 
(2.5) 
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is the ratio between the local static pressure difference with respect to the reference pressure (typically at 

the inlet) and the dynamic pressure. In the present study, the reference pressure was taken as standard 

atmospheric pressure, 101.325 kPa. The skin-friction coefficient, 

  𝐶𝑓 =
𝜏𝑤

1
2
𝜌𝑈2

  , (2.6) 

indicates the kinetic energy loss generated at surface interfaces due to the presence of the boundary layer 

(White, 2008). The wall-shear stress, dependent on the velocity gradient at the wall, is normalized by 

dynamic pressure.      

2.3 Numerical Investigations 

As CFD developed it became an increasingly important component in design. CFD implementation was  

faster and provided more flow information than many experimental methods (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 

2007). CFD is no longer questioned as a powerful tool that can reproduce experimental results with 

reasonable accuracy, as was argued by (Dawes, et al., 2000). He stated that the main concern was how 

best to deploy CFD to reduce design cycle time. Solution accuracy was limited by practical constraints, 

requiring compromises to be made. Solution accuracy and reliability may be dramatically affected by 

these compromises.  In order to increase design efficiency and accuracy a solid understanding of the CFD 

design process was required. In this section, the fundamentals of CFD are summarized. When turbulence 

models are compared in the future, variations in performance can be understood. 

2.3.1 Overview of CFD 

The numerical simulation of fluid flows, CFD, is accomplished by solving the governing fluid mechanics 

equations, the Navier-Stokes equations. The Navier-Stokes equations consist of a continuity equation, 

     𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇(𝜌𝑢𝑖) = 0, 

(2.7) 

three momentum equations, one in each cardinal direction, combined in tensor form, 
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𝜌

𝐷𝑢𝑖

𝐷𝑡
= 𝜌𝑔 − ∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ 𝜏𝑖𝑗, 

(2.8) 

and an energy equation, 

     
𝜌

𝐷�̂�

𝐷𝑡
+ 𝑝(∇ ∙ 𝑢𝑖) = ∇ ∙ (𝑘∇𝑇) + Φ, 

(2.9) 

as seen in (White, 2008), where �̂� = �̂�(𝑝, 𝑇). 𝐷/𝐷𝑡 is known as the material derivative operator. One 

particular way to approximate these partial differential equations is the finite volume method. This 

involves breaking the fluid domain into smaller volumes, called cells, which share common boundaries 

with their neighbor. The Navier-Stokes equations are discretized into algebraic form and solved on each 

cell. Fluxes through a cell are conserved by the neighboring cell and boundary conditions at the extents of 

the domain. 

In turbulent flow, the fluctuating velocity causes the transport quantities to fluctuate. Turbulence is 

encountered in most aerodynamic flows driven mechanically, resulting in increased transfer of 

momentum and heat. The chaotic behavior of turbulent flow is a result of 3-dimensional eddies and 

depends on length and time scale, discussed in Section A.2.2. Various numerical methods have been 

developed to find the effect of turbulence. These include Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), Large-

Eddie Simulation (LES) and Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulation, see Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: The modeled versus resolved scales of eddies in DNS, LES and RANS shown in terms of 

a large eddy length scale breaking down to the Kolmogorov length scale (Bakker, 2006). 

 

The Navier-Stokes equations apply for both laminar and turbulent flow. Turbulent flow, as described by 

turbulent eddies, can range over many frequencies due to eddy breakdown. In DNS, the turbulent eddies 

are fully resolved by solving the unaltered fluctuating governing equations. In most engineering flows this 

requires a sufficiently small grid size and time step to capture fluctuations with a length scale of 0.01 mm 

and frequencies up to 10 kHz (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007), which results in a computational demand 

proportional to 𝑅𝑒𝑡
3 according to (FLUENT, 2005). As a result, DNS is typically used for fundamental 

research and to benchmark other turbulence model performance. The application of DNS for 3-

dimentional drag of practical designs is not presently feasible. 

In an effort to reduce computational cost but retain high resolution, LES separates eddies by their size. A 

spatial filter selects smaller eddies, allowing their influence to be modeled by sub-grid-scale stresses. This 

process is still computationally demanding in terms of cell count but also in terms of grid quality 

requirements. LES is often limited to obtaining turbulent flow properties for simple geometries where 

laboratory instrumentation is restricted. (Rodi, 1997) compared LES and different RANS models in 
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calculating flow over bluff bodies. LES was found to provide more flow detail and accurate solutions for 

flow over a square compared with standard RANS models. When more sophisticated RANS models were 

used, the solutions closely compared for mean flow properties though RANS results were obtained in 5% 

of the 160 hours of LES computation. (Spalart, 2015) supported the use of RANS CFD to define large 

scale features. 

For many practical engineering scenarios, the time-averaged flow quantities, such as mean velocities and 

pressures, are of primary interest. However, turbulent fluctuations cannot be ignored due to the Reynolds 

stresses influence on the mean flow. The Navier-Stokes equations could be time-averaged. Doing so 

discards all the instantaneous fluctuations and only described the turbulence effects on the mean flow 

(Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007), see Figure 2-3 for a comparison with instantaneous LES. The objective 

of this research was to determine a methodology for using RANS turbulence modeling to determine drag 

in an economic fashion based on methods mirrored in industry. 

 

 

Figure 2-3: RANS simulation (top) and instantaneous LES (bottom) of turbulent flow over a square 

cylinder. (Remy Fransen, 3rd INCA colloquium, ONERA, 2011) 
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2.3.2 RANS-based Simulations and Turbulence Models 

Turbulent flow properties could be expressed as a combination of means and fluctuating values, as shown 

in Equation (A.4). In RANS these expressions for each variable are substituted into the Navier-Stokes 

equations and an ensemble-average is taken. This results in the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 

equations. The continuity equation is given by 

     𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+

∂(𝜌𝑢𝑖)

𝜕𝑥𝑖
= 0 

(2.10) 

and momentum is conserved through 

     𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑖)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗)

𝜕𝑥𝑖
= −

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝜏𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
(−𝜌𝑢𝑖

′𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ). 
(2.11) 

They are largely dependent on time-averaged values but with an extra term, (−𝜌𝑢𝑖
′𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ), due to the 

interaction of turbulence fluctuations, called the Reynolds stresses. When decomposed from tensor form, 

three normal and three shear stresses are produced which are proportional to the momentum fluxes caused 

by turbulent eddies (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007). In order to model the Reynolds stresses additional 

partial differential equations are used. Depending on the number of additional equations the RANS model 

are referred to as number-equation models. There is no universal model.  

2.3.2.1  Eddy Viscosity 

The Reynolds stresses may be related to the velocity tensor, 𝑆𝑖𝑗, based on the Boussinesq hypothesis and 

is expressed as,  

     
−𝜌𝑢𝑖

′𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝜇𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑗 −
2

3
𝜌𝑘𝛿𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑡 (

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑖
) −

2

3
𝜌𝑘𝛿𝑖𝑗 , 

(2.12) 

forming the eddy viscosity model. The first term on the RHS is comparable to the molecular viscous 

stress and introduces turbulent eddy viscosity, 𝜇𝑡. The second term includes the Kronecker delta and 

turbulence kinetic energy. Overall, the Boussinesq hypothesis relates the Reynolds stresses to the mean 
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rate of deformation, and is the same in all directions. This only happens when production and dissipation 

of turbulent kinetic energy is in balance. Consequently, eddy viscosity models assume isotropic 

turbulence, unless further alterations are made.  

2.3.2.2  Two Equation 𝑘 − 𝜖 Models 

Proposed by (Jones & Lauder, 1972) and enhanced in the Realizable and Re-Normalization Group 

(RNG), the 𝑘 − 𝜖 models are the most widely used turbulence model. The 𝑘 − 𝜖 models use two 

additional transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy, 𝑘, and its dissipation, 𝜖, to find 𝜇𝑡. Through 

empirical methods 𝑘 and 𝜖 are related to the characteristic length and velocity of turbulence resulting in 

an expression for 𝜇𝑡, 

     
𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌𝐶𝜇

𝑘2

𝜖
. 

(2.13) 

Turbulent kinetic energy is based on the reference velocity and turbulence intensity by 

     
𝑘 =

2

3
(𝑈 ∙ 𝑇𝐼)2. 

(2.14) 

Turbulent dissipation boundary conditions are written in terms of a length scale, based on hydraulic 

diameter, 𝑙 = 0.07𝐿ℎ𝑦𝑑 and aforementioned variables, 

 

     

𝜖 = 𝐶𝜇
3/4 𝑘

3/2

𝑙
 . 

(2.15) 

The transport equations for 𝑘 and 𝜖 were not explicitly stated here but it is useful to recall their form, 

   𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. 

The standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 model is unable to predict flow separation and highly circulating flows accurately. 

The standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 model generally produces more accurate results as the flow conditions move from 
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combusting, to swirling, to recirculating and are best when the flow is attached (Nallasamy, 1986). Since 

the weaknesses were known, improvements to the computation of 𝜇𝑡 were made.  

The RNG 𝑘 − 𝜖 model, developed by (Yakhot & Orszag, 1986) includes an additional term for strain 

rates in the turbulence dissipation equation, improving performance for swirling or rotating flows, with 

large strain. On the other hand, the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 model, proposed by (Shih, et al., 1995), left the 

transport equations unaltered. Instead, the eddy viscosity equation constant, 𝐶𝜇, was made a function of 𝑘, 

𝜖, mean strain and angular velocity. This model is ‘realizable’ because 𝑘 and 𝜖 are forced to be greater 

than zero. Improved simulation of energy transfer allows the Realizable model to operate in large adverse 

pressure gradients with more reliability. 

Accurately obtaining the correct values of 𝑘 and 𝜖 are key to the success of two-equation models. Failure 

to set the appropriate turbulence levels at simulation boundaries, the inlet, often leads to sensitivity issues 

and hastened decay (Spalart, 2015). The benefits of matching the full inlet conditions: 𝑢, 𝑘 and 𝜖 with 

experiment was highly stressed.    

2.3.2.3   Near Wall Treatment 

Thus far, the discussion has addressed the modeling of fully turbulent flow regions. When the flow is wall 

bounded (a no-slip wall exists in the domain), such as duct flow or flow around an airfoil, the viscous 

damping of turbulence near a wall must be treated differently.  Two common methods exist: 

 wall functions  

 two-layer modeling approach 

The wall function approach is based on the near-wall logarithm law and was introduced to CFD by 

(Lauder & Spalding, 1974) to bridge the near wall viscous flow region with the outer fully turbulent zone. 

The wall function is only applicable in the log-law layer of the boundary layer where equilibrium between 

production and dissipation of TKE is applied. Empirical data models the viscous sublayer and therefore 

cells closer than a 𝑦+ of 30 (Bradshaw & Huang, 1995) are not required and should be avoided. Where 
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𝑦+ is a dimensionless distance used to express the shape of the velocity profile according to the Law of 

the Wall, Figure 2-4, and is given by 

 

     

𝑦+ =
Δ𝑦𝑝

𝜈
√

𝜏𝑤

𝜌
 , 

(2.16) 

with Δ𝑦𝑏 being the distance from node to wall. Exceeding a 𝑦+ of 500 brings the layer outside of the log-

law region. Using wall functions reduced computational expense because it avoids solving the 𝑘 and 𝜖 

transport equations to the wall where many cells are required to capture the gradients. That being said, 

this approach under predicts separating flow (Bradshaw & Huang, 1995) and tends to force the flow to 

remain attached. Therefore, it was best utilized for highly turbulent flows over flat plates and in pipes. 

 

 

Figure 2-4: Law of the Wall illustrating the difference in velocity profile shape with increasing 𝒚+. 

The regions are broken up by their approximate wall distance. Image is available in (FLUENT, 

2005). 

 

Standard wall functions assume local equilibrium of turbulent quantities in wall adjacent cells. Non-

equilibrium wall functions use a velocity gradient correction based on the pressure gradient near the wall. 
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Non-equilibrium wall functions are used for boundary layers that differ from fully-turbulent without an 

increase in grid requirements.  

The two-layer approach was introduced by (Chen & Patel, 1988). The process involves separating the 

fluid domain into a viscosity dominated sub-layer and a turbulent core based on Reynolds number with 

respect to wall distance, 

     
𝑅𝑒𝑦 = 𝜌𝑦

√𝑘

𝜇
. 

(2.17) 

When 𝑅𝑒𝑦 > 200 the normal 𝑘 − 𝜖 formulation applies. However, when 𝑅𝑒𝑦 < 200 a one-equation 

model, using an alternate formulation for the length scale of 𝑘 and the equation for 𝜇𝑡, is applied. As a 

result, the boundary layer was resolved, allowing for simulation of flows with high adverse pressure 

gradients. A blending function between the regions ensures a smooth profile. The inevitable downside is 

the increase in grid density near the wall. A first cell 𝑦+ on the order of unity is necessary. A comparison 

between the grid structure approaching a wall is shown in Figure 2-5. An added benefit of enhanced wall 

treatment is the ability to revert back to using wall functions when the grid is of insufficient 𝑦+.   

 

Figure 2-5: Wall functions approach (left) is illustrated by a bridge between the wall and the cell 

center of the first cell. It is depicted that the first cell center is greater than the height of the viscous 

sub-layer. A possible near wall treatment grid is shown (right) with refinement approaching the 

wall. 
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2.3.2.4  Low Reynolds Number Models 

Eddy viscosity turbulence models using properties other than 𝑘 and 𝜖 have also been developed to offer 

more accurate simulation of certain flows. The Spalart-Allmaras model, by (Spalart & Allmaras, 1992), is 

one example of a low-Reynolds number model and uses turbulent viscosity, �̃�, as the turbulence transport 

variable. The two-equation 𝑘 − 𝜔 models, by (Wilcox, 2008), use the specific dissipation, given by 

     𝜔 =
𝜖

𝑘
 , (2.18) 

to describe the turbulent velocity scale and the eddy viscosity is given by 

     
𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌

𝑘

𝜔
. 

(2.19) 

These low-Re model require the boundary layer to be properly resolved but do not need wall functions. 

The S.A. model was developed for aerodynamic wall-bounded flows. It has been shown to give good 

results for boundary layers subjected to mild adverse pressure gradients but struggled with free-shear 

flows, especially round jets. The 𝑘 − 𝜔 models are commonly used in aerospace industry to predict 

external flow. Among adaptations of this model is the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 model (Menter, 1994) which blended 

the 𝑘 − 𝜔 model, used in the viscous dominated flow, with the 𝑘 − 𝜖 model, used in the fully turbulent 

core flow. The SST model has been proven to have more general applicability and better performance in 

adverse pressure gradients over its predecessors (Murayama, et al., 2006) (Lei, et al., 2005).          

2.3.3 Grid Generation 

Another vital aspect of CFD simulation is the grid on which the equations are solved. Limitations in the 

mesh, in terms of quality and density, have been suggested as the main obstacles in applying CFD to 

industrial design. The necessity to capture complex flow features, such as separation and vorticity, for 

complex geometries required an adequate mesh density. (Dawes, et al., 2000) identified several 

‘bottlenecks’ pertaining to the meshing process.  
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A major loss in CFD analysis efficiency is due to the CAD-to-mesh conversion process. It was stated by 

(Dawes, et al., 2000) that small problems in model geometry, such as overlapping surfaces, led to the 

inability to generate meshes. Cleanup of the geometry was more easily accomplished in CAD software. It 

is important to understand that a useful CAD model is not necessarily suited for meshing.  

2.4 Drag 

Drag has a direct and meaningful impact on aircraft performance, which is why such great effort is 

extended to its precise prediction. Economically speaking, fuel cost itself represented approximately 20% 

of an aircraft’s operational costs (Gariepy, et al., 2012). Decreasing drag improves the fuel efficiency. 

Aircrafts carry their fuel; using less of it increases the maximum range of an aircraft. There are additional 

benefits of reducing fuel consumption: the ability to carry extra payload and reduced air pollution. An 

example from (VanDam, 1999) stated that a one percent change in lift to drag ratio of a typical subsonic 

transportation aircraft was equivalent to 2800 lbs of payload, or one drag count represented an additional 

passenger.    

Drag has been extensively studied in literature, and methods for the accurate determination of drag are 

well documented for both CFD and experimental implementation. However, the CFD studies often fall 

into two categories: ones studying simplified geometries such as cylinders (Rodi, 1997) and Ahmed 

bodies (Ichinose & Ito, 1997) and ones of full aircraft bodies which utilize in-house solvers and hyperfine 

meshes, for example studies by (Yamazaki, et al., 2006), (Gariepy, et al., 2012) and (Vos & Sanchi, 

2013). The geometry analyzed in this study was of particular interest and the methods must be simplified 

for practical considerations. A review of drag analysis background and methods built the foundation for 

this investigation. 

2.4.1 Definitions and Principles 

In fluid dynamics, drag is defined as a force acting to oppose the motion of a body moving relative to a 

fluid. Drag force exists between a solid surface and fluid due to the viscous flow interaction. 
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Aerodynamic drag differs from dry friction drag because it is velocity dependent. Drag may be broken 

down into components based on origination. Drag on an airfoil is categorized by parasitic drag, lift-

induced drag and wave drag.  

Parasitic drag is named derogatorily because it represented a pure resistance to the motion of a body with 

no benefit. Parasitic drag is made up of pressure drag (form drag), drag due to surface wall shear stress 

(skin friction drag) and may also include interference drag between a body and its support structure. Lift-

induced drag applies for lift generating bodies and is otherwise called induced drag for a fuselage or 

nacelle. Induced drag is a result of secondary flow momentum added to the wake due to three-

dimensional effects. A classic example of which is the wing tip vortices generated by a wing as the high 

pressure air on the underside of a wing moves towards the suction side. Induced drag is therefore a 

consequence of the pressure and wall shear-stress distributions on the body and is only resolvable using 

an off-body perspective. Opposite to viscous drag which is resolvable on the body but cannot be 

decoupled from pressure drag in the wake. 

 Lastly, wave drag or compressibility drag is a result of shockwave formation. Due to local flow 

acceleration small shocks may be present at transonic Mach numbers. While at Mach numbers greater 

than unity the aircraft leading edge produces oblique shocks. Shocks are highly irreversible and generate 

flow entropy. In this study, the model was operating at a Mach number close to 0.1, wave drag will no 

longer be considered.  

2.4.1.1  Reynolds Number Effects 

Total drag on a wide variety of shapes was experimentally explored since the 1930’s. A great collection 

of experimental drag results were contained in (Hoerner, 1965). One of the primary parameters 

influencing the drag of a given shape is the Reynolds number. Reynolds number is typically altered by 

increasing freestream velocity. As Reynolds number increases the effect of drag on a sphere is displayed 

in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6: Experimental drag coefficient of a sphere as a function of Reynolds number. Data is 

compiled from a wide range of investigators. (Hoerner, 1965). 

 

The key regions of interest include: 

 Creeping Flow, 𝑅𝑒𝐷 < 1 

o 𝐶𝐷 = 24/𝑅𝑒𝐷 

o Inertial effects small, symmetric pressure distribution 

 𝑅𝑒𝐷 < 20 

o 𝐶𝐷 ∝ 1/√𝑅𝑒𝐷 

o Steady separation see Figure 2-7 

o Friction drag dominated but form drag increased 

 𝑅𝑒𝐷 > 100 − 1000 

o Trialing vortices increased in size and separated in an alternating fashion (Von Karman 

vortices) 

o 𝐶𝐷 continued to decrease 

 103 < 𝑅𝑒𝐷 < 105 

o Laminar boundary layer separated at 𝜃 ≈ 90𝑜  
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o Drag is pressure dominated and 𝐶𝐷 was constant 

 𝑅𝑒𝐷 > 105 

o An immediate sharp decrease in 𝐶𝐷 as the boundary layer transitions to turbulent (𝑅𝑒𝐷 ≈

2 ∙ 105) due to delayed flow separation caused by increased momentum transfer into the 

boundary layer, Figure 2-8 

o Drag was pressure dominated and will continue to rise with increasing velocity 

 

Figure 2-7: Illustrating the separation of a boundary layer due to the presence of an adverse 

pressure gradient. The reverse flow results in a recirculation vortex and a wide wake depicted by 

the dashed line (Hoerner, 1965). 
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Figure 2-8: Pressure coefficient around a sphere for sub (solid) and super critical (dashed) 

Reynolds number flow. Pressure predicted by potential flow theory (dash and dotted) is also shown. 

A distinct delay in separation, roughly 30 degrees, is witnessed between the laminar and turbulent 

flow (Hoerner, 1965). 

   

In thus study the wind tunnel was incapable of altering flow velocity and thus Reynolds number was held 

relatively constant, 6 ∙ 105. Temperature variation was ignored, ambient air was ingested by the LSWT. 

Chord length remained constant and the maximum projected frontal width observed marginal increase 

with angle of attack.  

2.4.1.2  Geometry Effects 

Body shape has a dramatic impact on drag. A body shape resulting in low flow interference is said to be 

well streamlined. The importance of body streamlining is vital to mitigating drag. An apt comparison by 

(White, 2008) illustrated the effect of streamlining a rectangular cylinder. A 45% reduction in drag was 

observed when the front corners were rounded, see Figure 2-9 (b), to reduce leading edge separation. A 

further 85% reduction was achieved by gradually merging the rear surfaces to a trailing edge (c) reducing 

the wake width. One could also recall the trend in automobile aerodynamics between the 1920’s to the 

Separation 
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1990’s which experienced a sum 50% reduction in vehicle drag from streamlining. Nacelles must contain 

a certain volume of equipment, streamlining may be compromised as a result. 

 

Figure 2-9: The two step process in streamlining a rectangular cylinder (a). First the leading 

corners are rounded (b) giving it a bullet like shape. Next the rear is reduced to a sharp trailing 

edge (c). Last a circular cylinder (d) is show which has the same drag coefficient as (c) but 1-8th the 

thickness. (White, 2008) 

 

Experimental drag measurements for a body of increasing chord to thickness ratio at sub/sup critical 

Reynolds number is shown in Figure 2-10. Key observations included: 

 supercritical flow resulted in less drag over all geometries 

 early gains in streamlining were greater for c/t ratios above 4 

 increasing body length above a c/t of 6 only resulted in more friction drag due to the higher 

wetted surface 

Friction drag, due to wall shear stress, is typically a small component of total drag, 5% for a sphere 

operating outside of Stoke’s flow regime. As a body becomes more streamlined the friction drag became 

more influential. With the extreme case being a flat plate parallel to the freestream (White, 2008). On the 

other hand, pressure drag will dominate for bodies with poor form where separation occurs. In the 

separation zone the flow is nearly at rest and the body experiences a nearly constant pressure force 

(Hoerner, 1965). With the extreme case being a perpendicular flat plate (White, 2008).   
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Figure 2-10: Drag coefficient of an elliptical cylinder at subcritical and supercritical Reynolds 

numbers compiled from various investigators and available in (Hoerner, 1965). 

 

In this study, a single nacelle-strut body was tested having one chord-thickness ratio. However, the flow 

through nacelle may be blocked off resulting in a blunter nose and reduced streamlining. 

2.4.1.3  Angle of Attack 

Angle of attack is the angle at which the body is oriented to the mean flow direction. Zero degrees angle 

of attack is fully aligned. Angle of attack has great influence over drag and is of primary importance for 

detailing airfoil performance. An airfoil is designed to generate lift and produce minimal drag. At zero 

angle of attack (AoA) a symmetric airfoil generates no lift and minimal drag, due mainly to skin friction. 

Moderately increasing AoA generates lift but drag rises due to the increased frontal area resulting in form 

drag. However, when AoA becomes too steep, generally at takeoff/landing, the adverse pressure gradient 

causes flow separation off the suction side of the airfoil. An immediate loss of lift is observed and drag 

climbs sharply. This phenomenon is referred to as stall and can be observed in Figure 2-11. 
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Figure 2-11: Lift and drag of a NACA 0009 airfoil versus AoA with and without flaps and over 

several Reynolds numbers (White, 2008). 

 

In this study AoA was varied. By changing the AoA flow separation is induced. Clearly if CFD predicts 

the location and severity of flow separation over a range of AoA it has a chance of predicting overall drag 

accurately. AoA versus drag was also important for nacelle and cowling bodies because of installation 

angle error. The impact of installation error may be extracted from a drag polar.    

2.4.2 Methods 

Now that the components of drag and key definitions have been defined the methods for determining drag 

can be discussed. One way to determine drag is to integrate the surface pressures and wall shear stresses 

acting on the body. Drag determined in this method is referred to as near-field drag. There was also a 

desire for an off-body perspective, using momentum conservation. Through measurements taken in the 

wake, the drag force on the body can be deduced - this is the far-field drag.   
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2.4.2.1  Near-Field 

Ultimately the forces on the body are desired. The near-field method directly measures the pressure and 

viscous forces acting on the body and projects them in the lift and drag direction. For example, the 𝑥, 𝑦 

components of 𝑝𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 on this airfoil, Figure 2-12, could be integrated and aligned with the 

freestream to calculate drag force. 

 

Figure 2-12: The pressure (a) and shear stress (b) distribution around an airfoil with unseparated 

flow. Image (c) shows the direction of the forces by definition of lift and drag (White, 2008). 

 

Pressure force is everywhere perpendicular to the surface. The wall shear stress, due to the presence of the 

boundary layer, is aligned with the body and acts in the flow direction, assuming the absence of reversed 

flow.  

In general, a control surface around the body is taken, a unit normal vector, �̂� = 𝑛𝑥𝑖̂ + 𝑛𝑦𝑗̂ + 𝑛𝑧�̂�, is 

defined outwards from the body surface, 𝑆𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦, and 𝝉 is the viscous stress tensor given by 
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𝝉 = [

𝜏𝑥𝑥 𝜏𝑥𝑦 𝜏𝑥𝑧

𝜏𝑦𝑥 𝜏𝑦𝑦 𝜏𝑦𝑧

𝜏𝑧𝑥 𝜏𝑧𝑦 𝜏𝑧𝑧

]. 
(2.20) 

The coordinate 𝑥-axis is aligned with the freestream flow such that the forces on the body are  

     𝐹𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 = 𝐷𝑖̂ + 𝑌𝑗̂ + 𝐿�̂�, (2.21) 

with 𝑌 representing the side force. The near-field expression for drag force on a three-dimensional body is  

     

𝐷 = ∬ (−𝑝𝑛𝑥 + 𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑥 + 𝜏𝑥𝑦𝑛𝑦 + 𝜏𝑥𝑧𝑛𝑧)𝑑𝑆.

𝑆𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦

 

(2.22) 

In reality this method becomes difficult to apply. Experimentally, sufficient wall pressure taps must be 

placed on a model to integrate the pressure force. Even then, viscous forces must be largely estimated or 

measured using a surface hot-wire. As geometries become more complex the number of pressure ports 

reaches impractical scales, possibly leading to the need for pressure sensitive paint or the use of a load 

cell to determine total drag. Furthermore, pressure drag cannot be further broken down, limiting the 

usefulness of the near-field method in research and design (VanDam, 1999). In CFD, surface grid density 

has a large impact on near-field drag and further decomposition is still not possible (Paparone & 

Tognaccini, 2002). However, (Trapp & Argentieri, 2010) found the near-field approach did provide 

useful information regarding shockwave formation and the effect of small changes in trailing edge 

geometry.     

2.4.2.2  Far-Field  

Alternatively, drag can be determined from the perspective of the flow, the basis of which is Newton’s 

third law. Any change in flow momentum through the control volume must be accompanied by a force of 

equal magnitude. The linear-momentum balance is expressed as 
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∑𝐹 = ∬𝜌�⃑� (�⃑� ∙ �̂�)𝑑𝑆

𝑆𝑓𝑎𝑟

 

(2.23) 

on a fixed control volume such as the one shown in Figure 2-13.    

 

Figure 2-13: Control volume around an airfoil illustrating the different control volume surfaces and 

unit normal directions. Modified from (Gariepy, et al., 2012). 𝑺𝒇𝒂𝒓 describes the entire control 

volume surface. 

 

The sum of forces on the fluid must take into account the force the body exerts on the flow as well as the 

pressure and viscous shear stress on the control volume bounds. The sum of forces on the control volume 

is thus 

      

∑𝐹 = −𝐹𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 + ∬−𝑝�̂� 𝑑𝑆

𝑆𝑓𝑎𝑟

+ ∬𝝉 ∙ �̂� 𝑑𝑆.

𝑆𝑓𝑎𝑟

 

(2.24) 
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By isolating the body force and combining Equations (2.23) and (2.24) the general expression for far-field 

drag is obtained, 

      

𝐷 = ∬(−𝑝𝑛𝑥 + (𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑥 + 𝜏𝑥𝑦𝑛𝑦 + 𝜏𝑥𝑧𝑛𝑧) + 𝜌𝑢(�⃑� ∙ �̂�))𝑑𝑆.

𝑆𝑓𝑎𝑟

 

(2.25) 

This expression was similar to the near-field expression. The crucial difference is the pressure and viscous 

effects are on the control volume walls and not the surface of the body. When the control volume is 

defined far enough from the body, as to avoid viscous stresses at the boundaries, the drag is given by 

      

𝐷 = − ∬[(𝑝 − 𝑝∞) + 𝜌𝑢(𝑢 − 𝑈∞)]𝑑𝑆,

𝑆𝑓𝑎𝑟

 

(2.26) 

following the initial far-field drag method proposed by (Betz, 1925) for two-dimensional airfoils. It was 

suggested by (Rogers, et al., 2001) that wind tunnel wall effects are between 1% and 3% lift and can be 

ignored in most validation studies. 

This formulation is mathematically simple but its implementation is troublesome for two reasons. First, a 

full integral over the wake surface is required. In this experiment, the mechanical traverse had limited 

range and was unable to cover the entire wind tunnel cross-section and thus another formulation was 

desirable. Second, drag decomposition is still not possible. Furthermore, viscous stress terms in the wake 

are ignored. Theoretically, the control volume may be set as far as necessary. In reality, measurements are 

more accurate close to the body, where the deficits in velocity are of greater magnitude relative to the 

freestream. Studies by (Cole & Wadcock, 1979) suggested that viscous stress was a significant factor 

affecting drag when the measurement plane was within 10% of a chord downstream of a NACA 4412 

airfoil operating at 𝑅𝑒 = 1.5 ∙ 106. Whereas, (Antonia & Rajagopalan, 1990) suggested that at laminar 

Reynolds numbers, for flow around a circular cylinder, the near-wake region extended to an x/d of 

roughly 30. In this experiment, the wake measurements were taken half a chord downstream. The viscous 
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stress term was ignored in the experiment due to limitations of the apparatus. Section F.5 included an 

investigation into how good this assumption was by finding the CFD obtained wall shear results on the 

control volume walls. 

It was at this point that a thermodynamic approach is taken to separate drag due to irreversible (shock and 

viscous) effects and reversible processes (vorticity). Now consider that any entropy rise inside the control 

volume may be attributed to the presence of the body. The derivation is well known and includes work 

mainly found in (Oswatitisch, 1956), who proposed the original idea for velocity deficit measurements. 

(Maskell, 1973) found an expression for induced drag based on the stream functions, 𝜓, and velocity 

potential, 𝜉, in the wake. (Vooren, 2008) generalized the irreversible drag equations to include the effect 

of compressibility and entropy introduced from mass injection. The total drag is then given by 

       

𝐷 =
𝑝∞

𝑅
∬ (Δ𝑠)𝑑𝑆 +

𝜌∞

2
∬ (𝜓ξ)dS,

𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑘𝑒

 

(2.27) 

The first term represents drag due to irreversible effects and the second term drag due to reversible 

processes.  

The variation in entropy, Δ𝑠, and variation in enthalpy, Δ𝐻, must be expressed in terms of the freestream 

state to write Equation (2.27) in terms of measurable variables. Variation in entropy is given by  

       
Δ𝑠 =

𝑅

(𝛾 − 1)
log [

𝑝

𝑝∞
(
𝜌∞

𝜌
)
𝛾

] 
(2.28) 

and then  

       
Δ𝐻 = 𝐻 − 𝐻∞ =

𝛾

𝛾 − 1
(
𝑝

𝜌
−

𝑝∞

𝜌∞
) +

𝑢2 + 𝑣2 + 𝑤2

2
−

𝑢∞
2

2
. 

(2.29) 

As a result, Equations (2.28) and (2.29) combined with the equation of state to solve for the ratio of the 

velocity components in the x-direction. The axial defect velocity was defined by (Vooren, 2008) and 
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(Gariepy, et al., 2012) to allow the velocity to be written in terms of pressure change, entropy variation 

and enthalpy variation shown as 

        𝑢

𝑢∞
= 𝑓 (

Δ𝑝

𝑝
,
Δ𝑠

𝑅
,
Δ𝐻

𝑢∞
2 , 𝑀∞). 

(2.30) 

For incompressible flow without injected entropy the defect velocity is simplified to  

       

�̅� = √
2

𝜌∞

(𝑝𝑡 − 𝑝𝑡∞) + 𝑢∞
2 .  

(2.31) 

  As a consequence, the profile and viscous drag is then 

       
 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑣. = 𝐷𝑓 = −∬𝜌𝑢(�̅� − 𝑢∞)𝑑𝑆. 

(2.32) 

On the other hand, the second term in Equation (2.27), the Maskell integral, is written in terms of 

fundamental flow properties. For incompressible flow, with no incoming secondary flow features, the 

induced drag is only a product of the secondary flow momentum in the wake, 

          
 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑣 = 𝐷𝑖 =

1

2
∬𝜌(𝑣2 + 𝑤2)𝑑𝑆. 

(2.33) 

A reader with the desire to go through the full derivation of drag decomposition by thermodynamic 

analysis is directed to (Vos & Sanchi, 2013). 

Now the drag is broken up into two components, form drag and induced drag. Integration is only needed 

in the wake, such that outside of the wake the integrals tend to zero. This improves computational 

reliability and meant that experimental and CFD measurements of shear stress on the tunnel walls were 

not necessary. The measurement plane is reduced. Equations (2.32) and (2.33) formed the basis for the 

far-field method used in this study. The assumptions were: 

 measurements are taken on a plane normal to the freestream flow 
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 measurement plane is outside of region where viscous shear stress are important 

 mean flow in the empty tunnel is uniform and the freestream velocity was only in the axial 

direction 

 wake did not interfere with wind tunnel walls at the measurement plane  

 flow is incompressible, Ma < 0.3 

 there is no mass injection through or out of the model 

2.4.3 Experimental and CFD Capabilities 

Experimental work performed by (Brune, 1991) demonstrated the power of the far-field method on a 

simple wing model, NACA 0016, operating at subsonic speeds. A Five-hole probe with a mechanical 

traverse was used to capture three-component velocity and pressure information on a two-dimensional 

plane roughly one chord downstream of the wing. Excellent agreement between force balance total drag 

and wake survey total drag were obtained up to moderate AoAs, see Figure 2-14.    

 

Figure 2-14: Lift and drag polar for a NACA 0016 obtained by wake analysis and a force balance 

(Brune, 1991). 

 

(Brune, 1991) also compared wake drag and force balance results of symmetric and upswept nacelle 

configurations at low angles of attack, at a 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑡 = 1.2 ∙ 106 and 𝑀 = 0.18. The results showed that drag 
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decomposition was possible, Figure 2-15, and wake results agreed within the force balance error, see 

Figure 2-16.  

 

Figure 2-15: Drag components of two nacelle configurations at low angles of attack (Brune, 1991). 

 

 

Figure 2-16: Upswept nacelle drag from force balance and wake surveys (Brune, 1991). 

 

Similar work by (Ganzevles, et al., 2002) and (Kusunose, 1998) on half-span airliner models 

demonstrated solid agreement between near and far-field total drag. (Kusunose, 1998) applied a 
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compressibility factor due to testing at transonic speeds. Wake measurements were taken on a non-

Cartesian grid. The author recommends applying Green’s theorem instead of Poisson’s method because of 

grid size sensitivity. In this study, the wake analysis was performed on a Cartesian grid.  

Early drag comparisons between CFD and experiments by (Cummings, 1996) and (Chao & VanDam, 

1999) showed promising results for airfoil simulations. (Cummings, 1996) solved the Euler flow 

equations and found far-field drag was comparable to multi-hole probe wake measurements but the 

surface integration produced terrible results. It was concluded that near-field drag methods required a 

higher surface resolution, not necessary for the far-field method. Due to computational power at the time, 

grid refinement was not attempted. (Chao & VanDam, 1999) analyzed a two-dimensional airfoil at 

transonic speeds using the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. Agreement between experimental total 

drag and CFD predicted drag via the far and near-field methods was within several drag counts, see 

Figure 2-17, and tended to agree with similar studies by (Paparone & Tognaccini, 2002), Figure 2-18.   

 

Figure 2-17: Total drag of airfoil study at 𝑹𝒆 = 𝟒. 𝟎 ∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟔 showing force balance data and RANS 

predictions using S.A. turbulence model (Chao & VanDam, 1999). 
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Figure 2-18: Drag polar of a NACA 0012 at 𝑴 = 𝟎.𝟕 and 𝑹𝒆 = 𝟗 ∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟔 by (Paparone & Tognaccini, 

2002) including drag decomposition. 

 

Any numerical discrepancy between the near and far-field drag was a troubling problem for some time, 

eventually requiring the calculation of entropy generation due to numerical dissipation taking place in the 

solver. Entropy generation was a result of a non-ideal mesh. Failure to capture the exact flow gradients 

forced unrealistic entropy to be generated (Mavriplis, 2003), often observed near stagnation points. 

Entropy generation factored into the irreversible drag and was referred to as spurious drag, because it is 

unphysical.  

Modern three-dimensional half-span airliner studies were often used to benchmark drag prediction codes. 

Recent studies by (Gariepy, et al., 2012), (Yamazaki, et al., 2006), (Vos & Sanchi, 2013) and (Mavriplis, 

2008) have predicted wing-body drag within several drag counts. Nacelle studies have also been 

performed using similar methods (Malouin, et al., 2014) with great success. All accounting for grid 

generate entropy. Wing-body drag, with and without a nacelle, was accurately captured by (Meheut & 

Bailly, 2008) using wake surveys and RANS-CFD. The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model was used and 
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mesh sizes were typically between 10-15 million cells. Spurious drag was identified allowing for full drag 

decomposition, see Figure 2-19, with spurious drag representing roughly 5% of total drag (Yamazaki, et 

al., 2006). CFD total drag was predicted within several drag counts of experiment, see Figure 2-20, and 

was a function of mesh density, not mesh type (Mavriplis, 2008). The fifth AIAA drag prediction 

workshop (Levy, et al., 2013) had grid independence studies up to 100+ million elements, favored the 

SST model and the median solution agreed with experiment within 4 drag counts.  

 

Figure 2-19: Drag components of a wing-body model operating at 𝑴 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 and 0.5o AoA for three 

mesh densities (Yamazaki, et al., 2006). 
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Figure 2-20: Drag polar or the DLR-F4 wing-body test case comparing wind tunnel data with 

various CFD simulations (Mavriplis, 2008). 

 

At this point it was accepted that lift and drag polars of wing-body models at transonic speeds and low 

angles of attack can be obtained with great accuracy by detailed wake analysis. The issue now was 

simulating moderate to high angles of attack where separation had great influence over form drag. At 

higher angles of attack, not studied by the previous research, (Mavriplis, 2003) found CFD convergence 

was more difficult and drag prediction became highly dependent on mesh density and turbulence model, 

see Figure 2-21. Recently (Benini, et al., 2011) and (Gariepy, et al., 2012) have shown the 𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝑘 − 𝜔 

model predicted separation accurately and (Celic & Hirschel, 2006) suggested applying 𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝑘 − 𝜔 over 

the Spalart-Allmaras model for diffusing flow, see Figure 2-22. 
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Figure 2-21: Drag polar of a multi-element airfoil operating in the high-lift configuration obtained 

experimentally and using two CFD grid densities (Mavriplis, 2003). 

 

Figure 2-22: Dividing streamlines of the separation zones predicted by SST and S.A. turbulence 

models are compared with experimental results (Celic & Hirschel, 2006). 
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Inspiration and guidance was drawn from bluff body analysis, although the same degree of drag 

decomposition was not present for those geometries. A collection of RANS-CFD results of bluff bodies 

and Ahmed bodies was compiled in (VanDam, 1999). A particular study by (Ramnefors, et al., 1996) 

indicated that CFD was used to predict drag on a car model. (Ramnefors, et al., 1996) showed that the 

standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 model predicted 10% lower total drag compared with load cell measurements. The RNG 

𝑘 − 𝜖 model using enhanced wall treatment predicted drag within 1%. An investigation by (Molochnikov, 

et al., 2009) for flow over a cross-flow rib supported this finding. Pressure distribution around a circular 

cylinder for Reynolds numbers ranging from 1 to 1 ∙ 106 was captured accurately by using enhanced wall 

treatment according to the software manual (FLUENT, 2005) which necessary involved reliable 

separation prediction. (Rodi, 1997) observed the overproduction of turbulent kinetic energy at stagnation 

points in the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 with improvements moving towards the Realizable variant. The reader is 

directed back to the review of numerical methods in Section 2.3.2.    

Additional challenges in capturing a separated flow included: grid resolution (Mavriplis, 2003) and 

(Murayama, et al., 2006), laminar-turbulent transition (Lei, et al., 2005) and three-dimensional effects 

(Argyropoulos & Markatos, 2015). Improving grid density was found to increases solution accuracy and 

is more vital when using the RSM and SST models. RSM was recently discredited by (Spalart, 2015). 

Also, grid structure (tetrahedral versus hexahedral elements) was found to have little impact on wing drag 

polars. 𝑘 − 𝜖 type models were found to over predict friction drag even with low-Re adaptations, though 

modern variants such as Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 showed improved separation prediction. In all cases solution 

accuracy broke down with increasing flow separation when Spalart-Allmaras was used.    

In this study, a gap in the literature was addressed because the body being analyzed was far from 

streamlined, form drag was expected to dominate and separation will occur. An attempt to apply 

relatively modern drag decomposition on a complex bluff body provided information as to the robustness 

of these methods for practical engineering design. Performing coupled CFD-experimental analysis at 

moderate to high angles of attack provided data on the ability of modest CFD to capture three-
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dimensional flow with separation. The literature has suggested that low angles of attack should result in 

good agreement in drag prediction between most turbulence models. Whereas, higher angles of attack are 

anticipated to result in convergence issues and test the limitations of the apparatus. A comparison between 

turbulence models and the treatment of the wall with experimental results provided another data set on the 

limitations and strengths of the CFD settings.  
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3. Experimental Apparatus and Techniques 

The study of the flow over, and the drag of, the nacelle body used the Queen’s University Low-Speed 

Wind Tunnel (LSWT), several specialized sensors, a linear traverse and a data acquisition system. 

Calibration of the sensors required a secondary wind tunnel. In this section, the experimental apparatus is 

detailed and essential characteristics of the wind tunnel flow field are described. The nacelle model key 

features are also discussed. 

3.1 Low-Speed Wind-Tunnel 

The LSWT was an open circuit suction type wind tunnel driven by a double-sided centrifugal fan 

powered by a 56 kW electric motor. A full schematic is shown in Figure 3-1. The LSWT produced a 

continuous subsonic flow, performance characterization is discussed in Section 3.4. 

 

Figure 3-1: LSWT schematic with key components labeled. 
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3.1.1 Geometric Specifications 

The key design features of the LSWT were discussed below.  

3.1.1.1  Inlet Contraction 

Air was drawn from ambient conditions outside of the building through a bell mouth contraction shown in 

Figure 3-2. The contraction served to accelerating the flow, thereby reducing streamwise turbulence. The 

contraction profile was defined by a fifth order polynomial, 

          
 𝑦(𝑥) = 𝐻𝑖 − (𝐻𝑖 − 𝐻𝑒) [6 (

𝑥

𝐿
)
5

− 15(
𝑥

𝐿
)
4

+ 10(
𝑥

𝐿
)
3

], 
(3.1) 

initial height, 𝐻𝑖, was 3.5 m and the final height, 𝐻𝑒, was the test section width of 1 m resulting in a 12.25 

contraction ratio over 2.8 m. A 0.28 m inlet round was present to reduce inlet separation.  

 

Figure 3-2: Photograph of the LSWT contraction and support structure.    
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3.1.1.2   Flow Straightener 

Flow straightener was inserted at the bell mouth inlet to reduce transverse vorticity prior to flow 

acceleration, allowing for further decay before the test section. Aluminum honeycomb, shown in Figure 

3-3, was chosen as the flow straightener. The honeycomb was manufactured by Plascore® from 5056 

aerospace grade aluminum for strength. The cell size was 3/8 inches and the sheets were 4 inches thick. 

The screen was to protect the honeycomb and was not designed to reduce longitudinal vortices.  

 

Figure 3-3: Photograph of flow straightening aluminum honeycomb, hexagrams, from the LSWT 

inlet. 

 

3.1.1.3  Test Section  

Test bodies were placed in a 1 m2 square duct 3.25 m downstream of the contraction outlet to capitalize 

on the small boundary layer at this location. The test section had plywood walls and was accessible via a 

Plexiglas door on the right side of the duct, looking towards the blower. An image of the test section is 

shown below, Figure 3-4. Plywood allowed for straightforward modification for instrumentation such as 

the traverse slot and the body mounting pin/load cell. The rest of the duct was welded aluminum. 
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Figure 3-4: Photograph of the LSWT test section and access door with the closed inlet nacelle-strut 

body shown mounted inside. 

 

3.1.1.4  Blower and Diffuser 

The LSWT was powered by a 65 kW (75 hp) double-sided centrifugal blower with an external radius of 

0.97 m. In order to facilitate the inlet of the blower a flow splitter was employed upstream of the fan. The 

transition was accomplished by an even split semicircular duct with a 0.865 m radius, see Figure 3-5 for 

the schematic. Downstream of the blower a 2.75 m long diffuser with 6𝑜 divergence angle decelerated the 

flow and recovered pressure. 
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Figure 3-5: Schematic of the LSWT flow splitter, blower housing and diffuser. Screen at the outlet 

is used to prevent debris/pests from entering the blower during resting time. Small inspection 

window is also visible before the splitter. 

 

3.1.2 Global Coordinate System 

At this point the coordinate system was defined in Figure 3-6. Consistency was maintained between 

experimentation and CFD. The X-direction was taken to be in the mean flow direction, pointing towards 

the outlet. The Y-direction was vertical, normal to the floor and the Z-direction was orthogonal to XY and 

thus pointed to the right wall. The origin (0,0) was located 1.05 m upstream of the strut leading edge at 

zero AoA as shown below. The traverse plane was 1.48 m from the origin, half a chord behind the model 

at 0o AoA and normal to the x-direction. 
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Figure 3-6: Global coordinate system illustrating the duct floor and test body relative to the 

Cartesian axis located at the origin. The traverse plane is shown downstream of the body with 

distance referenced to the origin.   

 

3.1.3 Instrumentation 

In this section, the instruments attached to the wind tunnel are detailed to provide information regarding 

how data could be taken. Instrumentation included the traverse rig and the DAQ.  

3.1.3.1  2D Traverse 

A two-dimensional traverse table from Arrick Robotics® allowed for a flow measuring device to be 

mounted and traverse the test-section perpendicular to the mean flow, in the YZ-plane. Two stepper 

motors controlled the probe support location, where one step size corresponded to 0.0314 mm and 0.127 

mm in the Y and Z-direction. The traverse motors and belt system can be seen in Figure 3-7. 
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Figure 3-7: The traverse rig located below the LSWT test section, key components are annotated. 

 

A slit in the Z-direction spanning the entire floor allowed for the intrusion of a probe into the test section. 

The slit was located 1.54 m from the test section inlet. The traverse location, see Figure 3-8, measured 

from the inlet to the slit minus the probe step length (6 cm). Due to space limitations and support 

interference, the traverse plane facilitated 2D movement in a plane 1 cm from the side walls and 1 cm 

from the floor. The maximum height varied with probe support lengths. The seven-hole probe maximum 

traverse height was 43 cm. The plane spanning the traverse limits was called the traverse plane and was 

the main location of data extraction.   

Probe Mount 

Z-Motor 

Y-Motor 

Rail/Roller System 
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Figure 3-8: Photograph of the slit in the test section floor. A seven-hole probe is shown in the test 

section and is connected to the traverse below. 

 

3.1.3.2  Data Acquisition System 

A Dell® Optiplex GX620 MT computer with Pentium 4 processors and 3 GB of RAM operated 

Windows® XP and was used for data acquisition. MATLAB was used to parse the data and control the 

traverse through the motor controllers. The instrumentation was connected to the PC using a Data 

Translation Inc. DT3003 multifunction DAQ card and DT730-T terminal block. Up to 32 differential 

analog inputs may have been read with 12 bit resolution. Unused ports were grounded to themselves and 

to common ground to avoid residual voltage. A DT3003 connected to 16 pressure transducers and one 

thermocouple is shown in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9: DT3003 card wired to two pressure transducer blocks and a thermocouple. A ribbon 

cable connects the board to the terminal block in the PC. 

 

3.2 Nacelle Model 

    

Figure 3-10: Photographs of the side (left) and front (middle) of the nacelle as well as the strut base 

(right). 
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The nacelle-strut body used throughout this study was created using rapid-prototyping technology, see 

Figure 3-10, above. The white nacelle body was 405 mm in length and had a maximum diameter of 265 

mm. The nacelle was open at the front and back but may be closed off with a cap. The nacelle was 

supported by a NACA 0022 airfoil with a leading edge span length of 150 mm. A detailed diagram of the 

full model, created using Solid Edge ST7, is shown in Figure 3-11. 

   

Figure 3-11: Detailed drawing of the full nacelle-strut body generated using Solid Edge ST7. 

Broken-out section view of the 3D model is shown along with dimensioned principal views. All units 

are in mm. 
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Upper and lower plastic sections used to create the nacelle shape were secured to each other by interior 

ribs visible in Figure 3-12. The hard wood strut was secured to the nacelle using bolts protruding into the 

interior. The strut contained a hole in its base to facilitate mounting. The non-smooth interior features 

were ignored in the CAD model shown above. Hypothetically, geometric simplification in regions of low 

flow velocity should streamline the meshing process for an indistinguishable impact on aerodynamics. 

 

Figure 3-12: Nacelle model interior. Upper and lower half of the nacelle is secured by 6 bolts, strut 

by two bolts. 

 

 Several photos will show a hole located towards the trailing edge and at the base of the nacelle. The hole 

was present to study the ejection of air out the back of the body in the future and was not in this 

investigation of drag. As a result, the hole was covered during testing. 

3.2.1 Nacelle Alignment 

The model was mounted by inserting an aluminum pin into the base of the support strut. Two setscrews, 

located on the pressure side of the strut, were tightened to secure its orientation and avoid damage to the 

tunnel. Markings drawn outward from the central axis of the pin aligned the trailing edge of the strut with 

the desired angle of attack. Marking were drawn every 5o as shown in Figure 3-13. Nacelle was angled 

such that the trailing edge was further from the observation window. 
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Figure 3-13: Photograph of the angle of attack markings on the LSWT test section floor. 

 

3.3 Transducers 

In this section, all probes and transducers used to obtain experimental measurements are described. A 

schematic of the test section setup is shown in Figure 3-14.  

 

Figure 3-14: Instrumentation schematic for the LSWT test section. 
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3.3.1 Load Cell 

The load cell was secured under the test section, see Figure 3-15, and connected with the test model via 

the mounting pin. The load cell provides simultaneous force and torque measurements of the full nacelle-

strut body allowing for total drag, lift and side force to be measured. The forces measured by the load cell 

were necessarily the surface forces, which allowed for comparison to near-field drag calculations from 

CFD. An ATI Industrial Automation® F/T Sensor Gamma SI-130-10 was chosen to measure three 

components of force and torque. The force balance general specifications are listed in Table 3-1. In this 

case the Z-direction, with respect to the load cell, was vertical, down onto the sensor.   

 

Figure 3-15: ATI Gamma secured beneath the test section on aluminum support beams. 

 

Table 3-1: ATI Gamma operating range and resolution for the metric calibration (ATI Industrial 

Automation Website, 2016). 

Calibration Fx, Fy Fz Tx, Ty Tz Fx, Fy Fz Tx, Ty Tz 

SI-130-10 130 N 400 N 10 Nm 10 Nm 1/40 N 1/20 N 1/800 Nm 1/800 Nm 

 Sensing Range Resolution 

 

Data was recorded via ATI DAQ F/T software package. This software allowed for sensor biasing, 

applying calibrations and setting recording time/rate. Data was extracted in .csv format and was 

monitored in real time. 
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Load cell measurements were taken at a sampling rate of 1 kHz until 216, 65536, samples were recorded. 

This allowed for straightforward FFT analysis of model structural vibrations, provided in Appendix D, 

and a long enough data set to observe possible low frequency noise. Data was averaged to obtain the 

mean forces/torques on the body.    

3.3.1.1  Calibration 

The load cell calibration was verified using weights and a digital handheld Newton scale. Solid linear 

agreement between the load cell measurement and the handheld scale reading indicated a good 

calibration.   

3.3.2 Pressure Transducers 

Pressure was measured using a ±7 kPa Omega PX 139 transducer which used a strain gauge to convert 

pressure force into a measurable resistance change. Repeatability error was reported by Omega® to be 

0.3% of full scale. Pressure transducers were connected to wall taps and the seven-hole probe via silicon 

tubing. Boxes of eight pressure transducers were created to allow for easy transportation and to provide 

shielding, one of several boxes is shown in Figure 3-16. The calibration procedure involved a water 

manometer to produce a known pressure, details are available in Appendix B.1. 
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Figure 3-16: Pressure transducer box housing eight sensors connected externally to a probe via 

silicon tubing. 

 

Pressure transducer sampling rate and time had a dramatic impact on wake traverse time and testing 

expense. In order to determine adequate sampling specifications a pitot-static probe was used. Sampling 

rates of 200 Hz, 500 Hz and 1 kHz were tested over several seconds and a rolling average was computed 

to observe the behavior in mean error. According to Figure 3-17 a sampling rate of 500 Hz over a 

sampling time of 2 seconds gave good results. Higher sampling rates led to destabilizing effects observed 

by the bump around 2000 samples. Similar studies were performed for all sensors and are available in 

Appendix B.   
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Figure 3-17: Pressure transducer mean error versus number of samples for several sampling rates. 

 

3.3.3 Seven-Hole Pressure Probe 

A seven-hole probe was capable of determining the time-averaged velocity magnitude and directionality, 

as well as, the dynamic and static pressure of an arbitrary flow. A rounded tip variant used in these 

subsonic experiments is shown in Figure 3-18.  

 

Figure 3-18: Seven-hole probe photographs. 
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Seven-hole probes allowed for the measurement of off axis flows up to 65o and do not have to be aligned 

with the flow. The advantage over a five-hole probe was increased acceptable flow angle. At least four 

ports must not be stalled else flow velocity and direction could not be extracted according to (Gerner, et 

al., 1984), Figure 3-19 shows the maximum flow angle resulting in three stalled ports. 

 

Figure 3-19 Illustration of flow separation around a conical seven-hole probe at high incidence 

angle from (Gerner, et al., 1984). 

 

A seven-hole probe coupled with the linear-traverse to take wake measurements on a grid of points 

behind the model. A clamshell clamp secured the probe. Each port was connected to a pressure traducer 

by silicon tubing. Details regarding seven-hole probe theory and calibration were discussed in Appendix 

B.3. Sample rate testing for each port concluded that 500 Hz for 2.5 seconds allowed for accurate time-

averaged results. A two second settling time after each motion allowed the pressure in the tubes, probe 

vibrations and motor controller electrical interference to stabilize.  

3.3.3.1  Calibration 

Calibration involved varying the probe orientation with respect to a known flow field to measure the 

pressure difference between each port. The probe angle and port readings were then correlated so the 

probe can be placed in an arbitrary flow field; more details are presented in Appendix B.3.2. The 

uncertainties resulting from the calibration process specifically, not including transducer error, were 
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averaged over the entire range of angles. Errors were: 1o yaw angle, 0.6o pitch angle, 2% of 𝑃𝑡, 3% for 𝑞 

and 𝑃𝑠. When combined with the pressure transducer error an uncertainty of 1 m/s for the LSWT 

freestream velocity of about 30 m/s was observed, detailed error analysis is provided in Appendix C.1 and 

LSWT characterization to follow.  

3.3.3.2  Alignment 

Alignment of the probe involved the use of a carpenter’s square. The right angle was used to align the 

square with the traverse slit. The probe stem was then oriented to match the other side of the square at 

which point the traverse clamp was tightened. An effort to test the alignment was made by measuring the 

tip distance to the sidewalls. Probe misalignment would have resulted in earlier stall on the suction side of 

the probe, limiting the appropriate range of flow angles and an angular bias. 

3.3.3.3  Data Processing 

The conversion of seven pressure measurements and a temperature reading into three components of 

velocity, total and static pressure, as well as, density involved the use of calibration coefficients described 

in Appendix B.3.1. The conversion script was written in FORTRAN 90 by (Crawford, 2011) and has 

been used by many researchers in this laboratory since its development. 

3.3.4 Hotwire Anemometer 

A constant temperature one wire hot-wire anemometer was used to measure temporal velocity on the 

traverse plane which allowed turbulence levels to be calculated based on Equation A.3. Velocity and 

turbulence were used to characterize the wind tunnel flow. 

A 55P16 general-purpose probe from Dantec Dynamics® was used. The probe used a 5 𝜇𝑚 diameter, 

1.25 mm long tungsten wire as the conductor. A high frequency Wheatstone bridge, the ‘Mini CTA’ 

54T42, generated the voltage response as convection varied over the wire. The voltages were recorded by 

the N.I. USB 9125 high speed DAQ and converted to mean velocity and turbulent fluctuations by the 

MiniCTA software package.  
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3.3.4.1  Calibration 

Hot-wire calibration involved the use of the MiniCTA software to record probe voltage and a pitot-static 

probe to provide a reference velocity. The voltage and velocity were correlated by a third-order 

polynomial. Calibration error, 2%, combined with repeatability error, 1%, resulted in a 3% error in 

velocity when the flow was measured at 3 kHz for 8192 samples. See Appendix B.4 for additional details.   

3.3.4.1  Alignment 

The wire itself was carefully oriented such that it lies parallel with the wind tunnel floor. The stem was 

oriented into the flow using the carpenter’s square, discussed earlier.   

3.3.5 Thermocouples 

Freestream flow temperature was measured by K-type thermocouples, compatible with temperatures 

between -200oC and 1350oC. The measurement uncertainty was the larger of 2.2oC and 2%. This made 

them suited for long average temperature measurements and not instantaneous readings. The LSWT flow 

was exclusively dictated by atmospheric temperature. A hardware compensation circuit avoided the need 

for an ice bath reference junction. The circuit was connected to the DAQ board and sampled at 500 Hz for 

2 seconds and averaged every traverse step. 

3.3.6 Pressure Taps 

Pressure taps were a cost effective and relatively non-intrusive method of measuring surface pressure. A 

1/8th inch hole was drilled into the wind tunnel wall and a stainless steel tube was inserted. The steel tube 

was secured using two-part epoxy. An effort was made to ensure the steel tube was flush with the 

aluminum wall because post epoxy grinding the two metals of different density was not straightforward. 

The steel taps were connected to the transducer boxes by silicon tubing.     

3.3.7 Instrument/Sensor Summary 

The key performance specifications for each sensor described above is shown in Table 3-2.  
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Table 3-2: LSWT instrumentation and sensor important information summary. 

Component Range Uncertainty Location 

Traverse Rig Z: 1 to 97 cm 

Y: 1 to 43 cm 
ΔZ: 0.127 cm 

ΔY: 0.0314 cm 

Under traverse plane 

Load Cell X: 0-130 N X: 1/40 N Body mount under 

test section 

Seven-Hole Probe ±7 kPa 

60o flow angle 

1o yaw 

0.6o pitch 

2% Pt 

3% q, Ps 

Traverse plane 

One-Wire Anemometer 10-40 m/s 3 % Traverse plane 

Pressure Taps ±7 kPa 0.3% full scale 

21 Pa  

Test section inlet 

K-Type Thermocouple 200oC - 1350oC 2.2oC or 2% (larger) Traverse plane 20 cm 

from ceiling 

 

3.4 Flow Characterization 

Test section flow characterization was performed using a CTA and auxiliary square duct simulation, 

details are available in Appendix E. Test section traverse plane velocity profiles indicated the freestream 

velocity was 31 m/s ± 1 m/s with a 7.0 cm ± 0.5 cm boundary layer height at mid-width. Turbulence 

intensity was 1.1% ± 0.4% and had a 10 cm integral length scale as determined by an autocorrelation. 

Inlet temperature was assumed to be a nominal 293 K, inlet density was therefore fixed. The Reynolds 

number based on nacelle maximum width was 6 ∙ 105, past the critical Re. Mach number was in the 

subsonic range, M = 0.1, and compressibility was negligible throughout. Preliminary testing indicated a 2 

cm Cartesian grid was sufficient to capture the wake features. 
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4. Numerical Methodology 

A computational study was performed to validate the experimental results obtained in the LSWT and 

determine the usefulness of CFD in nacelle aerodynamic research. In this chapter, the procedure used in 

the numerical investigation was described.  

4.1 General CFD Study Approach 

Before describing the mesh generation and solver settings in detail the general approach used in this 

investigation is explained. In this study, a computer cluster containing 12 computers, operating Linux, 

powered by Intel Core i7 processors each with 24 gigabytes of RAM was used. Numerical studies were 

highly automated through command scripts executed in batch mode. User error was limited as a result. 

ANSYS 15 academic software was used exclusively. ICEM CFD 15.0 generated the mesh and FLUENT 

15 solved the corresponding flow equations. Visualization of the results and post-processing was 

performed in Tecplot 360 graphic software.  

4.2 Computational Domain 

In this section, the methods used in the generation of the geometry and mesh are described.  

4.2.1 Geometry Generation 

The geometry was created using Solid Edge ST7 CAD software by Siemens®. The nacelle-strut model 

was created by revolving the nacelle outline about its central axis. Thus, the interior features present in 

the physical model were removed. The NACA 0022 support strut profile was located and extruded from 

the nacelle. A Boolean subtraction between the fluid domain and the body resulted in the exact fluid 

volume to be meshed. Creating an assembly of all subtractions, at different angles of attack, forced 

consistent geometry generation. Each fluid domain was saved as a .STEP file and imported into ICEM 

15.0. The geometry was repaired, curves were connected and filtered based a tolerance to ensure the 

surfaces were well defined. Geometric features were then assigned part names. The fluid domain was 

shown in Figure 4-1 and a zoom of the nacelle in Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-1: Nacelle body bound by the fluid 

domain and an interior box used in hybrid 

meshing. 

Figure 4-2: Suction side rear view of the nacelle-

strut CAD model. 

 

The ‘base’ domain, forming the benchmark of the independence studies, is described in Table 4-1. Note, 

the nacelle model was identical is all tests. A rotation operation was used about the support central axis to 

change orientation. The domain was explained in terms of nacelle lengths relative to the strut trailing edge 

at zero degrees angle of attack. 

Table 4-1: Key domain features are descripted in terms of the nacelle length. 

Domain 

Parameter 

Description 

Inlet Plane 3 lengths upstream of strut 

leading edge       

Outlet Plane 15 lengths downstream of strut 

trailing edge 

Conformal Box 1.5 lengths centered around the 

mid chord of the strut  

  

4.2.2 Grid Structure 

The main objective of a mesh is to cover the entire fluid domain with high quality cells of appropriate 

density to capture local flow gradients. Mesh generation methodology involves a distinct tradeoff between 

control over the mesh and generation time. Although not all geometries are straightforwardly blocked, a 

Inlet Plane 

Conformal Box 

Outlet Plane 
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hexahedral (hexa) mesh provides the greatest control and cell quality. On the other hand, a tetrahedral 

(tetra) mesh, generated by the top-down Octree method, provides a near instant mesh based on limited 

settings. A hybrid approach was used in this study to realize a 25% reduction in core cell count, a step-by-

step guide is provided in Appendix G.2. 

4.2.1.1  Surface Meshing 

In the most elementary sense, a surface may be defined by the curves which encompass it. Similarly, the 

nodes along the curves can be used to define the distribution of 2D elements on a surface. Meshes created 

in this manner are referred to as bottom-up meshes and are created by the patch dependent method in 

ICEM 15.0. The resultant surface mesh adheres to the curve geometry and node distribution, affording 

increased mesh control. Adjusting the node distribution along a curve became particularly important to 

force smooth transitions in cell size. To that end, geometric node distributions were applied on the strut 

and nacelle near the leading and trailing edges, Figure 4-3 shows surface mesh refinement in these areas. 

All triangle 2D elements were generated on the body. Surface smoothing in terms of general quality, a 

function of cell skewness and aspect ratio, improved the subsequent volume mesh. 

 

Figure 4-3: All-tri surface mesh on the nacelle-strut suction side. 
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4.2.1.2  Volume Meshing 

Fluent 15.0 is an unstructured solver. Meaning, each cell, face and grid point is assigned information 

relating to its neighboring cell. The solver does not require a specific grid structure and the most 

appropriate cell type could be applied to a given geometry. Three-dimensional elements were either 

tetrahedral, hexahedral, prisms or pyramids.   

A tetra volume mesh was generated from the surface mesh using the Advancing Front (AF) algorithm. 

Unlike Octree mesh, which divides a domain-encompassing cell until size restraints are met, the bottom-

up approach takes advantage of the surfaces already enclosing the volume. In this regard, the AF method 

was more efficient, generating a 4 million cell mesh in a few minutes. Whereas the Octree method 

struggled with the available RAM (16 GBs) as it attempted to cut the mesh around the tiny trailing edge. 

Of additional importance, the AF is not restricted to factor of 2 cell transition. Volume transition between 

cells was smooth. AF was found to respect the thin and sharp trailing edge, thus avoiding truncation of 

the geometry.  

A tetra element, triangular based pyramid, consists of 4 nodes and one cell center with a limit to cell 

quality. Hexa elements, on the other hand, typically have low skewness and filled a volume more 

efficiently, 8 nodes to one cell center. Creating a hexa mesh away from the body, in the straight square 

duct, was an effective way of reducing the cell count. Preliminary studies experienced a 25% reduction in 

core cell count.  

Two complications were introduced by hybrid meshing. First, the interface must be conformal. Where the 

tetra mesh and hexa mesh meet required a new surface created by merging nodes. Second, because of the 

merging process, low quality pyramid elements were created. Care must be taken to smooth these 

elements and maintain their distance to the body. Mesh cut-planes of a hybrid mesh generated around the 

body is shown in Figure 4-4.  
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Figure 4-4: Mesh cut planes and surface mesh of the base grid density hybrid mesh, model at 0o 

AoA. 

   

4.2.1.3  Inflation Layers 

Inflation layers provided the near wall refinement, necessary in the capture of boundary layers. Gradients 

in the wall normal direction were much greater than long the wall, as a result flat topped prisms with 

higher aspect ratios were used in this region. Prism layers were generated on all wall surfaces. 

The prism layer height and growth was dictated by the desired cell y+. The drive for y+ values 

approaching 1 had the undesirable effect of increasing cell aspect ratio. Volume uniformity became a 

concern where the inflation layer terminated. Small first cell sizes required many layers, given growth 

rates below 1.3, to reach the core cell size. The mesh refinement at the trialing edge of the strut 

represented one of the major challenges. Overall, surface refinement was the only option to improve mesh 

quality in these regions, an example of the strut prism layer of the base mesh, y+ of 3, 8 layers and a 1.2 

growth rate, is shown in Figure 4-5 and a zoom of the trailing edge in Figure 4-6. 

Tetra 

Hexa 

Tri 

Pyra 

Penta 
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Figure 4-5: Inflation layer around the support strut captured by a cut plane at mid-span. 

 

 

Figure 4-6: Near wall refinement of the strut finite trailing edge. 

 

The base mesh element composition statistics are provided in Table 4-2. Upon inspection, it was clear that 

mesh density increased as proximity to the body decreased. Hexa cells represented about 20% of the total 

count but roughly 75% of the total volume. On the other hand, the prism layer accounted for nearly 40% 

of all cells and only a fraction of the volume.  

 

 

Penta Tetra 
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Table 4-2: Base mesh cell counts for each element type.  

Element Type Quantity 

[Mil.] 

All 4.8 

Tetra 1.5 

Hexa 1.0 

Penta (Prism) 2.0 

Pyramid 0.06 

2D 0.25 

4.2.1.4  Mesh Quality 

The quality of a mesh had a significant influence over solution accuracy. The prediction of wall shear 

stress and wake recovery was dependent on the node distribution in those regions. In large gradients, 

inadequate mesh density could dramatically alter the flow characteristics. The grid should be fine enough 

to minimize cell-to-cell changes in flow variables. Large volume changes result in truncation errors. 

Mesh quality was not only a function of cell density - cell skewness must also be considered. Highly 

skewed cells had a destabilizing effect on the solution, reducing solution accuracy, possibly leading to 

divergence. The cell center of a highly skewed cell, being one of several million cells, was not easily 

located regardless of the discretization scheme. Thus, the flow approaching a skewed represented a 

relatively large amount of error, as the local variables are not interpolated well. This error resulted in a 

fluctuating solution.   

Ideally, all cells would be cubic, but engineering geometries often defied such trivial meshing. 

Fortunately, the discretization schemes in Fluent 15.0 allowed for less than perfect cells to be used. Node 

redistribution, in the interest of reducing skewness, was often performed by smoothing operations. 

Internal functions reorder the worst cells to improve the desired parameter. Often a tradeoff between 

minimum and average quality was realized. Quality of the base mesh is described by the aspect ratio, 

skewness and volume change in Table 4-3 below. 
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Table 4-3: Quality metrics of the base mesh. 

Quality Metric Worst Value Quantity Comments 

Aspect Ratio  150 20 worst ratio is 40 (tetra) when 

prism is ignored  

Skewness 0.25 10 pyramids near the floor where 

hexa and tetra merge 

Volume 

Change 

14 70 pyramids 

Orthogonal 

Quality  

0.15 230 pyramids  

 

Orthogonal quality is a metric used to describe the overall cell quality. Based on a series of vectors, 

shown in Figure 4-7, the overall distortion of the cell in question, relative to its neighbors, could be 

quantified. Vectors were drawn between the cell centroid and its faces (red), normal to the cell faces 

(green) and from cell centroid to neighboring cell centroid (blue) (FLUENT, 2005).    

 

Figure 4-7: Vectors used to compute orthogonal quality, available in the Fluent manual (FLUENT, 

2005). 

  

For each face the projection between the face normal and the other two vectors was taken. The highest 

angle over all calculations, 8 just for one tetra, was used to define the orthogonal quality of that cell.  It 

described cell skewness whilst accounting for neighboring cell aspect ratio.  
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4.2.1.5  Mesh Independence 

Finding the appropriate mesh for a given geometry and flow condition involved many meshes of various 

density and structure. The appropriate grid produced the correct flow field without wasting cells. This 

presented two problems: establishing what was meant by the correct flow field and determining when 

cells were being wasted. 

The first issue was addressed by considering what the desired output of the simulation was. In this case, 

the near and far-field components of drag were to be measured. The correct flow field is the one that 

allowed this to be determined but not necessarily anything extra.  

Secondly, a cell was wasted when its presence had no impact on the desired solution. As a practical 

matter, individual cells were not worst analyzing. However, doubling the mesh size led to unreasonable 

computation times, possibly resulting in insufficient memory. A practical mesh independence study 

involved generating a ‘base’ mesh, one with moderate cell sizes. The base mesh underwent coarsening 

and refining operations in the core and the inflation layer. When the key variable monitors no longer 

changed with mesh size the solution was mesh independent.  

Preferably, this would be done for each geometry and turbulence model, though this was often excessive. 

Independency study for this research is detailed in Appendix F with key interest in the surface and close 

wake mesh density and near wall treatment. It was determined on the 20o angle of attack open nacelle that 

7 million elements, a y+ of 3 and enhanced wall treatment was required for the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 model to 

produce mesh independent drag prediction, see Appendix F.1.          

4.2.1.6  Domain Independence 

Incorrect boundary conditions, forcing unphysical constraints, lead to large discrepancies in the 

simulations with respect to experiment. To avoid forcing an unphysical solution there must be enough 

distance between the model and the boundaries. The duct outlet plane was the prime example. Set too 

close to the model the flow will be incorrectly forced to turn and the purpose of the duct extension 
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negated. Over extension led to an increase in computational expense. A domain study, similar to mesh 

independence, aimed to find the minimum domain size for which the flow field was correct. Practically, 

the base duct extension length was set to 15 nacelle lengths and changed by a factor of 2 until 

performance was stable, see Appendix F.3. The base extension was adequate. 

Domain independence should also address the geometry itself. A confinement study was performed in 

which the influence of the walls was analyzed. Extending the y, z domain size or setting the sidewalls to 

symmetry planes reduced wall influence. 

Ideally, the computational nacelle geometry would match the physical model exactly. The complex 

interior, as mentioned before, was smoothed. The impact this has on solution accuracy could not be 

addressed due to the outrageous number of cells required to adequately capture the interior features while 

maintaining reasonable density in the wake. However, by comparing the smooth geometry CFD to the 

experimental results built a premise for the importance of certain geometric details. Reiterating, the drag 

itself is not so much the goal as was how the drag was determined, why modeling decisions were made.          

4.3 Boundary Conditions 

Boundary conditions provide the interior domain with closure; they were used to define the flow variables 

at the extents of the domain, driving the solution. Experimental conditions were matched to the CFD 

simulation through the application of proper boundary conditions. No symmetry planes are appropriate at 

non-zero angles of attack. All boundary conditions set on the domain surfaces are shown in Figure 4-8, 

details will be discussed in the following section.       

 

Figure 4-8: Boundary condition schematic. 

Velocity-Inlet Pressure-Outlet 

No-Slip Walls 

15𝐿𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 3𝐿𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 
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4.3.1 Velocity-Inlet 

A velocity-inlet boundary condition was chosen to define the incoming flow velocity and all scalar flow 

properties. Velocity was specified in the normal direction, entirely axial, and could be a flat profile or a 

full profile. The stagnation pressure was solved implicitly during the solution to provide the desired 

velocity. When the inlet plane was far away from the body and the flow was incompressible this was 

acceptable. Temperature was used to define the density through the ideal gas law. Ambient temperature of 

293 K was used throughout this study. Turbulence properties were approximated using a turbulence 

intensity and length scale, or more specifically, through interpolation of turbulence kinetic energy and 

dissipation profiles. The former allowed for experimental turbulence, hot-wire data, to be closely matched 

to the simulation but an additional duct study was needed, more information in Appendix E.1. 

4.3.2 Pressure-Outlet 

A pressure-outlet is used at the exit plane of the domain. Based on a specified static pressure all other 

properties are computed by the simulation, making this the most general outlet boundary condition. Care 

must be taken to ensure the pressure-outlet is far enough downstream to avoid unphysical flow curvature. 

Forcing zero pressure gradient at the boundary means that no streamline curvature is possible at the exit 

and thus the flow upstream will be affected. Reversed flow, unlikely in a bound flow, is allowed for 

through the plane but must enter the domain normal to the surface and with constant temperature and 

turbulence intensity.  

4.3.3 No-Slip Walls 

Walls, on the model and the duct, were described as adiabatic, no-slip walls with smooth roughness in all 

simulations. Heat transfer into the solid was set to zero by the adiabatic condition, therefore the solid was 

not meshed.  
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4.3.4 Symmetric 

Symmetry planes were used to investigate confinement effects. A symmetry plane is employed to take 

advantage of geometric, and flow, symmetry allowing for a fraction of the overall domain to be 

simulated. Often gravity effects are ignored, an appropriate assumption for forced flows with high 

velocity and low residence time or small height changes. Conservation across the symmetry plane was 

defined such that no convection occurred across the plane. In the confinement study, a symmetry plane 

was used to replace the duct walls, eliminating the boundary layer, while not allowing flow to cross the 

surface, defines a streamline.   

4.3.5 Periodic 

Typically applied in the study of turbine vane cascades, periodic boundaries were used to study a series of 

identical domains ordered next to each other. A periodic boundary condition uses a pair of coupled 

surfaces to account and conserve the transport of flow through the sides of the domain. Confinement 

effects were tested without having to alter the geometry by setting the side walls to periodic planes, 

thereby affording the wake more freedom compared with enclosed walls. Momentum flux exiting through 

the surface which is closest to the trialing edge, at non zero angles of attack, is conserved by an equal 

momentum flux into the system further downstream.   

4.4 Solver Settings 

ANSYS FLUENT 15.0 was selected as the solver for all simulations. The double precision steady solver 

was used throughout. In this section, the schemes used to discretize, couple and solve the Navier-Stokes 

equations prior to solution iteration are discussed. 

4.4.1 Discretization Scheme 

Discretization schemes are used to approximate the derivatives of flow variables using cell center and 

face values. Solving a differential equation on a finite volume requires an equivalent set of algebraic 
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equations for each element; this is achieved through discretization schemes, some of which are listed in 

Table 4-4.  

Table 4-4: RANS discretization schemes in FLUENT 15.0. 

Scheme Description 

First-Order Face values are equal to the upstream cell-center 

value 

Second-Order 

Upwind 

Taylor series expansion is used to compute the 

face values based on the upwind centroid value 

and the gradient between cells 

Power Law First-order scheme designed for convection 

dominated flows 

QUICK Second-order scheme designed to improve 

accuracy on hexa meshes 

 

When the flow is not grid aligned, as it is with a tetra mesh, and highly convective, flow Reynolds 

number is above critical, a second order upwind scheme was suggested by (FLUENT, 2005). 

Discretization of pressure was handled by a second order scheme. First-order upwind schemes assumes 

that the cell center value is the average within the entire cell and therefore the face value was just the 

values of the upwind cell. On the other hand, the second-order upwind scheme achieves higher accuracy 

through a Taylor series expansion about the cell centroid. Computational savings realized by applying 

lower order schemes was not studied and is not suggested outside of pure hexa pipe flow simulations, for 

example. Spatial accuracy of second order schemes was simply superior and worth the added expense. 

4.4.2 Pressure-Based Solver 

A segregated pressure based solver was used to compute the scalar transport equations sequentially, 

requiring less memory yet achieving slower convergence. For a known pressure field, the face mass flux 

values are known and the velocity field solved. Although for flows with strong pressure density coupling, 

compressible flow, the sequential method is not appropriate and the density-based solver is used. The 

freestream Mach number throughout this experiment was around 0.1, making the segregated solver 

appropriate. 
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4.4.3 Pressure-Velocity Coupling 

Due to transport equation segregation, pressure is only contained in the momentum conservation 

equation. To ensure the velocity used in the momentum equation satisfies continuity, a pressure-velocity 

coupling scheme is required to correct the pressure initially calculated. Therefore, oscillations caused by 

the iterative solution method are damped. The SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling scheme was used 

throughout this research because it offers robust convergence for steady complex flows. SIMPLEC 

applied for laminar flow, defaulting to SIMPLE when this is not the case. Fully implicit solutions were 

possible using the Coupled scheme. Although robust and requiring limited iterations, lower convergence 

was achieved in preliminary studies and each iteration took roughly twice the time. It was suggested that, 

for an incompressible flow free of thermodynamic effects, the Coupled solve was not necessary 

(FLUENT, 2005).     

4.5 Physical Models 

Due to computational limitations, the modeling of physical phenomenon was required. Turbulence 

properties and the viscous sublayer of the boundary layer were two examples of modeling in RANS-CFD.  

The accurate capturing of flow separation was likely to drive modeling choices. Flow separation directly 

affected the body forces and the downstream velocity field. Literature suggested that the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 

turbulence model predicted flow separation with high degree of accuracy as studied on Ahmed bodies and 

high-lift airfoils. 𝑘 − 𝜔 models are typically better for diffusive flows. Yet, SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 required a high 

quality mesh, small surface cells and a refined near wall layer, a wall y+ of one was recommended. 

Limited computational resources meant the appropriate mesh could be outside the scope of the project. 

Therefore, other, more robust, turbulence models must be tested. To be clear, the success of a turbulence 

model was dependent on the available resources, similar to why RANS-CFD was chosen in the first place. 

To that end, a range of 𝑘 − 𝜖 models were tested, ranging from the standard model to the RNG 𝑘 − 𝜖 and 

Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖, 𝑘 − 𝜖 models are commonly suited for convection dominated flows. A summary of 

turbulence models used in this study is provided in Table 4-5. 
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Table 4-5: Summary of RANS turbulence models available in FLUENT 15.0. 

Model Strengths Weaknesses 

Standard 

𝑘 − 𝜖 
 robust general performance 

 low CPU cost 

 swirling flow 

 strong APG 

Realizable 

𝑘 − 𝜖 
 mild APG 

 circulation and separation 

 CPU expense increase over Stnd. 

𝑘 − 𝜖 

RNG 𝑘 − 𝜖  highly strained flow 

 swirling flow 

 CPU expense increase over Stnd. 

𝑘 − 𝜖 

SST 𝑘 − 𝜔  Moderate APG flows (aerospace) 

 Diffusive flow 

 Transonic airfoils and half-span 

models 

 Swirl 

 y+~1 

 high quality near wall mesh 

Spalart-

Allmaras 
 wall bounded aerospace 

applications 

 low to moderate APG flow 

 low-Re model 

 free shear flows, jets 

 turbulence decay 

 y+~1 

 separation 

 

Earlier it was shown that the base mesh, containing 5 million cells, was made up of roughly 40% prism 

elements to achieve a wall y+ of 3. Clearly, a large portion of the computational expense was allotted to 

the accurate capture of the boundary layer through the two-layer wall treatment method to predict the wall 

shear stress and separation. Alternatively, standard wall functions were compared with non-equilibrium 

wall functions and enhanced wall treatment, both empirical methods require y+ values above 30 and thus 

have lower costs which may outweigh solution accuracy. Details regarding near wall treatment are 

available in Section 2.3.2.3 and a summary is provided in Table 4-6. 

Table 4-6: Summary of wall treatment methods available in FLUENT (FLUENT, 2005). 

Method Characteristics Weaknesses 

Standard  production-dissipation equilibrium 

 empirical 

 30 < 𝑦+< 300 

 strong APG/separation 

 low-Re 

 

Non-

equilibrium 
 APG velocity correction 

 Accounts for non-equilibrium 

 Mostly empirical 

 𝑦+≈ 30 

 Large separation 

Enhanced  Viscous sub-layer is resolved 

 Two layer model 

 𝑦+≈ 1, 𝑦+< 5 

 Requires much greater wall 

refinement 

 CPU expense increase 
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4.6 Solution Procedure 

In this section, the methods employed to control and monitor convergence were discussed. First, domain 

initialization was performed. The governing equations were then solved iteratively, guided by solution 

controls, while the key flow variables and residuals were monitored. 

4.6.1 Initialization 

Prior to iteration, the domain required initial values to start the solution process. There exist two methods 

to fill the domain. First, the boundary interpolation method, or hybrid initialization, solves the Laplace 

equation, producing a velocity and pressure field between the boundaries. Temperature and turbulence 

variables are averaged between the boundaries. This method assumed incompressible, irrotational inviscid 

flow and tends to breakdown when stagnation points were in the domain. Second, the flow field was 

initialized by constant values. The interior can also be filled with conditions specified on a boundary. For 

example, setting the entire flow field to still air at ambient temperature the domain was initialized in the 

most trivial manner. Fluid was then pushed downstream by the velocity-inlet providing a robust, albeit 

initially slow, start to the simulation.   

4.6.2 Relaxation 

Under-relaxation factors (URFs), referred to as explicit relaxation, provide a method for controlling the 

rate of change of flow variables between iterations according to, 

 𝑥 = 𝑥𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 𝛼 Δ𝑥, (4.1) 

where 𝛼 represents an URF and Δ𝑥 the incremental change in an arbitrary flow variable. Limiting the rate 

of change of certain flow properties had a stabilizing influence on simulations, avoiding early diverge or 

damping oscillations about a converged solution. In this study, URFs were typically decreased, forcing 

less change per iteration, half way through the simulations and again 75% complete. For example, 

momentum was initially allowed to change by 80%, approaching the end 𝛼 was decreased to 0.4.    
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Implicit relaxation on the other hand involves the under-relaxation of equations instead of variables. It 

involves introducing selective amounts of a scalar variable into the governing equation based on the flow 

diffusivity (FLUENT, 2005) accounted for by the Courant (CFL) number. Relaxation in this manner only 

applies in the Coupled pressure-velocity scheme.         

4.6.3 Evaluating Convergence 

Generally, convergence was achieved when the discrete conservation equations were obeyed in all cells to 

a specific tolerance or the solution did not change with additional iterations. Overall, mass, momentum 

and energy conservation was achieved. Residuals were used to evaluate the level to which the 

conservation equations were obeyed. A three order of magnitude decrease in residuals resulted in major 

flow features being captured and a six order of magnitude decrease was normally converged. Continuity 

was the most difficult to converge, often a residual on the order of 10−5 was achieved. Yet, residuals of 

10−6 were reached for the remaining equations, 10−9 for energy. However, these residuals were scaled 

by the initial solution, after 10 iterations, they may be deceiving depending on the initialization. 

Monitoring key variables, such as drag force and momentum flux, was important. Figure 4-9 shows 

residual decay of a Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 simulation using enhanced wall treatment and URFs. Momentum 

residuals followed 𝑘. When the residuals stall the URF were decreased. 
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Figure 4-9: Residual decay of the 20o AoA open nacelle solved by the Rk-e turbulence model. 

 

Solution monitors were established on points, lines and surfaces but it was advised that dynamic variables 

are monitored, for example wall shear stress, over relatively static properties, such as core flow velocity. 

In this study, the body forces on the entire model were monitored, in the near-field, and the traverse plane 

momentum was monitored, for the far-field. Wall y+ was recorded on the pressure and suction side of the 

strut to ensure the near wall treatment requirements were being met. When monitors remained stable 

within 0.1% over 100 iterations the value was considered converged. Figure 4-10 shows the change in 

monitors, normalized by their final value, for the same study as above. Interesting, was that the wake 

momentum converges far earlier than the body forces, before URFs were altered. This implies the far-

field drag was more stable, less dependent on local wall shear oscillations, which was one of the original 

motivations. 
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Figure 4-10: Normalized solution monitors versus iteration number. 

 

4.7 Inlet Boundary Condition 

In order to match the experimental flow conditions to the simulations a separate study was performed. 

Flow through a quarter square duct 5 m in length was simulated at 1% TI over a range of turbulent length 

scales from 0.5 m to 0.01 m. The grid was a full hexa mesh with a wall y+ of 1 and was solved using the 

Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 turbulence model with enhanced wall treatment. 

Slices of axial velocity and turbulence intensity were recorded every 25 cm. Based on the boundary layer 

shape the simulated profiles were matched with the experimental results at the traverse plane. Velocity, 𝑘 

and 𝜖 was then extracted 1.48 m upstream, the distance between the traverse plane and the CFD inlet 

surface. The extracted data was used in subsequent simulations to full specify the velocity-inlet boundary 

condition. Experimental profiles are compared with the matched simulation profiles in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11: Hot-wire velocity and TI profiles are matched to profiles obtained through a quarter 

square duct simulation.  

 

Encouraging, the turbulent length scale calculated by the autocorrelation of the hot-wire spectrum, 10 cm, 

was used as the inlet length scale for the duct flow simulation. Clearly, the boundary layer height was 

matched, both by the velocity profile and by the rapid increase in TI approaching the wall. Note, that 

greater discrepancy was expected in the boundary layer due to the limitations of single wire 

measurements. The inlet flow to the test section was more accurately replicated by these u, k, 𝜖 profiles - 

compared with flat inlet conditions.             
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5. Results and Discussion 

In this chapter the drag force on the nacelle, measured experimentally, was compared with predictions 

from CFD simulations. Having completed an independence study, the settings to obtain a stable, precise 

flow field have been established but solution accuracy has not yet been analyzed. The primary question 

remains – to what accuracy can modest CFD predict the drag on the nacelle. To complete this objective 

several turbulence models were compared, confinement effects were quantified and nacelle orientation 

was altered, a test matrix was provided in Table 5-1. 𝑘 − 𝜖 models used enhanced wall treatment. 

Beforehand, the key flow features were described in detail to guide case-by-case comparison.  

Table 5-1: Test matrix. 

   CFD   Exp. 

Nacelle Orientation S.A. SST 

k-w 

Stnd. 

k-e 

Real. 

k-e 

RNG 

k-e 

Load 

Cell 

7-hole 

probe 

0-AoA (open)  x  x  x x 

10-AoA (open)    x  x x 

20-AoA (open) x x x x x x x 

25-AoA (open)      x  

30-AoA (open)    x  x x 

35-AoA (open)      x  

45-AoA (open)    x  x x 

20-AoA (closed)      x x 

20-AoA (Symmetry Walls, open)    x    

20-AoA (Periodic Walls, open)    x    

20-AoA (Extended Walls, open)    x    

 

5.1 Flow Features 

Insight into the governing flow features proved valuable to the following discussion and supersedes drag 

analysis. The general flow field for a 20o angle of attack open nacelle, solved using the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖, 

is depicted by a series of velocity contour slices, streamlines and an iso-surface of zero x-velocity in 

Figure 5-1. Key flow features included: flow acceleration, flow separation, induced secondary flow and 

wake mixing as the flow moves downstream.  
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Figure 5-1: Realizable 𝒌 − 𝝐 CFD obtained velocity contour slices, streamlines and zero x-velocity 

iso-surfaces of the 20-AoA open nacelle. Key flow features are annotated. 

   

Flow acceleration around the suction side of the body, seen in the most upstream contour, was a result of 

the area blockage and created low pressure through a nozzling effect. Near the strut-nacelle and strut-floor 

interface the diffusive geometry decelerated the flow, creating an adverse pressure gradient. The elevating 

pressure overpowered the boundary layer flow causing locally reversed flow and a separation region to 

persist off the surface and into the wake, see Figure 5-2. 

Separation 
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Figure 5-2: Iso-surface of zero x-velocity colored by TKE from CFD. Large separation persists 

from the nacelle-strut connection corner. 

 

Due to the three-dimensionality of the body secondary flow was induced and was observable by the 

streamlines in Figure 5-1. The strongest transverse velocities were observed downstream of the strut-

nacelle corner and nacelle rounded trialing edge where the interacting boundary layers and pressure 

difference introduced x-wise vorticity. Consequentially, a pair of longitudinal counter rotating vortices are 

generated due to the momentum difference between the sides of the strut and nacelle body. The vorticity 

continued into the wake as shown by Figure 5-3 on the traverse plane. 
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Figure 5-3: Contour of CFD wake x-vorticity on the traverse plane. 

 

The counter rotating vortex pair themselves generated transient hairpin vortices of lower strength which 

surround the primary structure and are time averaged in RANS. Combining the y, z vortices gave the 

azimuthal vorticity defined by, 

       
𝜉𝑎 = √𝜉𝑦

2 + 𝜉𝑧
2, 

(5.1) 

which was used to shown the hairpin vortex strength in Figure 5-4. Downstream of the nacelle trailing 

edge a set of hairpin vortices was clearly present. Two rings of high azimuthal vorticity were separated by 

a circular region of low vorticity. Longitudinal vorticity was due to the pressure difference and transverse 

vorticity is a result of the velocity gradients, the boundary layer. Division between the hairpin vortices 

was due to the nacelle wall thickness and inadequate distance to allow the two to coalesce.   
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Figure 5-4: Contour of CFD wake azimuthal vorticity on the traverse plane. 

 

 

Figure 5-5: Contour of CFD wake turbulent intensity on the traverse plane. 
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Vortices decayed with downstream distance and were primarily responsible for mixing. Comparing 

locations of high vorticity to wake turbulent intensity illustrates this relationship, Figure 5-5 above.  

Lastly, and perhaps most obvious, a momentum deficit was observed in the wake, which spreads 

downstream, decreasing in magnitude due to turbulent mixing. Locations of high turbulence corresponded 

with the most severe wake deficit, i.e. the separation, where drag is highest. The wake deficit was 

typically shown on the traverse plane using an x-velocity contour and yz-velocity vector plot, Figure 5-6 

shows exactly that. An outline of the nacelle was projected onto the plane to illustrate the relative location 

of wake features to the geometry. To clarify, the contour is shown looking downstream.    

 

Figure 5-6: CFD contour of wake x-velocity and yz-velocity vectors on the traverse plane. Nacelle 

outline is provided for reference. 

 

These primary features were interconnected in the sense that flow separation, due to adverse pressure 

gradients, influenced the wake momentum and secondary flow. Relative differences between cases can 

now be described in terms of changes in key flow features. Reiterating, a subset of results was shown in 
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this section. Altering nacelle orientation and turbulence model will produce a different, yet similar, flow 

field still described by the phenomena discussed above.  

5.2 Turbulence Models 

The performance of several RANS turbulence models were compared with the experimental 

measurements of the 20o angle of attack flow through nacelle orientation. Flow separation, moderate 

secondary velocities and a significant momentum deficit made this orientation a suitable case to study in 

detail. Selecting a turbulence model was based on which model produced the highest agreement with 

experimental results. Predicting drag force was the overall goal, however, other performance criteria must 

be considered else discrepancies in the flow field may be neglected. An unrepresentative model could be 

chosen if the drag force was in agreement for the wrong reasons.  

5.2.1 Drag Comparison 

Initially drag components were compared between the turbulence models using the mesh obtained 

through the independence studies. Table 5-2 provides the results of the drag decomposition of CFD and 

experimental testing.  

Table 5-2: Drag decomposition of experimental results compared with several turbulence models 

for the 20o angle of attack open orientation. 

Method 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒑 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒗 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒊 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇𝒂𝒓 

Exp. Wake Traverse -- -- 2800 ± 200  800 ± 400 -- 3600 ± 400 

Exp. Load Cell sum sum -- -- 3700 ± 500 -- 

S.A. 4323 287 3676 571 4610 4247 

SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 3943 204 2942 739 4147 3681 

𝑘 − 𝜖 4967 287 4291 481 5254 4772 

Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 3198 272 2498 790 3469 3287 

RNG 𝑘 − 𝜖 3298 277 2182 897 3575 3079 

 

Clearly, large discrepancies exist between the commercial turbulence models. From this study one could 

make preliminary suggestions that the Realizable, RNG and SST models were best suited for drag 

prediction on this body at moderate AoA, as literature would suggest. Total near-field drag was captured 
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within experimental uncertainty in these cases. Far-field decomposition using SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 model predicted 

the relative magnitudes within 10%. Yet, the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 model under predicts form drag by 15% of 

the mean but captures induced drag within 2% of the mean, resulting in an overall total just under the 

lower range of experimental error. On the other hand, the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 and Spalart-Allmaras models 

were far off and inappropriate. Further analysis was required to explain the cause of these discrepancies. 

To that end the wake flow field and surface forces were analyzed as follows 

5.2.2 Wake Comparison  

Wake contours of axial velocity with secondary flow vectors were used to illustrate the wake predicted by 

the turbulence models of interest, these were qualitatively compared with experimental measurements. 

5.2.2.1  Axial Velocity 

First the x-velocity on the traverse plane was studied for each case to compare differences in momentum 

deficit magnitude and shape. Ranked in order of least to most agreeable with experimental far-field drag 

measurement, the x-velocity contours are presented in Figure 5-7. 
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Figure 5-7: X-velocity contour plots on the traverse plane for a 20o AoA open nacelle. 
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The Realizable and RNG model results were similar. However, the RNG model predicted stronger 

gradients in wake velocity, less mixing and a lower minimum velocity. Induced drag was over predicted 

by the RNG turbulence model; a much stronger vortex was observed downstream of the nacelle-strut 

connection. Furthermore, the RNG model was difficult to converge, continuity residual of 9 ∙ 10−4, 

making these results less dependable. For these reasons the RNG model will largely be ignored in the 

studies that follow. 

Second, elevated momentum mixing present in the Standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 and Spalart-Allmaras cases resulted in 

wider wake deficits and a visible reduction in flow velocity through the nacelle. Flow behind the strut 

reached a much lower axial velocity for the standard model versus the experimental measurements. 

Momentum was recovered at a much lower rate for these models, turbulent mixing was suppressed, as a 

result the wake on the suction side was contributing greatly to form drag. The large velocity deficit 

downstream of the nacelle suction side persisted beyond the traverse plane. Slices of x-velocity on the 

nacelle mid-plane, see Figure 5-9, at the traverse and two additional stations downstream illustrate the 

variance in momentum mixing and wake recovery.  

 

Figure 5-8: Nacelle mid-plane location, y = 0.27 m. 
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Figure 5-9: X-velocity profiles at the nacelle mid-plane height at 0.5, 1 and 1.5 meters behind the 

nacelle leading edge. 
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An additional wake feature was distinctly present in the SST contour on the suction side of the nacelle. 

Furthermore, the magnitude of the additional velocity deficit was clearly significant, see above, and 

persisted at all downstream stations. Curiously, this feature was not present in the experimental wake yet 

the total drag was predicted best using the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 model. Additionally, convergence was not an issue. 

This additional feature was a result of strong flow separation on the nacelle suction side, shown in Figure 

5-10, predicted by this model and none others. Not only do the experimental wake measurements not 

show this feature but the flow tracking string attached to the nacelle indicated such flow reversal was not 

present. 

 

Figure 5-10: Iso-surface of zero x-velocity colored by TKE for the SST 𝒌 − 𝝎 turbulence model. 
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5.2.2.2  SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 Surface Refinement 

Grid independence was achieved using the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 turbulence model. Further analysis of the 

grid density was necessary to confirm the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 results. Separation may be induced by inadequate 

surface resolution leading to sharp corners for which separation was most likely. Observing Figure 5-10 it 

was suggested that the surface mesh resolution should be increased near the maximum curvature of the 

nacelle suction side exterior where the separation zone was initiated. The surface mesh density was 

doubled in this region, resulting in a 10% increase in total elements. The y+ was kept below 1. 

Immediately evident was the elimination of the nacelle suction side separation as a result of increasing 

spatial resolution, see Figure 5-11. The additional wake feature, seen in Figure 5-7, was subsequently 

suppressed, Figure 5-12.  

 

Figure 5-11: Iso-surface of zero x-velocity colored by TKE for the SST 𝒌 − 𝝎 turbulence model 

with refined suction side surface mesh. 
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Figure 5-12: X-velocity contour at the traverse plane for the default (left) and surface refined 

(right) SST 𝒌 − 𝝎 model. The additional wake deficit was suppressed. 

 

The far-field drag was recomputed and the results of a full drag decomposition of the new results are 

shown in Table 5-3 along with experimental and Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 metrics. Consequentially, the removal 

of the over predicted separation resulted in bringing the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 drag more in line with the Realizable 

𝑘 − 𝜖 predictions. X-velocity profiles taken on the traverse plane at the nacelle mid-plane height (y = 0.27 

m), Figure 5-13, and at the strut-nacelle connection height (y = 0.17 m), Figure 5-14, further illustrated 

the difference.     

Table 5-3: Drag decomposition of two SST 𝒌 − 𝝎 cases at 20o AoA compared with experimental 

and Realizable 𝒌 − 𝝐 results. 

Method 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒑 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒗 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒊 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇𝒂𝒓 

Exp. Wake Traverse -- -- 2800 ± 200  800 ± 400 -- 3600 ± 400 

Exp. Load Cell sum sum -- -- 3700 ± 500 -- 

SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 (coarse) 3943 204 2942 739 4147 3681 

SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 (refined) 3316 195 2300 850 3511 3150 

Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 3197 272 2498 790 3469 3287 
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Figure 5-13: Normalized x-velocity on the traverse plane at the nacelle mid-plane height for several 

CFD cases and experimental measurements at 20o AoA. 

 

Figure 5-14: Normalized x-velocity on the traverse plane at the nacelle-strut connection height for 

several CFD cases and experimental measurements at 20o AoA. 
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At lower angles of attack separation was less likely because the adverse pressure gradient was weaker. 

Simulating the flow around the nacelle at zero angle of attack using the base surface mesh and the SST 

𝑘 − 𝜔 model resulted in strong agreement with the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 model and experiment. X-velocity 

contours of CFD and experimental results for this case are shown in Figure 5-15 with nacelle mid-plane 

height profiles shown in Figure 5-16. CFD results are nearly identical, although higher wake mixing with 

the flow through the nacelle was seen in the experiment. Yet the velocity deficit peaks are within error in 

both cases. 

 

 

Figure 5-15: X-velocity contour plots on the traverse plane for a 0o AoA open nacelle. 
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Figure 5-16: Normalized x-velocity on the traverse plane at the nacelle mid-plane height for several 

CFD cases and experimental measurements at 0o AoA. 

 

Drag decomposition is provided in Table 5-4 and close agreement, within 3%, was observed between 

CFD total drag and results were within experimental uncertainty. Therefore, particular attention to the 

SST mesh was required because the refinement level was coupled with separation prediction more so than 

with the Realizable model. Yet another reason to perform independence studies on all model separately 

when time permits. Lastly, viscous drag between CFD cases showed a roughly 15% discrepancy. This 

suggested a different conclusion might be drawn for viscous drag dominated geometries, thin 

airfoils/wings for example, where pressure drag does not contribute 70% of the total.   

Table 5-4: Drag decomposition of the base SST 𝒌 − 𝝎 case at 0o AoA compared with experimental 

and Realizable 𝒌 − 𝝐 results. 

Method 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒑 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒗 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒊 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇𝒂𝒓 

Exp. Wake Traverse -- -- 1500 ± 200  60± 30 -- 1500± 200 

Exp. Load Cell sum sum -- -- 1600± 400 -- 

SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 (coarse) 1243 315 1423 12 1558 1435 

Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 1207 380 1474 11 1587 1485 
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5.2.2.3  Secondary Flow Features 

Where the x-velocity deficit described the form drag the secondary flow contributed to induced drag. As 

the axial freestream flow was forced to form vortices wake momentum was reduced and entropy 

increased thus drag rose. Induced drag accounted for under 25% of the total far-field drag. If secondary 

flow features were predicted accurately in the wake, then the induced drag was necessarily captured.  

Contours of x-vorticity with overlaid yz-velocity vectors are compared for each turbulence model in 

Figure 5-17. Plots were ordered by accuracy of total far-field drag prediction. Discernable counter 

rotating vortex pairs were observed in all cases; they vary in strength. One large positive, clock-wise, 

rotating feature was observed downstream of the nacelle suction side while multiple negative vorticity 

regions of weak strength were observed near the nacelle-strut connection. Although the Standard 𝑘 − 𝜖, a, 

and Spalart-Allmaras, b, models appeared to capture the x-vorticity well the induced drag prediction 

undershot by 30%. The RNG 𝑘 − 𝜖 model, c, over predicted induced drag by over 10%, more disturbing 

the vorticity pattern differed most greatly with experiment. The RNG model achieved worse convergence 

metrics and was outperformed by the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖, e, and SST 𝑘 − 𝜔, d, models.  
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Figure 5-17: X-vorticity contours with overlaid yz-velocity vectors on the traverse plane for several 

turbulence models and experiment. 
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Rationalizing the variance in induced drag prediction required a closer look at the secondary flow 

velocity. Profiles of normalized vertical velocity, 𝑣, on the traverse plane at the nacelle mid-plane height 

for each case is shown in Figure 5-18. Distinguishable differences in maximum positive and negative 

peaks were observed. Where the Standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 model appeared to under predict secondary flow 

strength, due to over predicted wake mixing, and the Realizable and SST models follow the experimental 

profile best. A slight increase in positive y-velocity downstream of the nacelle pressure side was observed 

with the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 model which coincided with the increased x-vorticity shown above. Furthermore, 

surface refinement of the SST mesh led to a 10% increase in induced drag, eliminating features like the 

low velocity bump observed at 𝑧 = 0.1. 

 

Figure 5-18: Normalized y-velocity on the traverse plane at the nacelle mid-plane height for several 

CFD cases and experimental measurements at 20o AoA. 
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To provide further confidence in the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 model Figure 5-19 compares secondary flow 

contours with experiment. Qualitative analysis was encouraging, major secondary flow feature location 

and magnitude was resolved and agreeable between methods. A slight over prediction in the magnitude of 

yz-velocities was observed in the CFD results as a consequence of marginal reduction in modeled 

momentum mixing.     

 

 

Figure 5-19: Y-velocity (a,b) and z-velocity (c,d) contours with overlaid yz-velocity vectors on the 

traverse plane for the 𝒌 − 𝝐 turbulence model and experimental testing. 
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The impact of these discrepancies in secondary flow velocity resulted in an indiscernible difference in 

induced drag. Due to the relatively low secondary velocity magnitude the error in experimental induced 

drag, see Table 5-4, was 50% of full value at 20o angle of attack. The mean however was within 5% of the 

refined SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 and Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 predictions. Providing further premise that these two models 

were best suited for capturing secondary flow around this geometry and indeed computing induced drag 

in general. On the other hand, Figure 5-20 illustrated that the other models struggled to make comparable 

predictions.   

 

Figure 5-20: Far-field drag components for a variety of turbulence models. Experimental results 

are represented by the blue line. 

 

5.2.3 Nacelle Wall Shear Stress 

Viscous forces on the body contributing to viscous drag were most sensitive in the vicinity of separation 

zones. Skin friction was plotted along the suction side of the nacelle mid-plane, see Figure 5-21, for all 

turbulence models in Figure 5-22.  
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Figure 5-21: Nacelle mid-plane suction side line. 

 

Figure 5-22: Skin friction coefficient along the nacelle suction side at 20o AoA using several 

turbulence models. 
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robust operation in adverse pressure gradient regions by predicting a relatively stable skin friction profile 

for a y+ of 5 and 30.  Conversely, the sensitivity of the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 model to surface mesh refinement was 

shown. Large negative x-wall shear stress was obtained in the circulation zones due to flow separation, 

this was suppressed by sufficient surface grid density in the refined SST case.  

5.2.4 Strut Pressure 

Pressure coefficient around the support strut at half span was used to analyze differences in surface 

pressure between the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 and Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 turbulence models, see Figure 5-23. Pressure was 

non-dimensionalized using standard atmospheric pressure and inlet dynamic pressure.  

 

 

 

Table 5-5 provides the breakdown of surface forces on the support strut. 
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Figure 5-23: Pressure distribution around the NACA 0022 support strut at 20o AoA for two 

turbulence models. Profiles are at half-span. 

 

 

 

 

Table 5-5: Near-field drag decomposition of the support strut for two turbulence models. 

 Side 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒑 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒗 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓 

Realizable 

𝑘 − 𝜖 

Suction 305 5 310 

Pressure 221 21 242 

SST 𝑘 −
𝜔 

Suction 390 2 392 

Pressure 176 20 196 

 

Pressure distribution on the lower side of the strut were nearly identical and do not account for the 10% 

difference observed in strut pressure drag. However, suction side pressure predicted by the Realizable 𝑘 −

𝜖 model was greatly reduced near the leading edge compared with the SST  𝑘 − 𝜔 model. Suction side 

pressure drag was 20% lower with the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 model. The relative low pressure near the leading 
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edge pulled the strut forward, reducing drag. Computing the product of pressure and projected cell face 

area in the x-direction, shown in Figure 5-24, it was shown that suction side pressure did not contribute to 

increasing drag until an x/c greater than 0.12. Peak contributions to drag occurred at x/c equals 0.22 

where the thickness was maximum, NACA 0022 strut. 

 

Figure 5-24: Contribution of pressure to x-force along the strut suction side using Realizable 𝒌 − 𝝐. 

Furthermore, the SST pressure coefficient levels off much earlier, around x/c of 0.2, indicative of flow 

separation. The Realizable model predicted flow separation at an x/c of 0.4. The SST model will therefore 

predict a more severe momentum deficit behind the strut. A comparison of the separation zones is 

provided in Figure 5-25 showing iso-surfaces of zero x-velocity. The red line indicates the mid-span 

location on the strut, on which the profiles were taken. 
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Figure 5-25: Iso-surfaces of zero x-velocity colored by TKE for the Realizable 𝒌 − 𝝐 (left) and SST 

𝒌 − 𝝎 (right) turbulence model. 

 

The contribution of pressure to drag force on the entire model is shown in Figure 5-26. Cut-off bands 

have been adjusted to avoid the stagnation regions where the pressure coefficient was large. Regions with 

negative values, due to flow acceleration, indicated a pressure force acting to reduce drag, the opposite 

was true elsewhere. A large portion of the x-wise pressure force appeared to be located on the lower 

suction side of the nacelle, near the strut, instead of on the nacelle mid-plane where the body was 

orientated at the highest angle to the freestream.       
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Figure 5-26: Contours of pressure in the x-direction for the suction (left) and pressure (right) side 

of the nacelle-strut body at 20o angle of attack.   

 

The bump in SST pressure distribution around x/c equals 0.15 suggested the surface mesh was still of 

inadequate density, failing to completely capture strut curvature. Yet more evidence that the SST model 

required particular meshing attention.  

The finite trialing edge resulted in a discontinuity in the pressure distribution. What is more, the trailing 

edge pressure coefficient was below zero. Separation resulted in high TKE and a loss in total pressure. At 

this angle of attack additional pressure recovery took place further downstream of the trailing edge. 

5.2.5 Choosing a Turbulence Model 

Interesting, it has been shown that the near-field drag from the Realizable and SST models strongly 

agrees, to 5%, with experimental load cell measurements. However, the far-field method showed that the 

coarse SST results were not representative of the experimental flow. As was suggested in literature by 

(VanDam, 1999) the far-field method provides additional insight into the sources of drag, key when 

performing device optimization where the deltas factor most greatly.   
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It is correct to remark that the independence study could have been performed with the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 model 

to begin with. However, by using a more general model, Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖, the sensitivity of the SST 

solution was illuminated to some degree. Given limited computational resources there exists a subset of 

problems where further refinement of the surface mesh would be difficult. It was recommended that the 

Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 model be used for practical geometries to obtain solutions in a reasonable time frame 

with the available resources. The SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 model predicted drag nearly identical to the Realizable 

model but was determined to be roughly 20% more expensive and less robust. The remainder of this 

analysis applied the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 model based on these findings.  

5.3 Confinement Effects  

The presence of the nacelle-strut body in the square duct resulted in a flow blockage between 5% and 

10% at 0o and 45o respectively. Flow was accelerated around this blockage due to the nozzle created by 

the contracting geometry. Through altering the boundary conditions on the side walls, or extending them 

outward, the impact of confinement was studied.  

5.3.1 Confinement Cases 

Periodic and symmetry conditions were set on the side walls to remove the boundary layer in the latter 

case or allow for flow across the boundary, abiding by mass and momentum conservation laws, in the 

former. The roof and side surfaces were extended to 50 chord lengths from the body in the ‘extended’ 

case. Inlet turbulence and velocity was modified to account for the differences in the boundary layer. CFD 

simulations used the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 turbulence model and were performed on the 0o angle of attack 

flow through nacelle. 

5.3.2 Impact of Confinement  

Comparing the near-field drag on the nacelle exterior suction and pressure sides resulted in the largest 

discrepancies. The blockage ratio of the default configuration was 5%. According to Table 5-6 reducing 

confinement effects through symmetry and periodic boundary conditions resulted in minimal reductions 
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in surface forces in this region. In contrast, the extended case predicted 20% higher total drag on the 

nacelle exterior surfaces contributing entirely to an increase in x-wise surface pressure. Viscous forces on 

the nacelle remained virtually constant, Figure 5-27 illustrated the wall shear stress on the nacelle suction 

side, at mid-plane height, to demonstrate this.  

Table 5-6: Near-field drag decomposition on the nacelle exterior surfaces under different 

confinement conditions. 

 Side 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒑 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒗 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓 

Confined Suction 59 136 383 

(± 0) Pressure 52 136 

Periodic Suction 56 130 364 

(−5%) Pressure 48 130 

Symmetric Suction 56 130 359 

(−6%) Pressure 47 126 

Extended Suction 108 129 484 

(+20%) Pressure 118 129 

 

Figure 5-27: Skin friction coefficient along the nacelle suction side using several turbulence models. 
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That being said, 50% of the total near-field drag was due to stagnation at the nacelle bell mouth inlet. 

Consequently, using extended walls increased total near-field drag by less than 10%. Convergence 

became increasingly difficult on the extended domain as resolving the slow moving flow far from the 

body and the desire for large cells in this region, to reduce computational expense, became an issue. A 

laminar outer region could have been specified. Moreover, this near-field analysis suggested that 

confinement becomes a greater issue for more streamlines geometries.  

Changing perspective, far-field drag components were held relatively constant. Secondary flow strength, 

contributing to induced drag, increased by 10% moving from the confined scenario to extended walls. 

Yet, induced drag accounted for only 1% of the total drag. On the other hand, a marginal 5% increase in 

form drag was observed between these extremes. Wake recovery rate rose as flow confinement fell, see 

Figure 5-28. Traverse plane wake deficit magnitude was consistent across all cases. Greater supply of 

recovery air in the extended case (green) allowed for increased mixing, creating a visible smoothing of 

velocity two chords downstream (dash-dotted line) of the nacelle mid-plane.        
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Figure 5-28: X-velocity profiles at the nacelle mid-plane height at 0.5, 1 and 1.5 meters behind the 

nacelle leading edge for different confinement conditions. 

 

 

Overall, the removal of confinement reduced flow acceleration around the pressure side of the nacelle and 

allowed for lower pressures to be reached on the suction side, pulling the body backwards. However, no 

separation occurred in any of the scenarios. Total drag was increased by 7.5% when the domain was 

extended 50 chord length from the body.  
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5.4 Blocked Nacelle Inlet 

The impact blocking the inlet of the nacelle had on drag was studied experimentally at 20o angle of attack. 

One angle was chosen because the model was poorly streamlined to begin with, pressure drag dominated 

at all orientation, plugging the inlet further reduced streamlining. Exacerbating this issue did not yield 

additional information of the flow physics or provide further evidence supporting the usefulness of CFD 

in drag prediction. However, it was nonetheless useful to study the resultant flow at this orientation, 

measure drag and comment on the apparatus.    

5.4.1 Wake Flow Field 

The air, originally traveling through the nacelle interior, was forced around the exterior when the inlet 

was plugged. Wake deficit magnitude increased dramatically behind the nacelle, x-velocity contours are 

shown in Figure 5-29, minimum velocities dropped from 16 m/s to 0 m/s in this region. An 

indistinguishable increase in flow acceleration about the body was observed from the added blockage. 

Conversely, the wake of the strut remained qualitatively constant. Yet the secondary flow, shown by the 

overlaid vectors, was disrupted in the closed case. A distinct counter rotating vortex pair was seen in the 

open case. Where an amplified vortex persisted behind the closed nacelle, sacrificing the lower vortex.   

 

Figure 5-29: X-velocity contours with overlaid yz-velocity vectors for the open (left) and closed 

(right) 20o AoA orientation. 
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Profiles of x-velocity at the nacelle mid-plane height, Figure 5-30, further illustrate the influence of the 

blockage. While the open nacelle contained two local velocity minimums, one large trough, 

approximately three times the magnitude, existed in the closed case. Wake thickness was marginally 

reduced when the nacelle was open. This was because the open nacelle had twice the number of shear 

layers, about double the surface area, on which momentum could be transferred into the wake. By way of 

contrast, comparing the x-velocity at the strut-nacelle connection height showed no difference, see Figure 

5-31. The curves were within experimental error. 

Seven-hole probes were incapable of measuring reversed flow, up until this point that was not an issue. 

However, the closed nacelle profile contained a flat, blunt, peak indicative of negative velocities. In 

reality the trough would continue to a sharp minimum point. One method to avoid this issue would be to 

increase the distance between the model and traverse. Although experimental error would increase as the 

measured velocities decrease. The probe could be manually reversed 180o in this region to measure the 

backwards flow. Though the measurement plane x-coordinate would change. 

 

Figure 5-30: Normalized x-velocity profiles on the traverse plane at the nacelle mid-plane height. 
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Figure 5-31: Normalized x-velocity profiles on the traverse plane at the strut-nacelle connection 

height. 

 

5.4.2 Drag  

Perhaps expected, the closed orientation produced 7% greater near-field drag, as measured by the load 

cell. Far-field drag increased by 5% but the difference was under predicted due to the failure of the seven-

hole probe to measured reverse flow. A difference of 300 drag counts was observed between the near-

field method, see Table 5-7, while a 200 drag count gap existed when comparing the far-field method. 

Furthermore, the difference in mean induced drag was indistinguishable given the amount of uncertainty. 

Reinforcing an earlier point, the closed nacelle orientation was of lower interest than the flow through 

nacelle because the ratio of form to induced drag increased as a result of diminished streamlining.   
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Table 5-7: Experimental drag decomposition of the open and closed nacelle at 20o angle of attack. 

 Side 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒑 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒗 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒊 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇𝒂𝒓 

Open Wake Traverse -- -- 2800 ± 200  800 ± 400 -- 3600 ± 400 

Load Cell sum sum -- -- 3700 ± 500 -- 

Closed Wake Traverse   3000 ± 200 800 ± 400 -- 3800 ± 400 

Load Cell sum sum -- -- 4000 ± 500 -- 

 

5.5 Angle of Attack  

The impact angle of attack had on drag was of prime interest and was studied in this section between 

nacelle angles of 0o and 45o. As angle of attack increased total drag was expected to rise and the 

composition of drag will change. The difference in drag between body orientations provided useful 

information regarding the sensitivity of the device to installation and flow angle. That is, desired device 

installation accuracy as well as the maximum angle of attack before structural damage ensues can be 

derived from drag polars. In this section the far-field and near-field methods were compared. 

5.5.1 Far-Field Analysis 

X-velocity magnitude and position, pertaining to form drag, as well as secondary flow features, 

describing induced drag, were analyzed in detail. If CFD predicts both the wake flow field and the drag 

metrics adequately using the setting derived by the independence studies, then CFD can be relied upon for 

far-field drag analysis of similar geometries.  

5.5.1.1  Form Drag 

First the wake deficit was investigated by qualitative comparison of the x-velocity contours taken on the 

traverse plane, see Figure 5-32. As angle of attack steepened the wake deficit increased in magnitude and 

width. At low angles, 0o (a) and 10o (b), the nacelle dominated the wake and the presence of the strut had 

minimal effect on traverse velocity. Flow separation, occurring in the vicinity of 20o (c), resulted in a 

large velocity deficit downstream of the nacelle-strut connection. Form drag, shown in Table 5-8, 

increased by triple the amount between 10o and 20o than between 0o and 10o.  X-velocity profiles at the 
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top span of the strut, Figure 5-33, illustrated that the magnitude of the velocity deficit doubled every 10o 

step. Wake width increased from 150 mm to 300 mm to 350 mm between 10o, 20o and 30o along this line. 

CFD predicted wake width and magnitude within experimental error at this location, except in the 30o 

case, where the experimental deficit was 20% greater. CFD predicted form drag inside of error and within 

5% of the mean for angles of attack less than 20o. 

Earlier separation, a consequence of further increasing angle of attack, led to more lost momentum and 

nearly reversed flow at the traverse plane. CFD predicted regions of zero axial velocity for the 30o (d) and 

45o (e) cases. The inability of the seven-hole probe to operate in reversed flow caused experimental 

contours to become saturated at zero velocity. That is, reversed flow in the experimental wake at 30o and 

45o was under predicted and thus form drag was in reality larger than Table 5-8 indicated.  

Flow through the nacelle was progressively turned further from the centerline, z = 0, by increasing angle. 

X-velocity profiles behind the nacelle mid-plane, shown in Figure 5-34 for 0o, 10o and 20o, illustrated the 

increased wake asymmetry as angle rose. The 0o wake was symmetric within error. Flow through the 

nacelle, although redirected, remained constant in velocity and width for angles below 45o but was over 

predicted by 10% by CFD due to reduced turbulent mixing between the wake and through flow core. 

Consequently, form drag at 20o was predicted within 10% of the mean but below experimental error.  

Table 5-8: Form drag for CFD and experiment measured at several angles of attack. 

 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇 

Angle of Attack Exp. CFD 

0o 1500 ± 100  1546 

10o 1900 ± 200 1790 

20o 2800 ± 200 2498 

30o 3600 ± 300 3489 

45o 4900 ± 300 5294 
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Figure 5-32: Contours of x-velocity with overlaid yz-velocity vectors at the traverse plane for CFD (left) and experimental results (right).    

The front view of the nacelle is provided for reference.

d) 30o-AoA 

d) 45o-AoA 
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Figure 5-33: Normalized x-velocity profiles for CFD and experiment at the nacelle-strut connection 

height on the traverse plane. 

 

Figure 5-34: Normalized x-velocity profiles for CFD and experiment at the nacelle mid-plane height 

on the traverse plane. 
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5.5.1.2  Induced Drag 

More flow deflection and increasing body asymmetry resulted in stronger secondary flow features as 

angle of attack increased. At low angle orientations secondary velocities were miniscule. However, 

comparing x-vorticity between 20o (c) and 30o (d) showed increased counter rotating vortex pair strength 

evident in both CFD, see Figure 5-35, and experiment. Induced drag doubled as a result, see Table 5-9. At 

10o angle of attack maximum x-vorticity levels were half of the 20o levels and of less size. Induced drag 

reflected this difference, predicting a third the induced drag.  

Table 5-9: Induced drag for CFD and experiment measured at several angles of attack. 

 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒊 

Angle of Attack Exp. CFD 

0o 60 ± 30  12 

10o 250 ± 200 198 

20o 800 ± 400 790 

30o 1700 ± 600 1842 

45o 1900 ± 700 2626 
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Figure 5-35: CFD (left) and experimental (right) x-vorticity contours with overlaid yz-velocity 

vectors. 
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Y-velocity extracted downstream of the nacelle mid-plane, Figure 5-36, showed great agreement between 

CFD and experiment at 10o, 20o and 30o. Induced y-velocity increased as angle increased representative of 

a rise in vortex strength in this region. Consequently, induced drag was predicted well at these angles. 

However, at 0o angle of attack, traverse plane secondary flow velocities were less than 3% 𝑈∞, 1 m/s, 

which lead to high percentage of error and over prediction due to bias. Induced drag at 0o represented 

between 1%, in CFD, and 4%, in experiment, of the total far-field drag. In contrast, induced drag at 45o 

accounted for 33% of total far-field drag using CFD and 30% ± 10% experimentally. Yet, experimental 

induced drag was under predicted at this angle due to reversed flow in the wake.  

 

Figure 5-36: Normalized y-velocity profiles for CFD and experiment at the nacelle mid-plane height 

on the traverse plane. 
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5.5.1.3  Drag Polar 

Form and induced drag predicted by CFD and measured experimentally are provided in Figure 5-37 over 

a range of angles of attack. Overall, CFD was able to predict the components of far-field drag within 10% 

of the experimental mean and within uncertainty in most cases. Both experimental and CFD polars 

illustrated a non-linear trend observed in the literature regarding airfoils (White, 2008) and nacelles 

(Brune, 1991). Suggesting the far-field method was validated, to this level of accuracy, for drag analysis 

of similar geometries using RANS and modest grids.    

 

Figure 5-37: Far-field drag components versus angle of attack. 

 

5.5.2 Near-Field Analysis 

Surface pressure distribution, contributing to pressure drag, as well as wall-shear stress, causing viscous 
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techniques it was elected that CFD alone could be used to investigate changes in local pressure and 

viscous forces at different angles. 

6.5.2.1  Viscous Drag 

Viscous drag coefficient decreased linearly with angle of attack. Although CFD predicted marginal 

increases in viscous drag with increasing angle of attack the relatively large increase in frontal area meant 

the drag coefficient decreased according to Table 5-10. 

Table 5-10: Viscous drag for CFD recorded at several angles of attack. 

 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒗 

Angle of Attack Exp. CFD 

0o -- 37 

10o -- 34 

20o -- 28 

30o -- 23 

45o -- 21 

   

Skin friction coefficient profiles extracted along the nacelle suctions side, at mid-plane height, were used 

to compare viscous forces over several angles of attack and are shown in Figure 5-38. At steeper angles 

peak skin friction increased and lied closer to the nacelle leading edge. This indicated that increased flow 

acceleration, due to higher blockage, caused more viscous losses just downstream of the stagnation point, 

which incidentally moved closer to the bell mouth inlet with increased angle. Separation occurred at 30o 

and 45o, indicated by negative skin friction. Decreasing angle of attack led to increased wall shear stress, 

higher velocities, at the mid-chord. Approaching the nacelle trailing edge, high angle of attack profiles 

indicated the reattached flow led to elevated friction drag.          
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Figure 5-38: Skin friction coefficient along the nacelle suction side at mid-plane height for several 

angles of attack. 

 

5.5.2.2  Pressure Drag 

Pressure drag contributed a disproportional fraction of total drag, representing between 96% at 0o and 

99% at 45o. Table 5-11 provides the CFD computed pressure drag coefficient at each angle. Drag began 

to rises more rapidly following the 20o case. Iso-surfaces of zero velocity, shown in Figure 5-39, 

illustrated that separation severity increased post 10o. No exterior flow separation occurred at 0o angle of 

attack.  

Table 5-11: Pressure drag for CFD recorded at several angles of attack. 

 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒑 

Angle of Attack Exp. CFD 

0o -- 1206 

10o -- 1793 

20o -- 3200 

30o -- 5199 

45o -- 8453 
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Figure 5-39: Iso-surfaces of zero velocity colored by TKE for several AoA. 

 

Analyzing the pressure distribution along the mid-span of the support strut further illustrated the impact 

of angle of attack. Figure 5-40 showed lower pressure on the strut suction side near the leading edge, 

indicative of increased flow acceleration, a phenomenon also observed by the wall shear analysis. The 

negative pressure coefficient peak doubled between 0o and 20o. As the strut was angled the stagnation 

point shifted further onto the pressure side of the strut. A streamline traveling from the stagnation point 

must travel past higher curvature causing increased tangential flow acceleration and was clearly visible in 

Figure 5-41. Confinement effects would have led to a uniform increase in flow velocity across the plane, 

a) 10o-AoA b) 20o-AoA 

d) 45o-AoA c) 30o-AoA 
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what was observed was far more local. Furthermore, complete geometric symmetry led to a single 

pressure distribution curve at 0o angle of attack. 

 

Figure 5-40: Pressure distribution along the mid-span of the support strut at several AoA. 

 

 

Figure 5-41: X-velocity contours at the strut mid-span. 
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The magnitude of the stagnation pressure remained constant, because operational velocity and density 

remained constant. However, the width of the high pressure region increased from 15% of chord length at 

10o to nearly 30% at 20o.  The diffusive strut and nacelle geometry lead to flow separation which was first 

witnessed at a chord length of 0.4 at 20o, as predicted by Figure 5-39, and led to the jump in pressure drag 

observed earlier. 

Trailing edge pressure decreased as the incidence angle rose. Lower total pressure downstream of the strut 

at 20o was a result of more irreversibility effects caused by increased turbulent mixing between the wake 

and the core flow. Turbulence intensity was compared in Figure 5-42 at 10o and 20o near the strut trialing 

edge. Significant levels of turbulence were predicted at 20o downstream of the separation zone and at the 

trailing edge, reference Figure 5-41. Increased separation further delayed pressure recovery. 

 

Figure 5-42: Turbulence intensity contours at the strut mid-span. 
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Between 10o and 20o angle of attack, pressure drag on the strut and nacelle suction side increased by a 

factor of 10 and 100 respectively. External pressure drag was thereby composed of 50% suction side 

pressure at 20o and roughly 2% at 10o.  

Comparing image (c) and (e) a distinct high pressure region was observed on the lower half of the nacelle 

suction side coinciding with flow separation. Streamlining was directly responsible for the large 

stagnation regions and flow acceleration and is not malleable. On the other hand, the identified feature 

represents additional drag which may be eliminated through drag reduction devices, further discussion on 

this premise is discussed in Section 6.3.2.   
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Figure 5-43: Contours of x-wise pressure force on the exterior surfaces of the nacelle-strut body. 
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5.5.2.3  Drag Polar 

Pressure and viscous drag polars are compared with load cell measured total drag in Figure 5-44.  

Immediately evident was the lack of model streamlining which resulted in pressure drag domination. 

Indeed, viscous drag accounted for a maximum 25% of total near-field drag at 0o and dropped off to as 

low as 2% when the body was angled further.  

A clear increase in drag polar slope was predicted by the load cell post 10o angle of attack. Numerical 

methods confirmed this finding. Both the near-field pressure drag, shown below, increased to match this 

and far-field form and induced drag, shown in Figure 5-37, did the same.     

 

Figure 5-44: Near-field drag components.  
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Prediction of total drag, although less useful with regards to understanding the sources of drag, was 
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 Fuel consumption: increased drag required thrust compensation causing a reduction in fuel 

efficiency, therefore mission range reduction and increased pollution  

 Support: external aerodynamic components must be supported by a pylon, increased nacelle 

drag led to stronger (expensive/heavier) supports  

 Noise: elevated drag was accompanied by a large wake and possible structural vibrations 

resulting in excess noise which may limit operation time/location or require sound dampening 

for passengers 

The near-field and far-field methods have been shown in the previous section to predict drag components 

to adequate levels of accuracy using the CFD settings established through detailed independence studies. 

Furthermore, key flow features including the wake momentum deficit and induced secondary velocities 

were compared to experiment and deemed sufficiently captured. These successes culminated in the 

prediction of the total drag polar to the accuracy illustrated in Figure 5-45.  

 

Figure 5-45: Total drag polar comparing experiment to CFD. 
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Overall total drag was captured within 10% and inside of experimental error at low to moderate angles of 

attack. This was reassuring because operational angle and possible misalignment were unlikely to exceed 

20o. Beyond 20o angle of attack experimental limitations caused larger discrepancies with CFD. Reversed 

flow and load cell saturation resulted in total drag being under predicted at 45o. Curve fitting techniques 

were used to illustrate where the 45o load cell measurement was expected to lie (red diamond). Clearly, 

total drag was predicted favorably by RANS-CFD and aerodynamicists similarly constrained by time and 

computational power should expect comparable results on similar geometries.   
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this section an overview of the key outcomes of this research are provided.  Suggestions are made to 

guide similar CFD studies. Recommendations regarding future research are presented. 

6.1 Conclusions 

Comparison of experimental and computational results indicated that commercial RANS based CFD, 

specifically FLUENT 15.0, was a useful tool for the aerodynamic drag prediction of subsonic nacelle 

bodies under these constraints. Accurate prediction of total drag, within 10% of experimental mean, was 

determined in the far and near-field fulfilling the primary objective set in Section 1.2. CFD objective (iii).  

The flow features listed in the objectives, pg. 2, were identified and analyzed in detail throughout. Key 

flow features were sufficiently predicted, allowing for the decomposition of drag with good agreement 

with experiment. Completing the experimental objectives: load cell measurements and time-average 

three-component velocity wake traverses were successfully captured. CFD permitted analysis of the body 

forces not available experimentally.  

6.1.1 CFD Results Summary 

 Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 total drag was predicted within experimental error and within 10% of the mean, 

at angles ≤ 20o. Form and induced drag were also predicted within experimental uncertainty. At 

angles of attack ≥ 30o reversed flow and load cell saturation resulted in deviation.  

 Enhanced wall treatment, y+ < 3, was necessary in the prediction of flow separation present for 

angles of attack ≥ 10o. Non-equilibrium wall functions, y+ ~ 30, produced acceptable results at 0o 

angle of attack. 

 At all angles the body was pressure drag dominated, < 25% of total drag was attributed to 

viscous drag at 0o. Induced drag increased rapidly with angle of attack accounting for up to 30% 

of the total far-field drag at 30o. 
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 Confinement effects were small. A blockage ratio between 5% and 9% was realized. Removal of 

the wall boundary layer observed no change in drag. Complete wall removal, extended plenums, 

resulted in a 7% increase in total drag and was accompanied by convergence issues. It was 

recommended to assign a laminar flow region away from the body in this case. 

 SST 𝑘 − 𝜔, though favored in literature, over predicted flow separation with an under resolved 

surface mesh. A mesh which was capable of drag prediction via Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖. This indicates 

the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 model is more sensitive to near wall refinement quality, is less robust, and extra 

care must be taken in its use. 

 Several other turbulence models were compared with experiment at 20o angle of attack, the 

outcomes are summarized below: 

Table 6-1: Turbulence model evaluation summary. 

Parameter S.A. 𝒌 − 𝝐 RNG 𝒌 − 𝝐 Real. 𝒌 − 𝝐 SST 𝒌 − 𝝎 

Wake 

Momentum 

Over  

(wake width) 

Over  

(wake width) 

Slightly Under 

(increased recovery) 

Good Good 

Secondary 

Flow 

Under Under Good Good Good 

Separation Slightly Over Slightly Under Unstable Good Over  

(base mesh) 

Convergence Fair Fair Poor Base Good 

Mesh = = = Base (7 Mil.) +15% 

 

6.2 Design Advice 

Industry and fellow researchers similarly, constrained by time and computational power, have been 

provided with a wealth of guidelines to accomplish drag analysis on nacelle bodies. Below several of the 

design choices are summarized. A step-by-step guide to the CFD process geared towards practitioners is 

available in Appendix G. 
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6.2.1 Drag Prediction Method 

It was suggested that the far-field method serve as the primary method of drag analysis as it allowed for 

decomposition into form and induced drag via a relatively inexpensive and non-intrusive traverse. Far-

field metrics converged earlier. In addition, the far-field integrals performed in this study require only an 

upstream total pressure measurement and tend to zero outside of the wake, thereby reducing the analysis 

plane size and neglecting the wall boundary layers. Discrepancies between the far and near-field methods 

were a function of spurious drag, observed throughout literature on relatively coarse unstructured meshes. 

Both methods predicted drag agreeable with experiment and should be used in tandem when possible.  

6.2.2 Geometric Simplification 

Geometric simplifications were made in CAD such that the simulated model did not perfectly mirror the 

physical body. Despite these differences, experimental measurements of the flow field and drag matched 

CFD predictions well. Suggesting the elimination of complex geometric features, in region of low fluid 

dynamic importance, reduces discretization difficulties and computational cost. This study indicated that 

solving a simplified problem to high accuracy may be preferable to obtaining the wrong answer to the 

exact problem.        

6.2.3 Mesh 

It was suggested that wake refinement and near body density factored most significantly. Convergence 

required a 7 million element grid size utilizing enhanced wall treatment, y+ < 3. Hybrid meshing was 

successfully employed to reduce the number of elements in the core flow by 25%. FLUENT 15.0 

interpolated to higher accuracy on hexa meshes. A minimum quality of 0.08 was reached due to the 

pyramid elements at the conformal interface. Maximum aspect ratio reached 40 due to the small y+ and 

limitations in surface mesh size. Mesh generation strategy was described in more detail in Section G.2 to 

provide a well-documented mesh strategy, fully satisfying objective (i) and (ii) set in Section 1.2.     
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6.2.4 Solver Settings 

SIMPLE p-v coupling scheme worked best at subsonic speeds. Convergence with URFs was 

straightforward, reduced monitor oscillations and provided reliable iteration schemes. Velocity-inlet 

boundary condition with fully specified velocity, 𝑘 and 𝜖 matched the CFD flow condition to experiment. 

Failure to match turbulence levels resulted in varying degrees of wake mixing and up to 10% error in total 

drag. The use of a flat inlet profile resulted in a discrepancy between the boundary layer thicknesses at the 

base of the strut. 

6.3 Future Studies 

In this section, opportunities to improve the apparatus and study nacelle drag in more depth are presented 

as per objective (iv) in Section 1.2. 

6.3.1 Apparatus 

The LSWT has been shown to be well conditioned, adequately instrumented and overall useful for the 

analysis of scaled models in a subsonic flow.  Several additions/modifications are suggested below to 

enhance its usefulness: 

 Surface Pressure – pressure taps, piezoelectric pressure sensors or pressure sensitive paint on the 

nacelle-strut model to provide a means for near-field decomposition and comparison of strut 

pressure distribution. 

 Additional traverse locations – a further downstream traverse distance from the model mount 

could be used to ensure the seven-hole probe is not operating in reversed flow at high angle 

configurations. 
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6.3.2 Research 

The basic nacelle has been analyzed in great detail, alas additional research could enhance the data set. 

Possible studies include:  

 Complex Interior – determine the number of elements to resolve the bolt holes and ribs of the 

non-simplified nacelle interior would quantify the importance of intelligent geometric smoothing.   

 Mass Injection – A blower could eject cold or heated air out the rear of the nacelle to represent 

engine-on conditions. In Section 2.3.2 an altered far-field approach was suggested (Vooren, 2008) 

to account for the additional mass flow.  

 Drag Reduction – this research identified potential drag reduction possibilities through the 

analysis of the near-field x-pressure distributions in Section 5.5.2. It is highly recommended to 

pursue a drag reduction methodology based on three variables: the initial separation region (𝜏𝑤 =

0), constant boundary layer height (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑥 = 0) and the boundary layer height (𝛿). The basis is 

illustrated in Figure 6-1. Tabs, guide vanes or bumps near 𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑥 = 0 should reduce separation 

and thus shrink the region of high pressure drag. Drag reduction at high angles must be compared 

to elevated drag at low angles. PIV experiments on Ahmed bodies by (Aider, et al., 2010) and 

(Pujals, et al., 2010) with rear slope angles around 25o indicated vortex generators reduced total 

drag up to 15%. Drag reduction coincided with less reversed flow, earlier reattachment. This 

suggests that similar improvements could be realized on this particular low aspect ratio body.     
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Figure 6-1: Near-field x-pressure contours on the suction side of the 20o nacelle with lines of 

constant pressure and separation. 
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A. Wind Tunnel Theory 

Wind tunnels are tools used in aerodynamic research to examine airflow moving past test bodies. Ideally, 

the supplied airflow is uniform in speed, of known temperature and in one direction for testing conditions 

to be consistent.  Wind tunnels are often employed in aerodynamic research because the time and expense 

of testing full scale models is unrealistic. Wind tunnels could also be outfitted with a large array of 

sensors and allow for a wide range of operating conditions between designs. In this section, the design 

and characterization of wind tunnels is discussed to better identify key aspects of the Queen’s University 

LSWT.   

A.1 Wind Tunnel Configuration and Design 

Wind tunnels can be designed in either an open-circuit or closed-loop configuration. An open-circuit wind 

tunnel draws air in through one end of the duct and ejects air out a different end, see Figure A-1. On the 

other hand, a closed-loop wind tunnel recirculates the air continuously, see Figure A-2. One of the main 

driving factors in choosing the appropriate configuration is the dimension of the test section. Smaller 

wind tunnels, with test section diameters of one meter or less, would often be open-loop. Whereas larger 

tunnels are commonly closed-circuit. The LSWT used in this study had a 1 m by 1 m test section which 

was at the upper limit of typical open-circuit designs. The power required to accelerate ambient air to the 

desired testing conditions is less practical for larger open-circuit designs. At a certain point, it is more 

appropriate to spend funds on the extra ductwork and flow vanes needed in a closed-loop design.   
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Figure A-1: General suction type open-circuit wind tunnel schematic illustrating important 

components (NASA Website, 2015). 

 

 

Figure A-2: General closed-circuit wind tunnel schematic illustrating important components 

(NASA Website, 2015). 

 

A.1.1 Open-Circuit Design 

Open-circuit wind tunnels are further categorized by the placement of the fan. A tunnel powered by a fan 

near the exit and downstream of the test section is referred to as a suction tunnel, like the Queen’s LSWT. 

If the fan is located at the inlet, the tunnel would be a blower tunnel. A suction tunnel generates a 

favorable pressure gradient across the fan, drawing ambient air through the duct, which results in sub-

ambient pressure in the test section. A blower tunnel forces air through the tunnel resulting in higher than 

atmospheric pressure in the test section. The fan location is dependent on the application. Blower tunnels 

do not have to operate under highly disturbed flow based on being located upstream of the test section. 

This makes them suited for cascade and turbine performance testing where the outflow would not be 
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handled well by a fan (Bradshaw & Pankhurst, 1964). On the contrary, a suction type tunnel is often 

utilized for model testing with low blockage ratios and adequate wake recovery as to not greatly disturb 

the fan. Suction tunnels produce well-conditioned flow, however (Bradshaw & Pankhurst, 1964) a 

blockage ratio under 5% was recommended. In this study, a well-conditioned flow was most desirable to 

characterize the inlet flow and run meaningful CFD simulations.  

There are several complications when designing and operating an open-circuit wind tunnel, one of which 

is the sensitivity to entrance conditions. It is because of wind gust and variations in day to day humidity 

that the weather outside should be monitored. Additionally, the test section shape is typically not directly 

compatible with the blower and duct transition components may be required. From Figure 2-1 it is clear 

the fan inlet on the LSWT was not compatible with the square test-section and the flow was split and 

diverted into the double-sided centrifugal blower. Furthermore, flow leakage though holes designed to 

support instrumentation and ones not designed between duct sections is an inevitable problem. Care must 

be taken to seal any gaps and prevent mass flow variations (Metha & Bradshaw, 1979).  

A blower tunnel does not require a diffuser and is therefore able to study specialized duct geometries, 

such as open jets and exhaust rigs (Metha, 1977). The fan, however, produces non-uniform, often swirling 

flow, requiring flow-straightening devices such as stator vanes.  

A.1.2 Closed-Loop Design 

Close-loop wind tunnels require turning vanes or cascades to turn the flow smoothly through 360o. Vanes 

provide flow guidance with the benefit of reducing disturbances entering the fan and the test section 

(Bradshaw & Pankhurst, 1964). Other design concerns unique to closed-loop tunnels include friction 

heating of the flow and a buildup of dust.  

A.2 Flow Quality 

In the previous section several design choices and complications of wind tunnel design was discussed, 

often with reference to flow quality. Wind tunnel flow quality refers to the uniformity and the turbulence 
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levels entering the test section. In this section, the flow conditioning and characterization of flow quality 

are discussed.  

A.2.1 Contraction 

A contraction in the duct is present in both open-circuit and closed-loop wind tunnel designs and is 

located upstream of the test section. This contraction acts to accelerate the flow and can be seen in Figure 

2-1. Contraction shape was extensively studied in literature, including geometry optimization. The major 

design consideration included flow uniformity and minimum nozzle dimensions, to save on space and 

cost. A uniform flow requires a minimization of the boundary layer exiting the contraction and the 

avoidance of flow separation (Morel, 1977).  

Initially the contraction profile was formed by two cubic curves, proposed by (Morel, 1977). Advances in 

computing power allowed for 3-dimensional flow analysis of contractions such as the study by (Bell & 

Metha, 1988). The analysis indicated that in a successful contraction the favorable pressure gradient in the 

concave region caused the boundary layer to re-laminarize at moderate Reynolds numbers. At this point 

laminar boundary layer theory and empirical relations were used to study polynomial contractions. 

Optimization of a fifth order polynomial geometry concluded that, for a contraction ratio of 7.7, 

separation occurred when the ratio between length to inlet height was under 0.66. It was also stated that 

an increase in contraction length improved flow uniformity up to length versus height ratios around 1.8 

where separation occurred due to the thickening boundary layer. It was important when the Queen’s 

LSWT was designed to ensure the contraction operates between being overly lengthy and having drastic 

curvature because both would have resulted in poor flow conditioning.  

A.2.2 Turbulence 

Random variations in flow variables with time are characterized by flow turbulence. The irregular motion 

of a turbulent flow requires the breakdown of a variable into a time averaged component and a fluctuating 

component defined as   
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 𝑢 = �̅� + 𝑢′ (A.1) 

where the mean component is given by 

 
�̅� =

1

𝑇
∫ 𝑢 𝑑𝑡.

𝑇

0

 
(A.2) 

Turbulence intensity is used to describe the level of turbulence in a flow and is often reported in the 

freestream. Turbulence intensity is a function of the average freestream value and the r.m.s value of the 

fluctuations. Two flows may have the same mean velocity, for example, but the time dependent 

deviations from the mean can be significantly different, see Figure A-3, the left image relates to higher 

turbulence. One way to calculate the turbulence intensity percentage is given through 

 

𝑇𝐼(%) = 100 ∙
√1

𝑁
∑ (𝑢𝑖

′)
2𝑁

𝑖=1

�̅�
=

𝑢𝑟𝑚𝑠

�̅�
. 

(A.3) 

 

 

Figure A-3: Comparison of two fictional data sets of velocity versus time for a highly turbulent flow 

(left) and a relatively smooth flow (right). 

 

In order to build an appreciation for turbulence characterization and measurement it is first vital to discuss 

what turbulence is and how it behaves. Turbulence is traditionally conveyed as sets of fluid with coherent 

local motion, called eddies, superimposed on a mean flow. An illustration of turbulent eddies and their 

impact on a tracer dye is shown in Figure A-4. These eddies are characterized by a length scale, 𝑙, their 
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velocity and a time scale, 𝜏. A turbulent flow contains a large diversity of eddies, it is common to describe 

them by their average fluctuating kinetic energy per unit mass, 

 
𝑘 =

1

2
𝑢𝑖

′𝑢𝑖
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

(A.4) 

and is called the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE).     

 

 

Figure A-4: Transport of red tracer dye is shown in laminar and turbulent flow. Black horizontal 

arrows convey streamlines while black circles are eddies. It is shown that in turbulent flow the 

presence of eddies results in the transport of the dye. Dye follows the streamlines but is subject to 

lateral motion due to large eddies. Small eddies result in mixing and is observed by the diffusion of 

the red dye (MIT.edu).  

 

The largest portion of turbulence energy is contained in the largest eddies, a product of the inviscid 

instabilities in the mean flow. Larger eddies are highly unstable and anisotropic, they brake down into 

smaller eddies by converting kinetic energy into internal energy through viscous shear stress (Pope, 

2000).  A decrease in the eddy length scale persists during the energy cascade until the Reynolds number 

is on the order of unity. At this point the eddies are stable because viscosity is effective at dissipating the 

kinetic energy. The smallest turbulence length scales are defined by the Kolmogorov length scale, 𝜂. 
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Kolmogorov first stated that in turbulent flow the smallest scale motions have a universal form that was 

determined by kinematic viscosity, 𝜈, and turbulent dissipation rate, 𝜖 (Kolmogorov, 1941). This 

statement indicated that, regardless of the initial geometry and direction of the large eddies, the small 

scale eddies were similar in all turbulent flows. Secondly, Kolmogorov stated that intermediate eddies in 

the inertial sub-range the viscosity effects could be ignored, see Figure A-5.  

 

Figure A-5: Schematic of the energy cascade at high Reynolds numbers showing the different eddy 

categories. Note, decay is from right to left (Pope, 2000).  

 

As a consequence, the decay is only a function of dissipation and energy (Pope, 2000) and can be derived 

in terms of wavenumber, 𝜅 = 2𝜋/𝑙,  

    𝐸(𝜅) = 𝐶𝜖2/3𝜅−5/3. (A.5) 

As a result, the decay of isotropic turbulence follows a universal energy distribution, from the energy-

containing range until Kolmogorov length scales are reached. The rate of decay versus eddy wavenumber 

is shown in Figure A-6. 
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Figure A-6: Experimental measurements of axial velocity energy spectral versus wavenumber. All 

experiments converge onto a -5/3 decay rate after a certain wavenumber indicating the turbulence 

was isotropic. Data from Saddoughi and Veeravalli (1994), image available in (Pope, 2000).  

 

Now that a background on turbulence has been presented it is suitable to discuss the implications 

turbulence had on the experiment. How it can be measured and reduced.  

A.2.3 Impact of Turbulence 

The quality, and by extension the freestream turbulence, of wind tunnel flow has a remarkable impact on 

aerodynamic performance. Notable effects of increased turbulence include: hastened boundary layer 

transition and increased mixing in shear layers. As a result, one would have expected different skin-

friction on the model as well as increased wake recovery under high turbulence. W. H. Bell provided a 

comprehensive analysis regarding the impact of turbulence intensity on wind tunnel testing in the 1980s. 

Comparing the drag on a circular cylinder measured by many investigators at different turbulence 

intensities (Bell, 1983) the source of discrepancies was discussed in detail. The basis of the study relied 

on a “standard” drag curve, the solid line in Figure A-7, which was measured at very low turbulence 

levels and acted as the benchmark. 
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Figure A-7: Drag coefficient of a circular cylinder versus Reynolds number measured by many 

researchers operating under a wide range of turbulence conditions. 

 

A key feature of the “standard” case was the drastic decrease in drag coefficient observed around the 

critical Reynolds number of 2 ∙ 105. At this point instabilities caused the laminar flow to become 

turbulent through a disturbance amplification process known as Tollmien-Schlichting instability (Bell, 

1983). The higher kinetic energy transfer in turbulent flow delayed separation by permitting further 

penetration into the adverse-pressure gradient region. This decreased wake width and improved pressure 

recovery resulting in a net decrease in drag. Boundary layer transition was not fully specified by 

freestream Reynolds number, transition may be triggered by surface roughness and turbulence level, see 

Bruun & Davies in Figure A-7. W. H. Bell then concluded possible causes for the lack of conclusiveness 

between the various data sets, which are summarized as follows and related to this study: 

1. Acoustic excitation, due to vibrating components, could have led to earlier boundary layer 

transition. However the author noted at turbulence intensities greater than 1% the acoustic signal 

would be comparatively insignificant. In this study model vibration was an issue but the free-
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stream turbulence intensity was double the maximum value for which this phenomenon was 

expected to matter. 

2. Measurement limitations for highly turbulent flow, TI greater than 10%, could have led to large 

uncertainties in drag. The thermal response of CTA was non-linear when the flow was fluctuating 

heavily. Accurate measurements required compensation else risked increasing drag error by 10% 

according to Hinze (Bell, 1983).  

3. Studies used a wide range of turbulence generating methods. Turbulence intensity was measured 

but information regarding length scale and anisotropy was not included. The author highly 

recommended future studies to include additional information. This study will measure TI at 

several locations in the test section and analyze the energy spectrum to provide the appropriate 

level of flow quality specification. This was important for comparison between investigations but 

also to define the CFD inlet conditions (Spalart, 2015).  

4. Three-dimensional effects, due to model imperfections, caused changes in drag. The influence of 

the boundary layer interaction with the model near the wall was important. Without properly 

accounting for boundary layer effects on the span of the model, drag could not be accurately 

measured or compared between cases. One solution was the introduction of end plates, which 

separated the model from the large boundary layers on the wind tunnel walls, see Figure A-8. 

Bearman and Wadcock (Bell, 1983) found end plates made their drag measurement independent 

of the axial location of the model. A boundary layer trip upstream of the model may also be 

employed to force a consistent boundary layer. This study was expected to account for 3-

dimensional effects. To that end, the boundary layer thickness must be measured and accounted 

for in the CFD inlet boundary condition. Also, the CAD model geometry must have been 

accurately captured by the surface mesh in CFD. 
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Figure A-8: Boundary layer upstream a car model is split through the use of an end plate. A 

boundary layer then begins to develop on the plate resulting in a reduced thickness interacting with 

the vehicle (Bell, 1983).  

 

5. Secondary flows were always present in turbulent viscous flows in non-circular ducts, according 

to Streeter (Bell, 1983). In a rectangular test section, the interaction of the boundary layers at a 

corner resulted in circulation, which transported fluid from the corner towards the midpoint of the 

wall, see Figure A-9. Leakage through the walls was another source of secondary flow. 

Depending on the proximity of the walls interaction resulted in an altered drag. In this study 

possible leakage was avoided by plugging unused ports. Corner effects were not significant 

enough to be captured by the wake traverse.  

 

Figure A-9: Experimental (a) and simulated (b) secondary flow in the corner of a square duct 

provided by (Brundett & Baines, 1964) and (Gavrilakis, 1992). 
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A.2.4 Measuring Turbulent Flows 

The accurate measurement of turbulence is important to quantify aerodynamic testing and compare with 

CFD. Turbulent fluctuations are commonly measured by hot-wire anemometry, laser-Doppler 

anemometers (LDA) or particle-image velocimetry (PIV). These approaches range in complexity but 

share a common requirement – a high sample rate. The most sophisticated technique, PIV, involves the 

tracking of seed particles as they follow the flow. Typically, a laser sheet illuminates the measurement 

plane while a high speed camera captures images. The images are then correlated for the particle motion 

to be determined, see Figure A-10. Benefits of PIV include the ability to capture a full 2-dimensional flow 

field but at the cost of requiring optimal access, seed particles and expensive laser/optical equipment. 

 

Figure A-10: PIV apparatus schematic illustrating the working principals behind the technique 

(Advanced In-Flight Measurement Technologies Website, 2016). 

 

LDA involves the intersection of two collimated and coherent laser beams to create an interference 

pattern. When a seed particle moves through the interference pattern, light is reflected and measured by a 

photomultiplier tube. Fluctuation in light intensity frequency, equivalent to the Doppler shift between 

incident and scattered light, provides velocity information in the same plane as the laser. This method 

provides point information and is in that sense inferior to PIV though the apparatus complexity and 

expense is reduced. 
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Hot-wire anemometry, also referred to as constant temperature anemometry (CTA), relies on the 

resistance change of metal under variable convective heat transfer. A thin metal wire, ~5 𝜇𝑚, is heated 

and kept at constant temperature. The convective heat transfer between the wire and the flow changes 

with flow velocity. A higher velocity results in an increased heat transfer rate and thus more current must 

be supplied to the wire to maintain temperature (Jorgensen, 2002). By connecting the hot-wire to one leg 

of a Wheatstone bridge, the velocity is determined, see Figure A-11. A hot-wire is inexpensive and does 

not require flow seeding or optical access. Multi-wires exist for measuring 2 and 3-dimensional velocity 

fluctuations with added calibrating complexity. However, hot-wires are notoriously sensitive to breaking 

and cannot be used in flows with debris.     

 
Figure A-11: Principal CTA apparatus illustrating the hot-wire probe, Wheatstone bridge and data 

conditioning (Dantec Dynamics, 2013). 

 

In this research, a single wire CTA was used to measure the turbulent fluctuations in axial velocity. CTA 

fit the need to determine mean flow turbulence levels in a cost effective manner. Furthermore, optical 

access inside the test section would have been an issue.   
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A.2.5 Reduction of Flow Turbulence 

Flow Quality improvement is accomplished through the application of turbulence suppression/control 

devices. Earlier the use of corner fillets were mentioned as a turbulence reduction method and boundary 

layer trips were revealed as a method to control the boundary layer. The Queen’s University LSWT did 

not employ these methods but made use of an inlet contraction and screen. 

Inlet contractions are commonly seen before the test section of a wind tunnel, see Figure A-12. The 

primary purpose is to accelerate the flow, however, turbulence reduction is also achieved. As the flow is 

accelerated through the contracting area the mean flow increases in velocity and the fluctuating 

component remains relatively constant (Batchelor, 1953). The turbulence intensity is thus reduced in the 

streamwise direction. Due to the compression of eddies through the contraction increased transverse 

fluctuations are observed (Batchelor, 1953). That being said, the streamwise turbulence is normally higher 

than the transverse turbulence due to unsteadiness generated by the fan or separation off the rounded 

inlets to the contraction.  

 

Figure A-12: CAD schematic of the LSWT inlet contraction and test section used in this study. 
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Honeycomb and screens, see Figure A-13, reduce turbulence and improved flow quality by breaking up 

large eddies and forcing a particular flow structure. By forcing the flow through an ordered grid the flow 

direction is controlled. Honeycomb and screens are located before the inlet contraction in an effort to 

reduce the pressure loss across the device.  

 

Figure A-13: Example of a wind tunnel screen (left). The honeycomb used by the Queen’s 

University LSWT (right). Note: large screen is not used for turbulence reduction but to protect the 

honeycomb.  

 

In order to predict screen performance, empirical correlations between pressure loss coefficient, 

     
𝐾 =

Δ𝑃

1
2𝜌𝑢2

, 
(A.6) 

and turbulence reduction factor, 𝑓, were developed by many authors. Screens were first suggested as a 

method for improving flow quality by (Prandtl, 1932). Prandtl first observed that screens could be used to 

obtain a more uniform velocity distribution. Prandtl stated the turbulence fluctuations were reduced by a 

factor of 1/(1 + 𝐾). Though many authors have compared this reduction factor against a variety of 

complexities such as screen misalignment they all agree Prandtl’s correlation was solid. Where it does 

breakdown was for the prediction of honeycomb performance. Honeycomb suppresses the transverse 

fluctuations more effectively than the axial variation. This couples well with the turbulence reduction 

performance of a contraction. It was recommended by (Metha & Bradshaw, 1979) to use screens and 
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honeycomb, though designers must be aware of increasing the pressure loss. Recently a honeycomb and 

five screen combination was successful employed by (Pedro, 2011) to reduce test section turbulence 

intensity from 6.5% to 0.5% 
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B. Calibration Apparatus and Methods 

B.1 Pressure Transducers 

Calibration was performed using a standing water manometer which was connected to each sensor in the 

transducer bank and manually pressurized. The voltage response of each transducer was recorded using 

LabVIEW® 5.1 over a series of pressures inside its operating range. Zero pressure was returned to several 

times throughout the process to confirm repeatability. A calibration curve was produced by correlating the 

recorded voltages to the known pressures. The points then undergo a linear fit such that, for any voltage, 

the pressure can be determined for each transducer in the bank. The uncertainty was a function of the 

resolution and the linear fit, which was negligible in comparison. Transducer banks were recalibrated 

seasonally to mitigate pressure variance and humidity concerns.   

B.1.1 Pressure Transducer Verification 

The pressure transducer box determined the flow velocity issuing from the variable speed calibration 

tunnel. Each port measured axial velocity within the uncertainty of the water manometer, 0.2 m/s, and 

showed good stability over several trials. In order to determine an appropriate sampling process the same 

flow was measured for several seconds at scan rates of 200 Hz, 500 Hz and 1 kHz. A rolling mean error, 

calculated in MATLAB, is shown in Figure B-1. It was observed that 500 Hz was a stable sampling rate 

and required at least 1000 samples to reduce error sufficiently. A 1 kHz sampling rate appeared to 

introduce instability observed around sample 2000 and 4000. A pitot-static probe connected to the 

pressure transducer box provided velocity measurements with a 0.3 m/s uncertainty based on this 

sampling method and auxiliary experiments with a water manometer.  
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Figure B-1: Rolling mean velocity error versus number of samples for pitot probe measurements 

taken at several frequencies. 

  

B.2 Calibration Wind Tunnel 

A variable speed open jet wind tunnel capable of producing flow speeds up to 60 m/s was used for probe 

calibration. A 16 inch centrifugal fan powered by a 5 hp motor drove the flow through a 5 inch diameter, 

16 feet long pipe. The length to diameter ratio was sufficient such that the flow was fully developed at the 

exit up to a Reynolds number of 4.8 ∙ 105. The pipe also contained an 8 inch flow straighter to suppress 

swirl and reduce turbulence. The flow at the exit was nearly uniform axial flow with a known velocity 

and pressure as measured by a reference pitot-static probe. The Turbulence intensity effects may be 

ignored when operating at Reynolds numbers larger than 2 ∙ 104 and the flow was assumed 

incompressible for Ma≈0.1.  

The calibration wind tunnel was instrumented with a rotary traverse capable of orienting a probe through 

pitch and yaw angles of 60o using stepper motors. The traverse allowed for incremental positioning with a 

minimum movement of 1.8o in pitch and 0.32o in yaw. The axis of pitch and yaw may be aligned with a 
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probe tip such that translational motion was avoided. The error in probe tip location was on the order of 1 

mm and ignored because the velocity gradients at the center of a fully developed pipe flow are negligibly 

small. The DAQ was identical to the LSWT setup, a photo of the apparatus is shown in Figure B-2. 

 

Figure B-2: Annotated photograph of the calibration wind tunnel. 

 

B.3 Seven-Hole Calibration 

Seven-hole probes provide time-averaged three component velocity as well as the flow field pressures in 

a cost effective and reasonably nonintrusive manner. In order to measure an arbitrary flow the careful 

calibration of the probe is required. By orienting the probe over a range of operating angles, in a known 

and well-behaved flow field, arbitrary results are correlated to the known data. In this section, the details 

of seven-hole probe calibration are discussed. 

B.3.1 Definitions and Working Principal 

Velocity and pressure was determined by measuring the differential pressures between at least four ports 

on the seven-hole probe. The ports may be numbered according to Figure B-3. The orientation of the 
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probe tip to the incoming flow was described by the pitch, 𝛼, and yaw, 𝛽, or the cone, 𝜃, and roll, 𝛾, 

depending on the alignment AoA, see Figure B-4. 

 

Figure B-3: Probe port number and angle definitions (Crawford, 2011). 

 

Figure B-4: Flow angle conventions (Chen, 2008). 
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The three components of velocity can by defined mathematically using either pitch and yaw or cone and 

roll and trigonometric functions, see Table B-1. 

Table B-1: Expressions for velocity components based on flow angle and velocity magnitude. 

𝑢 = 𝑉 sin(𝛽) 𝑢 = 𝑉 sin(𝜃) sin(𝛾) 𝛼𝑇 = tan−1 (
𝑣

𝑤
) 

𝑣 = 𝑉 sin(𝛼) cos(𝛽) 𝑣 = 𝑉 sin(𝜃) cos(𝛾) 𝛽𝑇 = tan−1 (
𝑢

𝑤
) 

𝑤 = 𝑉 cos(𝛼) cos(𝛽) 𝑤 = 𝑉 cos(𝜃)  

 

At low flow angles, all ports experience unseparated flow and all ports may be measured to provide useful 

information. This entirely unseparated operating condition is called the Low Angle flow regime. At cone 

angles greater than approximately 30o flow separation occurres on the downstream side of the probe. The 

separated ports are, at this point, measuring flow which is not representative of the true flow. They are 

discarded in favor of using the four unseparated ports; this is the High Angle regime. If four or more ports 

are separated, the probe is outside of its applicable operating conditions. Depending on which port are 

observing the highest total pressure different combinations of neighboring ports are used. At this point it 

is helpful to define angle sectors based on probe orientation, see Figure B-5. While port 7 is reading 

highest pressure the probe was in the Low Angle regime, else it is in the High Angle condition.  
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Figure B-5: Seven-hole probe angle sectors based on the port measuring highest pressure (Gerner, 

et al., 1984). 

 

Non-dimensional pressure coefficients are defined for the differential pressure measurements to solve for 

flow variables (Gallington, 1980). The pressure difference between two ports is normalized by the best 

estimate for dynamic pressure. The apparent dynamic pressure in the Low Angle condition is the center 

port pressure, 𝑃7, subtracted by the average of all other port pressures, �̅�1−6. For the Low Angle regime it 

follows that three pressure coefficients are defined based on opposite port readings, 

           
 𝐶𝛼𝑎 =

𝑃4 − 𝑃1

𝑃7 − �̅�1−6

, 
(B.1a) 

           
 𝐶𝛼𝑏 =

𝑃3 − 𝑃6

𝑃7 − �̅�1−6

, 
(B.1b) 
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 𝐶𝛼𝑐 =

𝑃2 − 𝑃5

𝑃7 − �̅�1−6

. 
(B.1c) 

Two conversion coefficients are defined to determined flow direction, they are, 

           
 𝐶𝛼𝑇 =

1

3
(2𝐶𝛼𝑎 + 𝐶𝛼𝑏 + 𝐶𝛼𝑐), 

(B.2a) 

           
 𝐶𝛽𝑇 =

1

√3
(𝐶𝛼𝑏 + 𝐶𝛼𝑐). 

(B.2b) 

Total and dynamic pressure coefficients are based on the reference pitot-static probe readings, 

           
 𝐶𝑜 =

𝑃7 − 𝑃𝑜

𝑃7 − �̅�1−6

, 
(B.3a) 

           
 𝐶𝑞 =

𝑃7 − �̅�1−6

𝑃𝑜 − 𝑃∞
, 

(B.3b) 

where 𝑃∞ is the reference static pressure and 𝑃𝑜 is the reference total pressure.  

High Angle operation requires new coefficients based on the cone and roll angles. Under this condition 

the central port is not reading the largest pressure thus requiring the coefficients to be based on the current 

port reading the highest pressure, labeled by 𝑛. The cone and roll coefficients are given by     

           
 𝐶𝜃𝑛 =

𝑃𝑛 − 𝑃7

𝑃𝑛 − (𝑃𝑛+1 + 𝑃𝑛−1)/2 
, 

(B.4a) 

           
 𝐶𝛾𝑛 =

𝑃𝑛−1 − 𝑃𝑛+1

𝑃𝑛 − (𝑃𝑛+1 + 𝑃𝑛−1)/2 
. 

(B.4b) 

In all situations port 7 is unseparated else more than 3 ports are unusable. The total and dynamic pressure 

coefficients are similarly described by  

           
 𝐶𝑜𝑛 =

𝑃𝑛 − 𝑃𝑜
𝑃𝑛 − (𝑃𝑛+1 + 𝑃𝑛−1)/2 

, 
(B.5a) 
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 𝐶𝑞𝑛 =

𝑃𝑛 − (𝑃𝑛+1 + 𝑃𝑛−1)/2

𝑃𝑜 − 𝑃∞ 
. 

(B.5b) 

B.3.2 Calibration Theory 

The calibration wind tunnel and rotary traverse oriented the probe through cone and roll angles between 

±60𝑜 requiring roughly 2000 data points of sequentially ordered coordinates. At each point, all ports 

were measured using a pressure transducer box connected via silicon tube. Total and static pressure from 

the reference probe was measured as well, at a sampling rate of 500 Hz for 2 seconds per step.  

Fourth order polynomial expansions were then created for each of the flow angles (𝛼𝑇 and 𝛽𝑇) and the 

total and dynamic pressure coefficients expressed in Equations B.4 as arbitrary flow property variable 𝐴𝑖. 

The Low Angle polynomial flow property expression is given by 

           𝐴𝑖 = [𝐾1
𝐴 + 𝐾2

𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇 + 𝐾3
𝐴𝐶𝛽𝑇 + 𝐾4

𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇
2 + 𝐾5

𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇𝐶𝛽𝑇 + 𝐾6
𝐴𝐶𝛽𝑇

2 + 𝐾7
𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇

3

+ 𝐾8
𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇

2 𝐶𝛽𝑇 + 𝐾9
𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇𝐶𝛽𝑇

2 + 𝐾10
𝐴 𝐶𝛽𝑇

3 + 𝐾11
𝐴 𝐶𝛼𝑇

4

+ 𝐾12
𝐴 𝐶𝛼𝑇

3 𝐶𝛽𝑇 + 𝐾13
𝐴 𝐶𝛼𝑇

2 𝐶𝛽𝑇
2 + 𝐾14

𝐴 𝐶𝛼𝑇𝐶𝛽𝑇
3 + 𝐾15

𝐴 𝐶𝛽𝑇
4 ], 

 

(B.6) 

with 𝐾𝑖 representing the polynomial coefficients (Ericksen, et al., 1995). Replacing 𝐶𝛼𝑇 and 𝐶𝛽𝑇 with 𝐶𝜃 

and 𝐶𝛾 yields the High Angle polynomial expression.   

The value of the flow variable 𝐴𝑖 for each calibration point was then stored in a matrix taking the form 

           

[

𝐴1

𝐴2

⋮
𝐴𝑚

] =

[
 
 
 
 1 𝐶𝛼𝑇1 𝐶𝛽𝑇1

1 𝐶𝛼𝑇2 𝐶𝛽𝑇2

⋮
1

⋮
𝐶𝛼𝑇𝑚

⋮
𝐶𝛽𝑇𝑚

   

𝐶𝛼𝑇1
2 𝐶𝛼𝑇1𝐶𝛽𝑇1 … 𝐶𝛽𝑇1

4

𝐶𝛼𝑇2
2 𝐶𝛼𝑇2𝐶𝛽𝑇2 … 𝐶𝛽𝑇2

4

⋮
𝐶𝛼𝑇𝑚

2
⋮

𝐶𝛼𝑇𝑚𝐶𝛽𝑇𝑚
 

⋮
⋯ 𝐶𝛽𝑇𝑚

4
]
 
 
 
 

[
 
 
 
𝐾1

𝐴

𝐾2
𝐴

⋮
𝐾15

𝐴 ]
 
 
 

. 

 

(B.7) 

Matrix algebra determined the fifteen calibration coefficients needed for each flow property. Preceding 

calibration the pressure coefficients were rearranged to solve for the flow properties for the Low Angle 

and High Angles regimes.  
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B.3.3 Sample Calibration 

The output of the calibration produced calibration error contours which were used to find the r.m.s. value 

of the uncertainty, an example of which is shown in Figure B-6. The uncertainty contour shows no 

obvious trend.   

 

Figure B-6: Total pressure calibration error versus pitch and yaw angle. 

 

As the probe was angled to the flow the perceived axial velocity was reduced. This should result in 

smooth transition from high axial velocity when the probe was aligned with the flow and reduced velocity 

until the maximum angle was reached. An example of the axial velocity contour produced through the 

calibration process is shown in Figure B-7. Clear rings of decreasing velocity were observed and it can be 

deduced that the probe was calibrated at 27 m/s. 
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Figure B-7: Axial velocity versus pitch and yaw angle. 

 

B.3.4 Verification Studies 

The seven-hole probe was calibrated up to five times to compare the consistency of the results. It was 

determined that disturbances near the blower inlet may have an impact on the calibration tunnel wind 

speed. The grid density must also be sufficient else the calibration process observed large errors near the 

interfaces of the port sectors.  

The calibrated probe was then placed in the LSWT and sampled at 500 Hz for several seconds. A rolling 

error was calculated for each port for every sample point. The results shown in Figure B-8 illustrate that a 

sampling time of 2 seconds was enough to accomplish a great reduction in mean repeatability error. 
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Figure B-8: Percentage error in mean pressure for each port of a seven-hole probe with the 8th port 

relating to a reference probe. 

 

B.4 Hot-Wire Calibration 

The one-wire CTA anemometer, 55P16, from Dantec Dynamics® provided high frequency axial velocity 

information for the purpose of determining the LSWT turbulence. Support modifications were made to fit 

the original hot-wire into the same support used by the seven-hole probes, ensuring interchangeable usage 

in the wind tunnels.  

The hot-wire was then mounted in the calibration wind tunnel rotary traverse and aligned with the flow. A 

pitot-static probe was inserted at equivalent axial distance from the outlet plane and used to record 

reference conditions. Both probes were placed in the potential core of the flow to avoid large velocity 

gradients and because the turbulence was more isotropic and stable in the core. The one-wire did not 

require angular calibration; the rotary traverse was simply used as a controllable and secure clamp.  
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Calibration then commenced by varying the velocity from 10 m/s up to 35 m/s. Reference pressures were 

recorded using a pressure traducer box and the DT3003 setup. Hot-wire voltages were recorded by the 

Dantec Dynamics® 54T42 Wheatstone bridge and the MiniCTA software package. The hot-wire mean 

voltage calculated over 2 seconds of 3 kHz data was correlated with the reference velocity measured by 

the pitot-static probe. This process continued for 16 more data points between the calibration velocity 

range. A fourth order polynomial curve fit was applied to the pair of data sets resulting in the well-defined 

calibration curve shown in Figure B-9.  

 

Figure B-9: Hot-wire voltage is fit to the reference velocity using a 4th order polynomial. 

  

B.4.1 Hot-wire Verification 

In order to test an appropriate sampling rate and time, the hot-wire was placed in an approximant 30 m/s 

flow field and data was recorded over a range of operating frequencies. The probe was capable of 

operating between 1 kHz and 10 kHz, according to Figure B-10, 1 second of data taken at 3 kHz was 

sufficient to reduce repeatability error significantly. However, to facilitate spectral analysis 8192 samples 

were recorded because data storage was a non-issue.  
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Figure B-10: Rolling error in mean velocity is calculated for every data point over a range of 

sampling rates. 

   

The hot-wire calibration was further tested by comparing the hot-wire velocity measurements to a new set 

of reference velocities measured by a pitot-static probe. It was observed that the hot-wire predicted mean 

axial velocity within 0.5% of the reference value, see Figure B-11. Mean velocity was further compared 

to water manometer readings for extra confidence.  

 

Figure B-11: Mean velocity measured by a hot-wire is compared with a pitot-static probe. 
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C. Uncertainty Analysis 

In this section, the methods for estimating experimental error were discussed. Error was determined from 

a combination of manufacturer specifications, such as the pressure transducer resolution, and auxiliary 

experiments, repeatability and sampling studies. Errors were combined in quadrature for a single variable 

and propagated according to 

           
Δz2 = (

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑥
)
2

Δ𝑥2 + (
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑦
)
2

Δ𝑦2, 
(C.1) 

where 𝑧 = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦), when used in an expression. Final uncertainties were expressed to one significant 

digit. 

C.1 Seven-hole Probe Uncertainty Example 

Total seven-hole probe error was a function of the calibration, the pressure transducer and the probe 

alignment. Experimental data cannot be directly compared with a reference measurement and therefore 

required error to be propagated through the governing equations. One way of estimating the total error of 

a seven-hole probe in an arbitrary flow was by averaging the transducer error at all points, averaging the 

calibration error at all points and combining them with estimated alignment uncertainty. Although the 

calibration showed a non-uniform distribution of errors dependent on probe orientation, the errors were 

averaged to provide a concise estimate. 

The best calibration used a 5o grid density, a 15% overlap pressure between sectors and a fourth order 

polynomial curve fit. The average and maximum errors associated with the calibration alone were 

presented in Table C-1. 
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Table C-1: Seven-hole probe calibration error in all sectors. 

Variable RMS Average Maximum 

Yaw [deg.] 0.6 -- 

Pitch [deg.] 0.5 -- 

𝑃𝑡 [%] 2 3 

𝑞 [%] 2 6 

𝑃𝑠 [%] 2 6 

 

The manufacturer gave the transducer error. Sampling studies determined, given a large enough sample 

size, the mean is highly consistent. Pressure transducers, for example, have a bias error of 0.3% of full 

scale but the auxiliary testing showed the mean was stable within 0.1% indicating low resolution error. 

Repeatability was studied by recording all pressure ports several times at one traverse location after 

having moved it away from the recording spot. The probe was highly consistent; repeatability error was 

approximated as 0.2 m/s in axial velocity.   

Consider now the uncertainty in axial and transverse velocity of the LSWT core flow measured by the 

seven-hole probe. Determining directional velocity was a four step process in which density was 

calculated from the ideal gas equation, dynamic pressure was determined by the difference between total 

and static pressure, velocity magnitude was solved for using dynamic pressure and finally trigonometry 

was applied with the flow angle. The following table is used to show the relative errors in this process.   

Table C-2: Error propagation method applied to axial velocity calculation of seven-hole probe data.   

Variable Equation Value Error % of Derived Quantity 

𝑃𝑠(tap) -- 530 Pa(g) 130 Pa 4% of 𝜌 

𝑇 -- 283 K 6 K 96% of 𝜌 

𝜌 𝑃𝑠/𝑅𝑇 1.241 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 0.001 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 -- 

𝑃𝑇 -- -88 Pa 20 Pa 30% of 𝑞 

𝑃𝑠 (7-hole) -- -585 Pa 30 Pa 70% of 𝑞 

𝑞 𝑃𝑇 − 𝑃𝑠 497 Pa 40 Pa -- 

𝜌 -- 1.241 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 0.001 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 <1% of 𝑉 

𝑞 -- 497 Pa 40 Pa 99% of 𝑉 

𝑉 √2𝑞/𝜌 28.3 m/s 1.1 m/s -- 

𝜃 -- 18o 2o <1% of 𝑤 

𝑉 -- 28.3 m/s 1.1 m/s 99% of 𝑤 
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𝒘 𝑽𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽) 26.8 m/s 1.1 m/s  -- 

𝒖 𝑽𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽) 8.7 m/s 0.9 m/s -- 

 

Clearly, it was shown that error in pressure dominated the final uncertainty in directional velocity with the 

majority of said error arising from the pressure transducer and not the probe calibration. Temperature had 

the greatest impact on measured density however the density itself had little impact on the downwind 

parameters. Uncertainty in probe angle was difficult error to quantify. It was shown by (Wexler, 2013) 

that probe misalignment was not of serious concern for small angles because the central port was still 

highest for pure axial flow. The output may be biased to account for misalignment. Misalignment error 

was estimated to be 2o based on the method in which it was aligned.  

C.2 Hot-wire Uncertainty Example  

Hot-wire uncertainty was a function of the calibration process, curve fitting accuracy, A/D board 

resolution, probe positioning and repeatability error. Temperature and pressure variations were also 

considered. A review of hot-wire operation was available in (Jorgensen, 2002). Table C-3 lists the 

appropriate uncertainties and their contribution to total error. 

Table C-3: Hot-wire CTA error sources and their contribution to total uncertainty.  

Source Dependent 

Variable 

Variable Range Impact on 

Output 

Expression 

Standard 

Error 

Calibrator (Pitot 

Probe) 
𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 2% -- 2% 

Curve-Fit Δ𝑈𝑓𝑖𝑡 0.5% -- 0.5% 

A/D Resolution Input Voltage Range 

Bit Resolution 

10 V 

12 bit 

1

𝑈
∙

𝑉𝑟
2𝑏𝑟

∙
𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑉
 

0.1% 

Probe Orientation 𝜃 1o 1 − cos(𝜃) ≈ 0 

 

Combining the individual uncertainties in quadrature, 

           Δ𝑥 = √∑(𝛿𝑥𝑖)
2 , (C.2) 
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produced the total error of the hot-wire - 3% of measured value. However, when the probe was used to 

determine the turbulence intensity and not the mean velocity the error was increased because the standard 

deviation between individual turbulence intensity calculations was significant. A 95% confidence interval 

was used. The standard deviation in this case was, 

           

Δ𝑇𝐼 = √
1

𝑁
∑(𝑇𝐼𝑖 − 𝑇𝐼)2
𝑁

𝑖=1

 , 

(C.3) 

where N was the sample size, 𝑇𝐼𝑖 was the turbulence intensity predicted by an individual sample and 𝑇𝐼 

was the mean value. The turbulence intensity profile shown in Figure A-3 illustrates how a highly 

turbulent flow with wildly varying velocity fluctuations results in greater error than in the freestream 

where flow is well behaved.    
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D. Load Cell Vibration Measurements 

The structural vibration of the nacelle body was studied by performing spectral analysis on the raw load 

cell data. Although model vibrations were decreased after the application of the flow straightening 

honeycomb it was still an issue. The model was placed at three angles of attack, 0o, 10o and 20o to study 

how orientation effected vibration.  

The raw load cell voltage was processed by a fast Fourier transform (FFT). The 216 sample signal was 

broken up into a series of signals with a size of 212 samples. An FFT was applied to each bin and a 

Hamming window was used with a 10% overlap between FFTs to reduce the noise in the amplitude. 

A clear peak in the normalized amplitude at 10 Hz was observed for each AoA, shown in Figure D-1. 

Peaks of much less power around 100 Hz and 200 Hz were also present. At zero AoA the peaks were 

contained around these maximums. Whereas, at 20o AoA greater dispersion in spectral power was 

apparent with several smaller peaks around 10 Hz. As a result, the strength of the 10 Hz response 

decreased as the nacelle was oriented away from the flow. Peaks did not correspond to known sources 

such as the wall outlets or lighting. 
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Figure D-1: Spectral analysis of load cell x-direction force over a range of AoA. 

 

 As a reality check the Strouhal number, 

           
 𝑆𝑡 =

𝑓𝐿

𝑈
, 

(D.1) 

of the body was calculated to be 0.09 when the low frequency structural vibration was assumed to relate 

directly to vortex shedding frequency, 𝑓, and the characteristic length was the nacelle outer diameter. A 

sphere operating under the same Reynolds number has a relatively constant Strouhal number around 0.19 

(Sakamoto & Haniu, 1990). Under the same operating conditions and length scale vortices would be shed 

at approximately 20 Hz. 
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E. Preliminary Testing 

In this section, the preliminary experimental testing is detailed. This involved characterizing the wind 

tunnel, determining adequate traverse grid resolution and studying the effect of weather. 

E.1 Inlet Characterization 

Prior to performing a wake traverse behind the nacelle model it was necessary to characterize the flow 

through the LSWT test section. In Section 2.4.1.1 the effects of Reynolds number and turbulence on drag 

was discussed in detail. Clearly, there was a need to understand the flow conditions the nacelle was 

experiencing. Characterizations allowed for a more complete understanding of the experimental results 

and the ability to compare findings with other research. Flow characterization was also required to match 

the experimental inlet conditions with the CFD boundary conditions.   

E.1.1 Test Section Axial Velocity  

The hot-wire anemometer was used to characterize the test section flow. Two linear traverse lines were 

recorded at 25 cm and 45 cm from the left wall on a 1 cm grid. Data taken at the same location was 

averaged once the data sets were verified to be similar and free of abnormalities. Spacing was transitioned 

to 5 cm after 15 cm from the wall where the boundary layer no longer persisted. Figure E-1 illustrates the 

change in axial velocity approaching the floor 25 cm and 45 cm from the left wall facing the outlet.  
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Figure E-1: Axial velocity, 𝒖, profiles recorded by the CTA at the LSWT traverse plane. 

 

Both axial velocity profiles were similar. The freestream axial velocity was determined to be 31 m/s ± 1 

m/s and was used to normalize the profiles. Reynolds number based on nacelle maximum width was 6 ∙

105. A boundary layer thickness of 7.0 cm ± 0.5 cm was determined based on the wall distance when 

99% of the freestream velocity was reached. Stepper motor uncertainty was negligible. The more central 

profile had developed further based on the near wall curvature. A 1/7th power law was inserted for 

comparison with the Blasius boundary layer for fully turbulent flow. Comparing this result to (Wexler, 

2013), whom did not have inlet honeycomb, showed more consistency between traverse locations and a 

reduction in boundary layer thickness at the traverse plane by approximately 3 cm.  
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E.1.2 Test Section Asymmetric Flow 

Test section asymmetry was studied by recording a full seven-hole probe traverse in the empty tunnel. 

Contours of the axial velocity, 𝑢, and vertical velocity, 𝑣, showed no discernable asymmetry, see Figure 

E-2. Secondary velocity was within experimental uncertainty of 1 m/s, as a results the apparent pattern 

near the left duct wall was ignored. 

 

Figure E-2: Traverse plane contours of x-velocity (left) and y-velocity (right) measured by a seven-

hole probe in the empty wind tunnel.   

 

E.1.3 Test-Section Turbulence Intensity  

Streamwise turbulence intensity was also measured over the same locations as the velocity profiles. Axial 

velocity fluctuations were recorded at 3 kHz for several seconds. Figure E-3 illustrates the change in 

turbulence intensity approaching the test section floor. As the flow was forced to reduce velocity near the 

wall the turbulence intensity increased rapidly. The viscous shear stress was increasing the eddy strength 

while the mean velocity was decreasing. As a result, turbulence intensity increased to a maximum of 

roughly 7%. Outside of the boundary layer, the turbulence intensity was 1.1% ± 0.4% and showed much 

more consistency. Previous studies, before honeycomb installation, observed similar near wall behavior. 

(Wexler, 2013) found the core turbulence intensity was 3%.  
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Figure E-3: Normalized x-velocity and turbulence intensity profiles taken at the traverse plane by a 

one-wire CTA. 

 

E.1.4 Turbulence Length Scale 

To further quantify the test section turbulence, the longitudinal integral length scale was estimated. By 

taking an autocorrelation of the CTA velocity signal, it could be probed for a pattern. The autocorrelation 

was a mathematical tool used to find the repeating periodic signal in a larger data set containing noise. In 

this case, the autocorrelation was applied to find the time between similar eddy structures. With a known 

mean velocity and sampling rate, time may be expressed as a distance. The distance between turbulence 

features obtained in this manner was defined as the integral length scale of turbulence. It was concluded 

by (Pope, 2000) that the distance between features when the autocorrelation was 0.1 gave an estimate for 

the integral length scale of isotropic turbulent flow. The autocorrelation obtained from data recorded at 3 

kHz in the center of the test section is shown in Figure E-4.  
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Figure E-4: Cross-autocorrelation of one-wire CTA signal taken in the core flow. 

 

The integral length scale of turbulence was estimated to be between 0.1 m and 0.15 m. This information 

was successfully used in preliminary CFD studies to match the simulation and experimental turbulence.   

E.1.5 Turbulence Isotopy 

The one-wire was only capable of measuring axial fluctuations in velocity and should be used in isotropic 

turbulent flows. Even if the core flow is isotropic, the near wall flow is not, due to eddies being elongated 

at the boundary layer. One way of determining if the flow has isotropic turbulence was by analyzing the 

energy spectrum of the core flow. The energy spectrum of a 213 data point signal was calculated using 

periodic FFTs of 29 samples with a segment overlap of 25% and filtered using a Hanning window. The 

energy spectrum at several locations, normalized by the mean velocity squared, is compared with grid 

generated isotropic turbulence decay, 5/3rd decay rate, in Figure E-5. 
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Figure E-5: Normalized energy spectrum of hot-wire data taken at several locations. 

 

Clearly, the LSWT turbulence structure was not grid generated decaying turbulence. The flow was 

anisotropic near the walls and in the core. All decay slopes were more gentle than 5/3 decay rate. This 

meant that the turbulent length scales were not the same in all directions. Furthermore, larger energy 

transfer was observed where the flow was more two-dimensional. Corner measurements showed a 

stronger energy spectrum than the mid-wall, followed by the core flow.  

Interesting, (Wexler, 2013) determined the core flow was isotropic prior to flow straightener installation 

and the near wall flow, because of eddy compression, was not. The flow straightener increased transverse 

turbulence while reducing the streamwise turbulence. As a result, the overall turbulence intensity was 

reduced at the cost of increased anisotropy as the eddies transfer energy between directions. RANS 

assumed isotropic turbulence to determine turbulence viscosity, the consequence of comparing RANS 
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solutions with anisotropic experiments was unknown but estimated to be small due to the low intensities 

being measured.       

E.2 Traverse Grid Density 

Wind tunnel testing was time consuming and by no means free, often the 75 hp motor was required to run 

up to 2 hours for a single test. Once the required sampling method of each probe was identified, the next 

best way to reduce test duration was to minimize the traverse grid resolution. When factoring in the data 

recording time, settling time and time to change traverse location each data point took roughly 6 seconds. 

By halving the grid density, the test time could be essentially cut in two. It was therefore recommended to 

find an adequate grid density where trial time and output resolution was in balance.  

Two seven-hole probe traverse results are shown in Figure E-6. Visual comparison between the contours 

suggested that the coarse grid captured the key flow details adequately. Mean far-field drag computed 

using the 2 cm grid was within 1% of the fine grid. This indicated a 2 cm spacing was sufficient for this 

study and a drastic reduction in trial time was realized. 

   

Figure E-6: Axial velocity measured at the traverse plane by a seven-hole probe for a 20o AoA 

nacelle body. Data is collected on a 2 cm (left) and 1 cm (right) grid spacing. 
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E.3 Weather Effects 

The effects of weather on the LSWT test section flow was studied by (Wexler, 2013). Wexler recorded 

the local atmospheric pressure and temperature as well as the wind speed and direction using a weather 

monitor located near the entrance to the bell mouth inlet. The study showed that hot-wire measured 

freestream velocity was always within uncertainty of each other, regardless of weather. Turbulence 

intensity was noticeably affected by cross-wind resulting in an increase from 3% to 4% between the most 

drastic tests.  Honeycomb flow straightener, not present in Wexler’s studies, should have a stabilizing 

influence. The LSWT was never run during rain, snowfall or inclement weather scenarios. 
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F. Independence Study 

Several sensitivity studies were performed on the 20o angle of attack flow through nacelle to determine 

the impact modeling decisions had on key performance parameters. Independence studies provided 

verification to the solved equations. Study overview is provided in Table F-1. At this angle of attack, 

according to preliminary experiments, secondary velocities and the wake deficit were significant. Under 

these conditions changes in the mesh and domain had greater differences in drag and separation than if 

the nacelle was at 0o.  

Table F-1: Independence studies on the 20o flow through nacelle.  

Turbulence 

Model 

Refinement 

[Million] 

Y+ Outlet 

Length 

Inlet 

Turbulence 

Real. 𝑘 − 𝜖 2.5 elements 30 (standard 

functions) 

5 Nacelle 

Lengths 

1% 

Real. 𝑘 − 𝜖 4.5 elements 30 (non-

equilibrium 

functions) 

13 Nacelle 

Lengths 

2% 

Real. 𝑘 − 𝜖 6.5 elements 3 (enhanced 

treatment) 

26 Nacelle 

Lengths 

4% 

  1 (enhanced 

treatment) 

  

 

When a parameter, grid density for example, was sufficiently refined the solution was independent of 

further increases in cell count. Similar studies must be performed with regards to the duct length and the 

inlet boundary condition.  

F.1 Grid Independence 

A grid independence study was performed on the 20o angle of attack nacelle using the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 

turbulence model and enhanced wall treatment. Three meshes were tested, a ‘base’ grid having 4.5 

million cells, a ‘refined’ mesh with 6.5 million cells and a ‘coarse’ mesh with 2.5 million cells. Changes 

in grid density were achieved by scaling all curve node spacing parameters by √2
3

, doubling the number 
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of hexa and tetra cells. The inflation layer remained constant, y+ equals 3. In order to capture a wide 

range of flow sensitivities, the wake velocity, nacelle wall shear and overall drag was compared. 

Wake velocities in the axial and vertical directions were compared first. Wake velocity at the traverse 

plane must be accurately predicted to determine the far-field drag. Between the three cases Figure F-1 

illustrates that the coarse and base refinement failed to predict the same velocity deficit in the wake of the 

nacelle mid-plane. Flow through the nacelle mixed with the low momentum wake more rapidly as the 

mesh became coarser, as seen by the middle spike. The refined mesh also predicted a more 

nonsymmetrical wake, the difference between the left and right velocity deficits was greatest for the 

refined mesh. Secondary velocity induced by the nacelle increased in strength as the grid was refined, 

according to Figure F-2. Insufficient mesh density resulted in greater numerical diffusion and therefore 

more artificial momentum mixing as the gradients were under resolved.    

 

Figure F-1: Normalized x-velocity on the traverse plane at the mid-plane height of the nacelle. 
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Figure F-2: Normalized y-velocity at the mid-plane of the nacelle. 

 

Separation on the nacelle was hypothesized to be most likely on the mid-plane of the suction side. At this 

location the geometry was at the highest angle to the freestream and the most diffusive, neglecting 3D 

effects.  A profile of skin friction coefficient, Figure F-3, at this location illustrated how the refined mesh 

captured a sharp peak close to the leading edge. Coarser grids predicted less flow acceleration and thus a 

lower peak in skin friction, although the remainder coincided between cases. 
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Figure F-3: Skin friction coefficient, for different grid densities, along the mid-plane suction side of 

the nacelle, from leading to trialing edge. 

 

Comparing the far-field drag components for each cases, see Figure F-4, showed a distinct reduction in 

the difference between the base and refined mesh. Profile drag increased by approximately 15 drag counts 

(drag count: Δ𝐶𝑑 = 10−4𝐶𝑑) between the first two cases and only 5 drag counts upon further refinement. 

Similarly, induced drag increased by around 25 drag counts then by 7 drag counts. Overall, these deltas 

were on the order of 0.5% of full value. Further refinement was avoided for practical reasons and speaks 

to what is meant by modest CFD. Mesh sizes around 6.5 million cells were used in subsequent studies. 

Worth noting, convergence became easier as the mesh density increased, improving cell aspect ratio. 
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Figure F-4: Far-field drag coefficients based on grid density. 

   

F.2 Wall Treatment 

Different wall treatment methods were compared including: standard wall functions, non-equilibrium wall 

functions and enhanced wall treatment. Enhanced wall treatment required a wall refine mesh, y+ < 5. 

There was interest in whether a less wall refined mesh, y+ ≈ 30, would capture the boundary layer 

sufficiently, thus reducing the computational expense. Enhanced wall treatment fully resolves the viscous 

sub-layer and literature, Sections 2.3.2.3 and Section 2.4.3 explained how vital this was for separation and 

wall shear stress prediction. A comparison of the mid-plane suction side wall shear stress on the nacelle 

between wall treatments is shown in Figure F-5. No separation was observed. Although, enhanced wall 

treatment computed 20% greater wall shear stress in the vicinity of the highest flow acceleration. Table 

F-2 shows the impact on viscous drag, a 10% increase observed with enhanced wall treatment. 
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Figure F-5: Skin friction coefficient, for different wall treatment methods, along the mid-plane 

suction side of the nacelle, from leading to trialing edge. 

 

Table F-2: Viscous drag coefficient, in drag counts, on the nacelle-strut body for several wall 

treatment methods. 

Method Viscous Drag Coefficient, 𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒗 

Standard Wall Functions     252 

Non-Equilibrium Wall Functions        247 

Enhanced Wall Treatment     272 

 

Increasing the angle of attack to 45o resulted in flow separation regardless of the wall treatment method, 

see Figure F-6. Separation strength predicted by enhanced wall treatment was 4 times greater than that of 

non-equilibrium wall functions. The most confidence can be had in the enhanced wall treatment 

simulations based on literature and will be used for the remainder of the study.  
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Figure F-6: Flow around the suction side, leading edge of the nacelle using wall functions (left) and 

enhanced wall treatment (right).  

 

Wall y+ can be set between 5 and <1 for enhanced wall treatment, dramatically changing the inflation 

layer node distribution. Lowering the y+ value involved reducing the first cell height off the wall from 

0.06 mm, y+ ≈ 5, to 0.01 mm, y+ ≈ 1, resulting in a 5 times higher aspect ratio. Viscous drag computed 

using enhanced wall treatment and y+ values in this range were within 1%, y+ below 2 were more 

difficult to converge due to high aspect ratios. Subsequent studies used a y+ around 3 for these reasons.   

F.3 Domain Length 

Domain dependence was studied by varying the duct length downstream of the nacelle between 5, 13 and 

26 chord lengths resulting in total cell counts of 5.9, 6.6 and 7.7 million cell respectively. Contours of x-

velocity, shown in Figure F-7, illustrate the velocity field dependence on the pressure-outlet boundary 

condition’s proximity to the body. No clear difference was observed in the velocity field. Drag 

decomposition was then used to quantify the difference duct length has on the simulation, see Table F-3. 

Drag results were nearly identical between 13 and 26 duct lengths. Pressure and form drag was 2% 

greater when the duct length was 5 chords. Future studies used a 13 nacelle length duct as a result.  
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Figure F-7: X-velocity contours at the mid-plane of the nacelle spanning the entire domain for three 

duct lengths: 13 nacelle lengths (top), 5 (middle), 26 (bottom). 

  

Table F-3: Components of drag for each duct length in drag counts. 

Length Pressure Drag, 

𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒑 

Viscous Drag, 

𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒗 

Form Drag, 

𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇 

Induced Drag, 

𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒊 

5 3229 269 2271 778 

13 3197 272 2227 783 

26 3190 273 2220 780 

 

F.4 Inlet Turbulence 

Turbulence intensity at the inlet was matched to experimental conditions through an auxiliary duct study, 

see Section 4.6. The impact of turbulence intensity should be quantified to provide feedback on the 

importance of fully defining the inlet boundary condition. In this study, the 𝑇𝐼 was doubled, to 2% in the 

freestream, and quadrupled, to 4%. Turbulent viscosity increased by a factor of 4 and by 16 respectively. 

The turbulence integral length scale remained constant across the cases. Note, the uncertainty in TI from 

the hot-wire measurements was 0.4%, putting TI below 2% at maximum error. 
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Comparing the results of a drag decomposition, see Table F-4, it was evident that inlet turbulence had a 

dramatic impact on near and far-field drag. Doubling TI resulted in a 5% increase in total drag, mainly in 

pressure drag, and quadrupling TI increased total drag by over 10%. Form drag rose by nearly 20% while 

induced drag fell by around 25% due to secondary flow mixing. The relative magnitude of both 

components meant total drag saw a substantial increase overall.   

Table F-4: Components of drag for three inlet TI cases. 

TI [%] Pressure Drag, 

𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒑 

Viscous Drag, 

𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒗 

Form Drag, 

𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒇 

Induced Drag, 

𝚫𝑪𝒅,𝒊 

1 3193 253 2227 783 

2 3330 255 2393 678 

4 3635 263 2777 587 

 

Momentum mixing was augmented heavily by the change in inlet turbulence. Figure F-8 illustrates the 

change in x-velocity at the traverse plane between 1% and 4% TI. Increased wake spreading was most 

evidently observed where the strut meets the duct floor. The boundary layer protrudes further into the 

core flow as a result of the increase in TI.  

 

Figure F-8: Traverse plane axial velocity contour and vector plot of the 1% TI case (left) and the 

4% TI case (right).  
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X-velocity and TKE profiles taken on the traverse plane at mid-plane nacelle height showed the impact of 

turbulence in more detail. Increased turbulence resulted in a thickening of the wake deficit explained by 

the increase in TKE. The flow through the nacelle, middle velocity peak, mixed more rapidly with higher 

turbulence as a result the peak velocity was lower. At the peripherals of the high turbulence profiles 

velocity decreased and TKE was increased. While, the profiles were relatively flat in the base case, 

indicating the influence of the wall was reduced because the boundary layer was thinner.   

 

Figure F-9: Normalized x-velocity and TKE on the traverse plane at mid-nacelle height. 

 

Increasing inlet turbulence intensity resulted in a factor of 4 increase in production of TKE near 

stagnation points according to Figure F-10. Momentum mixing was further elevated as a result. Growth in 

TKE production exacerbates spurious drag if the higher gradients are not captured by the mesh. 
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Figure F-10: Production of TKE near the strut leadings edge at half span for 1% TI (left) and 4% 

TI (right). 

 

F.5 Far-Field Drag Discrepancy 

Total drag predicted by the near and far-field methods have not been reported as equal up to this point for 

two reasons. First, the far-field method assumed, as discussed in Section 2.4.2.2, that the control volume 

walls were shear-stress free. The measurement plane used for the far-field method was therefore outside 

of the boundary layer. Inclusion of the boundary layer depended on accurate wall shear stress 

measurements, obtained in CFD, but not measured experimentally. Second, regardless of the 

measurement plane used, if the far-field drag components agreed between experimental and CFD methods 

then CFD successfully captured that flow region. One could break up the wake into a series of smaller 

regions, analyze them individually and find where discrepancies lie.  

Proving that the total drag, computed in CFD, was nearly equal between methods required a full wake 

analysis behind the model. Pressure and viscous drag on the body was compared to the change in 

momentum between the inlet and the wake. Including the duct walls in the control volume meant the wall 

shear stress must be integrated between these two planes. The drag balance was described by Equation 

2.22 for the near-field and Equations 2.32 and 2.33 for the far-field, where 𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑟 = 𝐷𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟.  Table F-5 
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provides the breakdown of drag for a 20o AoA nacelle simulation solved using the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 and 

enhanced wall treatment.  

Table F-5: Breakdown of drag in the near and far-field using a control volume at the wall. 

Drag 

Component 

Drag Counts, 

𝚫𝑪𝒅 

Description 

𝐷𝑝 3193 Surface pressure drag, x-direction 

𝐷𝑣 254 Surface wall shear stress, x-direction 

𝑫𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓 3447 Near-Field Drag 

𝐷𝑓 4443 Form drag full plane 

𝐷𝑖 896 Induced drag full wake plane 

𝐷𝑣,𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 1730 Wall shear stress on duct walls 

𝑫𝒇𝒂𝒓 3607 Far-Field Drag 

   

Why total drag was not identical on the full control volume was due to numerical diffusion and 

convergence. Numerical diffusion generated entropy which contributed to far-field drag. As discussed in 

Section 2.4.3, grid refinement reduced spurious drag but did not eliminated it. (Yamazaki, et al., 2006) 

suggested that spurious drag on an unstructured mesh could account for up to 5% of total drag. Assuming 

similar levels of spurious drag brought both methods inline. Another issue, at the highest convergence 

levels, inlet and traverse mass flow rate may differ by 10−4 kg/s, resulting in 2 drag counts of error or 1% 

of the discrepancy. For the remainder of this study the far-field analysis plane will be the ones used for 

the independence studies.  
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G. CFD Procedure 

An interested reader and/or future student with plans to utilize ANSYS ICEM and FLUENT may find the 

specifics of the CFD process of value. In this section an effort will be made to discuss the details of 

generating a meshing appropriate geometry, a hybrid mesh and efficiently setting up and iterating a 

simulation using a computer cluster. It is the opinion of this author that the meshing process itself 

accounts for a disproportionate amount of the CFD learning curve and analysis time. Below key steps in 

the CFD process will be listed with details and pictures to follow.   

G.1 Geometry Generation 

1. Generate Nacelle-Strut Geometry in CAD 

The geometry was created in Solid Edge ST7 CAD software. In order to reduce geometric complexity 

bolt holes and support ribs were removed from the interior by tracing the nacelle body profile and 

revolving it around its central axis. The support strut NACA 0022 profile was then drawn and located the 

appropriate distance between the nacelle body and the floor. The strut was then extruded until it made 

contact with the nacelle, see Figure G-1.  
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Figure G-1: Nacelle-strut body generated in Solid Edge ST7. 

 

2. Generate fluid domain by applying a Boolean subtraction with the model 

At this point a large rectangular prism, the same size as the experimental test section, was created to act as 

the fluid domain. A Boolean subtraction was performed between the fluid volume and the nacelle, the 

output of this operation is the fluid domain around the body and contained by the walls.  

3. Create an assembly of all fluid domains of interest (different AoA for example) 

This allows the user to easily switch between geometries in one file. It is more efficient to create fluid 

domains in the assembly and this method helps maintain feature label consistency. Figure G-2 shows an 

assembly of the subtractions. 
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Figure G-2: Assembly of the fluid domain containing a range of bodies at several orientations. 

 

4. Export as a .step or file for use in ICEM 

Creating all geometries of interest before exporting is desirable to avoid feature renumbering. 

G.2 Hybrid Mesh Generation 

In this section the general process between importing a geometry from CAD and exporting a mesh into 

FLUENT will be outlined. 

G.2.1 Geometry Clean-up 

Now that the geometry has been created in CAD and imported into ICEM it is time to modify the 

geometry to make it appropriate for meshing. 

1. Rename the curves and surfaces 

By renaming the geometry features it will be possible in the future to assign different meshing parameters 

for each part. Having different names allows for more meshing control and the ability to 

troubleshoot/view the mesh with less effort. More importantly it allows for boundary conditions to be set 
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on a geometry based on the name, for example part “inlet” should be separate from any solid walls. 

Figure G-3 shows a geometry broken up into several parts. 

 

Figure G-3: Geometry decoupled into appropriate parts and illustrated by different colours. 

 

2. Repair topology 

By repairing topology errant geometry features such as unnecessary curves or points can be removed 

based on a tolerance or angle. Repairing the geometry is this manner also helps to ensure surfaces are 

associated with their surrounding curves and curves by their points. Curves may be colored by their 

number of surface connections. 

3. Separate tetra and hexa volume 

Create a box around the nacelle to act as the barrier between tetra and hexa mesh. Create a material point 

inside in order to mesh only the volume, which is contained by the box, see Figure G-4. 
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Figure G-4: Nacelle geometry surrounded by an interior red box. 

 

G.2.2 Blocking 

1. Create and split blocks 

Create a block that encompasses the entire volume. Split the block to delete the region enclosed by the 

box, where the hexa mesh will be avoided.  

2. Associate the blocks 

Associate the edges of the blocks to the curves which define the geometry to ensure the mesh respects 

them. Doing so allows for nodes created on the blocking edges to be related to the actual geometry. View 

associations to double check, poor association are immediately obvious in the pre-mesh. 

3. Edit O-grid Lengths and node spacing 

An O-grid allows for mesh refinement approaching the walls. By specifying the length of the O-grid 

edges and the first cell height with a growth ratio the inflation layer is fully specified. Set all other node 

spacing to give a smooth growth between the near wall cells and the larger core cells. Care must be taken 

to reduce cell aspect ratio to under ~50 and maintain sufficient resolution near areas where large gradients 
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are expected. Figure G-5 shows the hexa mesh generated at the corner of the duct using an O-grid 

(spacing is more appropriate for wall functions).  

 

Figure G-5: Inlet plane surface mesh at the corner of the duct. 

  

4. Compute the pre-mesh and convert to an unstructured mesh 

Create the pre-mesh and convert to an unstructured mesh format. Save the mesh file. The hexa mesh 

portion has just been created in the volume away from the nacelle.   

G.2.3 Tetra Mesh 

Inside the box, where currently no mesh exists, a tetra mesh will be generated. Tetra mesh is unstructured, 

allowing conforming to complex geometries with less effort. The user sacrifices control for the ability to 

mesh the geometry more time efficiently. Tetra mesh is of lower quality than hexa mesh, has less nodes 

per volume and requires more cells as a result. Tetra mesh is not aligned with the flow direction. For these 

reasons effort must be made to limit the tetra region in the interest in reducing computational expense. 

Bring the hexa region too close to the body and the pyramid cells, of low quality, may lie inside regions 

of key interest. The setting and steps used to generate the tetra mesh are listed below with some 

description as to the reason behind the choices. For further details ANSYS help is a primary resource. 

1. Set the global mesh size  
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Default is fine. Max element seed size is ignored unless octree meshing is used. Scale factor may be 

helpful for changing the mesh scale but that is not of concern for the first mesh.     

2. Shell meshing parameters 

Patch dependent meshing forces the surfaces mesh to be created based on 

curve parameters. It provided more control over the mesh and results in 

more geometry resolution, avoiding clipping between surfaces. Unlike 

patch independent meshing this method does not create a full volume 

mesh to find the surfaces.  

The settings used most often in this study are shown in Figure G-6. An 

ignore size must be sufficiently small, else small nodes will be skipped. 

Respecting line elements ensures the curve node spacing is respected 

exactly. Adapting the mesh interior allows the mesh to reach the surface 

spacing when the surrounding curves are more refined. 

3.  Curve/Surface Setting 

Select each and every curve and surface and assign a node distribution to them. Little guidance for this set 

can be offered. It is up to the operator to decide what initial spacing seems adequate based on experience. 

Use the ‘parts mesh setup’ for efficiency. Grid sensitivity analysis are always required; a better initial 

guess will only reduce the number of meshes that must be analyzed. Growth laws are used to force 

smooth transition. 

4. Compute Surface and Smooth 

Compute the surface mesh, see Figure G-7 for an example. Observe the refinement approaching the 

nacelle and strut trailing edges. Also note the surfaces are well defined, they respect their defining curves. 

Smooth the entire surface mesh using Laplacian smoothing up to high quality (0.6) then again using 

Figure G-6: Shell meshing 

parameters window. 
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normal smoothing to a lower quality (0.4). The first process looks at mesh distribution and the next the 

individual cells.  Do not smooth hexa mesh.  

 

Figure G-7: All tri surface mesh near the nacelle/strut trailing edge. 

 

5. Generate volume mesh and smooth 

The Advancing Front (AF) volume generating scheme was used in this study. AF generates a tetra mesh 

that adheres to the surface mesh as well as provides built in smooth cell transitioning. Because the surface 

mesh was generated first this method is referred to as the ‘bottom-up’ approach in the literature. As before 

the mesh should be smoothed. This time the surface is ‘frozen’ because it is already of sufficient quality. 

A cut plane taken at the mid span of the strut, see Figure G-8, illustrates the tetra mesh. 
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Figure G-8: AF generated tetra mesh, cut plane taken mid span of strut. 

 

6. Load the hexa mesh and make conformal 

Currently there is a hexa mesh and tetra mesh in two separate regions of the entire domain. Although they 

may be of high quality they are not conformal. Meaning, the boundary, where they two meshes meet, 

does not have the same node distribution. Having both meshes loaded and merging them over the box 

surface creates one conformal mesh. In order to do so pyramids are generated at the interface and further 

smoothing is recommended. The interface should look similar to Figure G-9. 

 

Figure G-9: Mesh cut-plane showing the tetra-hexa volume interface. 
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7. Generate prism layer and smooth 

In order to refine the mesh near the wall a prism layer is generated. It is up to the operator to decide on the 

appropriate first cell size and spacing based on the desired y+ and aspect ratio. In parts mesh setup the 

first cell height, growth rate and number of layers is set on all parts/surfaces that require an inflation layer. 

The prism layer is then computed. The last smoothing step involves smoothing the tetra mesh once more 

due to the displacement by the prism layer. If the prism layer is smoothed it is only up to the minimum 

quality Fluent will handle, around 0.01 to 0.05. The prism layer around the strut trailing edge is shown 

below. 

 

Figure G-10: Prism layer around the strut trialing edge observed by a cut plane at mid span. 

 

8. Check the mesh for errors 

Check the mesh for errors and possible issues. Look out for penetrating and hanging elements. Generally, 

the bottom-up approach is highly consistent. If problems may be fixed automatically then apply the fix, if 

not load a previous save and check the mesh until a new starting point is determined. 

9.  Set boundary conditions and export 
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Set a boundary condition for each part. The material points are fluid because they are volumes. The box 

must be set as an interior surface for Fluent to ignore, it was just used for construction. The inlet and 

outlet must be set to a velocity-inlet and pressure-outlet, for example. The remaining parts are walls. 

Export to Fluent compatible format, taking care to select 3D mesh in this case.  
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G.2.4 Sample Script 

 

## Use with Open Nacelle Model at 20 AoA with simplified interior 

surface and a finite trialing edge 

## This script imports a STEP geometry file generated using SolidEdge, 

breaks it into parts, generates a mesh, performs mesh clean up and 

exports a fluent compatible mesh 

## first cell off the nacelle has a y+ of roughly 2 

# Maverick Zawislak, May 2015 

#######################################################################

########################### 

#      

  GEOMETRY 

#######################################################################

######################### 

## --- Import Geometry --- ## 

# select geometry file (any simple interior AoA) 

ic_trans_step_tetin {E:/Graduate 

Research/Simulation/Geometry/Exports/Open/FTE/20-AoA.stp} 20-AoA-

FTE.tin 0 {} 0 {} 

ic_load_tetin 20-AoA-FTE.tin 

ic_geo_set_units mm 

 

## --- Break Surfaces into Parts --- ## 

set test_length 2100.0 

set total_length 7000.0 

set test_section_ratio [expr (1-($test_length/$total_length))]  

# = 0.7 

 

# create surfaces for both the test section and the extension 

ic_point crv_par PART_1 pnt.06 {E_115 0.7} 

ic_point crv_par PART_1 pnt.07 {E_123 0.7} 

ic_point crv_par PART_1 pnt.08 {E_145 0.7} 

ic_point crv_par PART_1 pnt.09 {E_153 0.7} 

 

# delete old curves and surfaces 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_geo_set_dormant_entity curve {E_115 E_123 E_145 E_153} 1 

ic_set_dormant_pickable point 0 {} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable curve 0 {} 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_delete_geometry surface names {F_108 F_143 F_190 F_200} 0 

ic_set_dormant_pickable point 0 {} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable curve 0 {} 

ic_undo_group_end  

 

#create new curves and surfaces 

#curve along length 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.01 {V_114 pnt.06} 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.02 {V_113 pnt.07} 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.03 {V_136 pnt.08} 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.04 {V_135 pnt.09} 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.05 {pnt.06 V_118} 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.06 {pnt.07 V_122} 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.07 {pnt.08 V_148} 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.08 {pnt.09 V_152} 

 

#curve perpendicular to axial 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.09 {pnt.06 pnt.07} 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.10 {pnt.07 pnt.08} 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.11 {pnt.08 pnt.09} 

ic_curve point PART_1 crv.12 {pnt.09 pnt.06} 

 

#surfaces 

ic_surface 2-4crvs TEST-SECTION_SIDE srf.01 {0.01 {E_140 crv.03 crv.10 

crv.02}} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs TEST-SECTION_SIDE srf.02 {0.01 {E_137 crv.04 crv.12 

crv.01}} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs TEST-SECTION_TOP srf.03 {0.01 {E_132 crv.04 crv.11 

crv.03}} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM srf.04 {0.01 {E_110 crv.01 

crv.09 crv.02}} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs EXTENSION srf.05 {0.01 {crv.10 crv.07 E_197 crv.06}} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs EXTENSION srf.06 {0.01 {crv.11 crv.08 E_149 crv.07}} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs EXTENSION srf.07 {0.01 {crv.12 crv.08 E_192 crv.05}} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs EXTENSION srf.08 {0.01 {crv.09 crv.05 E_119 crv.06}} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs TEST_SECTION_OUTLET srf.09 {0.01 {crv.09 crv.10 

crv.11 crv.12}} 

 

#select surfaces to create new parts 

ic_geo_set_part surface F_130 INLET 0 

ic_geo_set_part surface F_195 OUTLET 0 

ic_geo_set_part surface F_45 STRUT_SUCTION 0 

ic_geo_set_part surface F_95 STRUT_PRESSURE 0 

ic_geo_set_part surface F_188 STRUT_TE 0 

ic_geo_set_part surface {F_456 F_185} TRAILING_EDGE 0 

ic_geo_set_part surface {F_156 F_524} BODY_EXTERIOR 0 

ic_geo_set_part surface {F_63 F_488 F_92 F_398 F_388 F_85 F_398 F_92} 

BODY_INTERIOR 0 

ic_geo_set_part surface {F_175 F_422 F_182 F_432} BELLMOUTH_INLET 0 

ic_geo_set_part surface {F_74 F_364} BELLMOUTH_TE 0 

 

#add curves to existing parts 

ic_geo_set_part curve {E_158 E_ E_493 E_513 E_415 E_418 E_404 E_410 

E_178 E_428 E_424} BELLMOUTH_INLET 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {E_501 E_520 E_516} BODY_EXTERIOR 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {E_484 E_469 E_384 E_476 E_376 E_461 E_65 E_370 

E_87 E_381 E_390 E_394} BODY_INTERIOR 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {crv.05 crv.08 crv.06 crv.07} EXTENSION 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {E_140 E_132 E_137 E_110} INLET 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {E_197 E_149 E_192 E_119} OUTLET 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {crv.10 crv.11 crv.12 crv.09} TEST_SECTION_OUTLET 

0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {crv.01 crv.02} TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {crv.03 crv.04} TEST-SECTION_TOP 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {E_438 E_452 E_508 E_481 E_444 E_449 E_163 E_70 

E_466 E_498} TRAILING_EDGE 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {E_101 E_97} STRUT_PRESSURE 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {E_56 E_47} STRUT_SUCTION 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {E_172 E_168 E_105 E_52 E_127} STRUT_TE 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve E_60 LE 0 

ic_geo_set_part curve {E_346 E_360 E_357 E_352 E_81 E_76} BELLMOUTH_TE 

0 

 

#trim surfaces 

#trim surface and delete what is surrounded by the airfoil 

#delete created geometry features no longer needed 

ic_geo_project_curve_to_surface {E_101 E_56 E_127} srf.04 tmp00 GEOM 0 

0 

ic_geo_trim_surface srf.04 {tmp00 tmp000 tmp001} 1 

ic_set_global geo_cad 0.5 toler 

ic_delete_geometry surface names srf.04.cut.0 0 

 

## ------- Repair ------------------- ## 

#first repair (attach airfoil to base) 

ic_set_global geo_cad 1 toptol_userset 

ic_geo_delete_unattached { TEST_SECTION_OUTLET LE STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR ORFN 

OUTLET TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR PART_1} 0 1 

ic_build_topo 0.05 -angle 30 -create_interior TEST_SECTION_OUTLET LE 

STRUT_TE STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR ORFN 

OUTLET TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR PART_1 

ic_geo_delete_unattached { TEST_SECTION_OUTLET LE STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR ORFN 

OUTLET TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR PART_1} 

 

#second repair (single curve clean up) 

ic_set_global geo_cad 1 toptol_userset 

ic_geo_delete_unattached { TEST_SECTION_OUTLET LE STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR ORFN 

OUTLET TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR PART_1} 0 1 

ic_build_topo 0.5 -angle 30 -filter_curves -no_concat 

TEST_SECTION_OUTLET LE STRUT_TE STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-

SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET 

GEOM BODY_INTERIOR ORFN OUTLET TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM 

BODY_EXTERIOR PART_1 

ic_build_topo 1.0 -only_singles -angle 30 -filter_curves -no_concat 

TEST_SECTION_OUTLET LE STRUT_TE STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-

SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET 

GEOM BODY_INTERIOR ORFN OUTLET TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM 

BODY_EXTERIOR PART_1 

ic_geo_delete_unattached { TEST_SECTION_OUTLET LE STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR ORFN 

OUTLET TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR PART_1} 

 

## ------------ Split Nacelle -------------- # 

#split nacelle body into pressure/suction side for easier extraction of 

wall pressure/shear lines in FLUENT 

ic_geo_set_part surface F_156 BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE 0 

ic_delete_empty_parts  

ic_geo_get_valid_namelen  

ic_geo_rename_family BODY_EXTERIOR BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION 0 

ic_geo_rename_family BODY_EXTERIOR BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION 1 

ic_delete_empty_parts  

 

# good colours for visualization 

ic_set_family_color_for_name BELLMOUTH_INLET #ed337f 

ic_set_family_color_for_name BELLMOUTH_TE #33acd0 

ic_set_family_color_for_name BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE #d3a833 

ic_set_family_color_for_name BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION #7b33ef 

ic_set_family_color_for_name BODY_INTERIOR #33fd4e 

ic_set_family_color_for_name EXTENSION #fb335a 

ic_set_family_color_for_name GEOM #3387e9 

ic_set_family_color_for_name INLET #b4c933 

ic_set_family_color_for_name LE #a033d9 

ic_set_family_color_for_name OUTLET #33f373 

ic_set_family_color_for_name PART_1 #fe4738 

ic_set_family_color_for_name STRUT_PRESSURE #3362f9 

ic_set_family_color_for_name STRUT_SUCTION #90e433 

ic_set_family_color_for_name STRUT_TE #c233bb 

ic_set_family_color_for_name TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM #33df98 

ic_set_family_color_for_name TEST-SECTION_SIDE #f66a33 

ic_set_family_color_for_name TEST-SECTION_TOP #3f3fff 

ic_set_family_color_for_name TRAILING_EDGE #6af633 

 

## ----------- Create Surface Around Body ----------- # 

# delete traverse plane 

ic_geo_set_dormant_entity curve {crv.12 crv.11 crv.10 crv.09} 1 

ic_delete_geometry surface names srf.09 0 

ic_set_dormant_pickable curve 0 {} 

ic_geo_set_part point {TEST_SECTION_OUTLET.37 TEST_SECTION_OUTLET.40 

TEST_SECTION_OUTLET.39 TEST_SECTION_OUTLET.38} EXTENSION 0 

ic_delete_empty_parts  

ic_geo_set_dormant_entity curve crv.09 1 

ic_set_dormant_pickable point 0 {} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable curve 0 {} 

 

# create bounding box around the body  

ic_point {} BOX pnt.03 800,0,250 

ic_point {} BOX pnt.04 800,0,-250 

ic_point {} BOX pnt.05 800,450,-250 

ic_point {} BOX pnt.06 800,450,250 

ic_point {} BOX pnt.07 1450,450,250 

ic_point {} BOX pnt.08 1450,450,-250 

ic_point {} BOX pnt.09 1450,0,-250 

ic_point {} BOX pnt.10 1450,0,250 

 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.00 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.00 {pnt.03 pnt.10} 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.13 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.13 {pnt.10 pnt.09} 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.14 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.14 {pnt.09 pnt.04} 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.15 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.15 {pnt.04 pnt.03} 

 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.16 0 
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ic_curve point BOX crv.16 {pnt.03 pnt.06} 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.21 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.21 {pnt.04 pnt.05} 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.22 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.22 {pnt.09 pnt.08} 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.23 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.23 {pnt.10 pnt.07} 

 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.17 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.17 {pnt.05 pnt.06} 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.18 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.18 {pnt.05 pnt.08} 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.19 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.19 {pnt.07 pnt.08} 

ic_delete_geometry curve names crv.20 0 

ic_curve point BOX crv.20 {pnt.06 pnt.07} 

 

ic_surface 2-4crvs BOX srf.00 {0.001 {crv.16 crv.15 crv.21 crv.17}} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable point 0 {} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable curve 0 {} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs BOX srf.09 {0.001 {crv.14 crv.21 crv.18 crv.22}} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable point 0 {} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable curve 0 {} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs BOX srf.10 {0.001 {crv.22 crv.13 crv.23 crv.19}} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable point 0 {} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable curve 0 {} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs BOX srf.11 {0.001 {crv.23 crv.00 crv.20 crv.16}} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable point 0 {} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable curve 0 {} 

ic_surface 2-4crvs BOX srf.12 {0.001 {crv.20 crv.17 crv.18 crv.19}} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable point 0 {} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable curve 0 {} 

 

ic_geo_project_curve_to_surface {crv.00 crv.15 crv.14 crv.13} srf.04 

tmp00 BOX 0 0 

ic_geo_trim_surface srf.04 {tmp00 tmp000 tmp002 tmp003} 1 

ic_set_dormant_pickable point 0 {} 

ic_set_dormant_pickable curve 0 {} 

ic_geo_set_part surface srf.04.cut.0 BOX 0 

ic_delete_empty_parts  

 

ic_geo_new_family BODY 

ic_boco_set_part_color BODY 

ic_geo_create_volume {871.2411 101.94924 154.6553485} {} BODY 

#######################################################################

##################### 

#      

  BLOCKING/HEXA 

#######################################################################

##################### 

## -------------- Create and Split Blocking ------------ # 

# initialize blocking 

ic_geo_new_family FLUID 

ic_boco_set_part_color FLUID 

ic_hex_initialize_blocking {} FLUID 0 101 

ic_hex_switch_blocking root 

ic_hex_unblank_blocks  

ic_hex_multi_grid_level 0 

ic_hex_projection_limit 0 

ic_hex_default_bunching_law default 2 

ic_hex_floating_grid off 

ic_hex_transfinite_degree 1 

ic_hex_unstruct_face_type several_tris 

ic_hex_set_unstruct_face_method uniform_quad 

ic_hex_set_n_tetra_smoothing_steps 20 

ic_hex_set_mesh_params PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE 

STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR 

BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY 

FLUID -version 110 

ic_hex_error_messages off_minor 

ic_hex_switch_blocking root 

 

# create O-grid 

ic_hex_unstruct_face_type  

ic_hex_set_unstruct_face_method  

ic_hex_mark_blocks unmark 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 13 

ic_hex_mark_blocks face_neighbors corners { 21 25 22 26 } { 37 41 38 42 

} 

ic_hex_ogrid 0.25 m PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE 

STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR 

BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY 

FLUID -version 50 

ic_hex_mark_blocks unmark 

 

# split blocking 

ic_hex_mark_blocks unmark 

ic_hex_split_grid 22 38 BOX.26 m PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION 

STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION 

BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM 

BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID 

ic_hex_split_grid 22 91 BOX.28 m PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION 

STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION 

BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM 

BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_hex_mark_blocks unmark 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 44 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 45 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 46 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 47 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 48 

ic_hex_split_grid 105 107 BOX.28 m PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION 

STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION 

BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM 

BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID marked 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_hex_mark_blocks unmark 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 45 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 44 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 46 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 50 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 49 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 47 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 48 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 51 

ic_hex_split_grid 107 113 BOX.28 m PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION 

STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION 

BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM 

BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID marked 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_hex_mark_blocks unmark 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 44 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 45 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 46 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 50 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 49 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 47 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 53 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 52 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 54 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 55 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 48 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 51 

ic_hex_split_grid 166 111 BOX.23 m PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION 

STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION 

BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM 

BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID marked 

ic_undo_group_end  

 

## ------- Associations ------ # 

# associate vertices and points 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_hex_move_node 25 TEST-SECTION_TOP.19 

ic_hex_move_node 26 TEST-SECTION_TOP.16 

ic_hex_move_node 22 TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM.22 

ic_hex_move_node 21 TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM.19 

ic_hex_move_node 41 EXTENSION.32 

ic_hex_move_node 37 EXTENSION.36 

ic_hex_move_node 42 EXTENSION.28 

ic_hex_move_node 38 EXTENSION.35 

 

## associate edges and curves 

# wind tunnel walls 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 21 164 0 1 E_110 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 21 128 0 1 E_137 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 25 182 0 1 E_132 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 22 140 0 1 E_140 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 41 188 0 1 E_149 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 38 146 0 1 E_197 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 37 170 0 1 E_119 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 37 134 0 1 E_192 

ic_hex_create_composite {crv.02 crv.06} 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 22 111 0 1 crv.02 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 111 91 0 1 crv.02 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 91 38 0 1 crv.02 

ic_hex_create_composite {crv.01 crv.05} 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 21 105 0 1 crv.01 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 105 85 0 1 crv.01 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 85 37 0 1 crv.01 

ic_hex_create_composite {crv.04 crv.08} 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 25 107 0 1 crv.04 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 107 87 0 1 crv.04 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 87 41 0 1 crv.04 

ic_hex_create_composite {crv.03 crv.07} 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 26 113 0 1 crv.03 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 113 93 0 1 crv.03 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 93 42 0 1 crv.03 

# bounding box 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 166 208 0 1 crv.15 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 209 218 0 1 crv.16 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 208 209 0 1 crv.16 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 166 167 0 1 crv.21 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 167 176 0 1 crv.21 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 208 210 0 1 crv.00 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 166 168 0 1 crv.14 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 168 210 0 1 crv.13 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 210 211 0 1 crv.23 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 211 219 0 1 crv.23 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 168 169 0 1 crv.22 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 169 177 0 1 crv.22 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 218 219 0 1 crv.20 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 176 218 0 1 crv.17 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 177 219 0 1 crv.19 

ic_hex_set_edge_projection 176 177 0 1 crv.18 

# snap/project vertices 

ic_hex_project_to_surface FLUID 

 

#delete blocks inside of the unstructured region 

ic_hex_mark_blocks unmark 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 52 

ic_hex_mark_blocks superblock 53 

ic_hex_change_element_id VORFN 

ic_delete_empty_parts 

 

# associate faces and surfaces (did not work) 

#ic_hex_project_face node_numbers { 37 170 85 168 } { 37 85 134 132 } { 

41 188 87 186 } { 38 91 146 144 } EXTENSION 

#ic_hex_project_face node_numbers { 91 210 111 208 } { 21 164 105 166 } 

{ 85 168 105 166 } TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM 

#ic_hex_project_face node_numbers { 25 182 107 184 } { 87 186 107 184 } 

{ 93 228 113 226 } TEST-SECTION_TOP 

#ic_hex_project_face node_numbers { 68 129 165 175 } { 21 68 164 165 } 

{ 21 128 68 129 } { 25 70 182 183 } { 22 140 69 141 } INLET 

#ic_hex_project_face node_numbers { 72 135 171 178 } { 37 72 170 171 } 

{ 37 134 72 135 } { 41 74 188 189 } { 38 146 73 147 } OUTLET 

#ic_hex_project_face node_numbers { 22 111 140 142 } { 93 113 144 142 } 

{ 91 111 144 142 } { 21 105 128 130 } { 87 107 132 130 } { 85 105 132 

130 } TEST-SECTION_SIDE 
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# add extension surfaces to the other walls 

ic_geo_set_part surface srf.08 TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM 0 

ic_delete_empty_parts  

ic_geo_set_part surface {srf.05 srf.07} TEST-SECTION_SIDE 0 

ic_delete_empty_parts  

ic_geo_set_part surface srf.06 TEST-SECTION_TOP 0 

ic_delete_empty_parts 

 

 

## ------------- Edit O-grid Vertices and Node Spacing ----------# 

## set BL thickness to use wall functions along the wind tunnel walls 

# want y+ < 250 and ~ 200 

# Cell sizes 

set firstcell 2.5 

set corecell 16 

set ambcore 64 

set rbl 1.2 

set nbl [ceil [expr {log($corecell/$firstcell) / log($rbl)} ]] 

set nL [expr ($nbl)] 

set BLthick [expr (($firstcell*(1-pow($rbl,$nL)))/(1-$rbl))] 

set maxsize [expr ($BLthick/$nbl)] 

mess "BLthick $BLthick\n" 

mess "nbl $nbl\n" 

set BLthick 80.37604634 

 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 25 70 $BLthick fix 25 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 26 71 $BLthick fix 26 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 22 69 $BLthick fix 22 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 21 68 $BLthick fix 21 

 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 87 88 $BLthick fix 87 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 93 94 $BLthick fix 93 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 91 92 $BLthick fix 91 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 85 86 $BLthick fix 85 

 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 107 108 $BLthick fix 107 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 113 114 $BLthick fix 113 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 111 112 $BLthick fix 111 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 105 106 $BLthick fix 105 

 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 41 74 $BLthick fix 41 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 42 75 $BLthick fix 42 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 38 73 $BLthick fix 38 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 37 72 $BLthick fix 37 

 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 184 185 $BLthick fix 184 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 226 227 $BLthick fix 226 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 166 167 $BLthick fix 166 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 208 209 $BLthick fix 208 

 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 186 187 $BLthick fix 186 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 228 229 $BLthick fix 228 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 210 211 $BLthick fix 210 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 168 169 $BLthick fix 168 

 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 130 131 $BLthick fix 130 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 132 133 $BLthick fix 132 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 142 143 $BLthick fix 142 

ic_hex_set_edge_length 144 145 $BLthick fix 144 

 

## edit node spacing to give desire BL growth 

ic_hex_set_mesh 22 69 n 12 h1rel 0.0311038120832 h2rel 0.0 r1 1.2 r2 2 

lmax 0 geo1 copy_to_parallel unlocked 

 

## ------------- Edit Bounding Box Edges -------# 

set nvert [ceil [expr {[ic_hex_get_edge_param 167 176 len]/$corecell} 

]] 

ic_hex_set_mesh 167 176 n $nvert h1rel 2 h2rel 2 r1 1.2 r2 2 lmax 0 

uniform default copy_to_parallel unlocked 

set nhorz [ceil [expr {[ic_hex_get_edge_param 176 218 len]/$corecell} 

]] 

ic_hex_set_mesh 176 218 n $nhorz h1rel 2 h2rel 2 r1 1.2 r2 2 lmax 0 

uniform default copy_to_parallel unlocked 

set nlen [ceil [expr {[ic_hex_get_edge_param 176 177 len]/$corecell} ]] 

ic_hex_set_mesh 176 177 n $nlen h1rel 2 h2rel 2 r1 1.2 r2 2 lmax 0 

uniform default copy_to_parallel unlocked 

 

## ---------- Edit Edges Connecting Box and Walls ----------# 

##growth away from the bounding box 

#set ramb [expr {([ic_hex_get_edge_param 176 131 len] - $corecell) / 

([ic_hex_get_edge_param 176 131 len] - $ambcore) } ] 

#set namb [ceil [expr {log($ambcore/$corecell) / log($ramb) + 2} ]] 

#ic_hex_set_mesh 176 131 n $namb h1 $ambcore h2 $corecell r1 $ramb r2 

$ramb lmax 32 geo2 copy_to_parallel unlocked 

#mess "namb $namb\n" 

 

## constant cell size from bounding box 

set nside [ceil [expr {[ic_hex_get_edge_param 176 131 len]/$corecell} 

]] 

ic_hex_set_mesh 176 131 n $nside h1rel 2 h2rel 2 r1 1.2 r2 2 lmax 0 

uniform default copy_to_parallel unlocked 

ic_hex_set_mesh 218 143 n $nside h1rel 2 h2rel 2 r1 1.2 r2 2 lmax 0 

uniform default copy_to_parallel unlocked 

set ntop [ceil [expr {[ic_hex_get_edge_param 176 185 len]/$corecell} ]] 

ic_hex_set_mesh 176 185 n $ntop h1rel 2 h2rel 2 r1 1.2 r2 2 lmax 0 

uniform default copy_to_parallel unlocked 

 

## growth towards the inlet and outlet 

set rinlet [expr {([ic_hex_get_edge_param 69 112 len] - $corecell) / 

([ic_hex_get_edge_param 69 112 len] - $ambcore) } ] 

mess "rinlet $rinlet\n" 

set rinlet 1.06522 

mess "rinlet $rinlet\n" 

set ninlet [ceil [expr {log($ambcore/$corecell) / log($rinlet) + 2} ]] 

mess "ninlet $ninlet\n" 

ic_hex_set_mesh 69 112 n $ninlet h1 $ambcore h2 $corecell r1 $rinlet r2 

$rinlet lmax 32 geo2 copy_to_parallel unlocked 

 

set routlet [expr {([ic_hex_get_edge_param 92 73 len] - $corecell) / 

([ic_hex_get_edge_param 92 73 len] - $ambcore) } ] 

mess "routlet $routlet\n" 

set routlet 1.00875 

set noutlet [ceil [expr {log($ambcore/$corecell) / log($routlet) + 2} 

]] 

ic_hex_set_mesh 92 73 n $noutlet h1 $corecell h2 $ambcore r1 $routlet 

r2 $routlet lmax 32 geo1 copy_to_parallel unlocked 

mess "noutlet $noutlet\n" 

 

## ---------- scale the final blocking --------------# 

# need to copy line manually due to all the initial spacing 

computations  

ic_hex_undo_major_start scale_mesh_size 

ic_hex_scale_mesh_size_with_spacings 1.26 {{ 21 164 -1 } { 21 105 -1 } 

{ 21 68 -1 } { 21 128 -1 } { 68 106 -1 } { 68 129 -1 } { 68 165 -1 } { 

105 166 -1 } { 105 85 -1 } { 105 106 -1 } { 105 130 -1 } { 106 86 -1 } 

{ 106 131 -1 } { 106 167 -1 } { 85 168 -1 } { 85 37 -1 } { 85 86 -1 } { 

85 132 -1 } { 86 72 -1 } { 86 133 -1 } { 86 169 -1 } { 37 170 -1 } { 37 

72 -1 } { 37 134 -1 } { 72 135 -1 } { 72 171 -1 } { 130 132 -1 } { 130 

107 -1 } { 130 131 -1 } { 131 133 -1 } { 131 108 -1 } { 131 176 -1 } { 

132 87 -1 } { 132 133 -1 } { 133 88 -1 } { 133 177 -1 } { 25 182 -1 } { 

25 107 -1 } { 25 70 -1 } { 70 183 -1 } { 70 108 -1 } { 107 184 -1 } { 

107 87 -1 } { 107 108 -1 } { 108 185 -1 } { 108 88 -1 } { 87 186 -1 } { 

87 41 -1 } { 87 88 -1 } { 88 187 -1 } { 88 74 -1 } { 41 188 -1 } { 41 

74 -1 } { 74 189 -1 } { 166 168 -1 } { 166 167 -1 } { 166 208 -1 } { 

167 169 -1 } { 167 176 -1 } { 167 209 -1 } { 168 210 -1 } { 168 169 -1 

} { 169 177 -1 } { 169 211 -1 } { 176 177 -1 } { 176 185 -1 } { 176 218 

-1 } { 177 187 -1 } { 177 219 -1 } { 184 226 -1 } { 184 186 -1 } { 184 

185 -1 } { 185 227 -1 } { 185 187 -1 } { 186 228 -1 } { 186 187 -1 } { 

187 229 -1 } { 208 111 -1 } { 208 210 -1 } { 208 209 -1 } { 209 211 -1 

} { 209 218 -1 } { 209 112 -1 } { 210 91 -1 } { 210 211 -1 } { 211 219 

-1 } { 211 92 -1 } { 218 219 -1 } { 218 227 -1 } { 218 143 -1 } { 219 

229 -1 } { 219 145 -1 } { 226 113 -1 } { 226 228 -1 } { 226 227 -1 } { 

227 114 -1 } { 227 229 -1 } { 228 93 -1 } { 228 229 -1 } { 229 94 -1 } 

{ 22 111 -1 } { 22 140 -1 } { 22 69 -1 } { 69 112 -1 } { 69 141 -1 } { 

111 91 -1 } { 111 142 -1 } { 111 112 -1 } { 112 92 -1 } { 112 143 -1 } 

{ 91 38 -1 } { 91 144 -1 } { 91 92 -1 } { 92 73 -1 } { 92 145 -1 } { 38 

146 -1 } { 38 73 -1 } { 73 147 -1 } { 142 144 -1 } { 142 113 -1 } { 142 

143 -1 } { 143 145 -1 } { 143 114 -1 } { 144 93 -1 } { 144 145 -1 } { 

145 94 -1 } { 26 113 -1 } { 26 71 -1 } { 71 114 -1 } { 113 93 -1 } { 

113 114 -1 } { 114 94 -1 } { 93 94 -1 } { 93 42 -1 } { 94 75 -1 } { 42 

75 -1 } } 

ic_hex_undo_major_end scale_mesh_size 

#ic_hex_compute_mesh_size TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE 

STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR 

BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY 

FLUID BOX_FLOOR TEST_SECTION_OUTLET BODY_EXTERIOR 

 

## ----------compute pre-mesh and convert to unstructured -------------

------# 

ic_hex_list_family_projection  

ic_hex_create_mesh PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE 

STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR 

BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY 

FLUID proj 2 dim_to_mesh 3 nproc 8 

ic_hex_write_file ./hex.uns PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_TOP 

TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE 

STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR 

BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY 

FLUID proj 2 dim_to_mesh 3 no_boco 

ic_uns_load ./hex.uns 3 0 {} 1 

ic_uns_subset_create  

ic_uns_subset_add_families_and_types uns_sub_0 {BOX LE STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} HEXA_8 

ic_uns_subset_delete uns_sub_0 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE STRUT_TE STRUT_PRESSURE 

BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION TRAILING_EDGE 

STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION 

FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM 

BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE !LINE_2 QUAD_4 !HEXA_8} update 0 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_boco_solver  

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE STRUT_TE STRUT_PRESSURE 

BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION TRAILING_EDGE 

STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION 

FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM 

BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE !LINE_2 QUAD_4 !HEXA_8} update 0 

ic_boco_clear_icons  

ic_csystem_display all 0 

ic_csystem_set_current global 

ic_boco_nastran_csystem reset 

 

#######################################################################

################ 

#      

 UNSTRUCTURED/TETRA 

#######################################################################

################ 

##-----------------Global Parameters-------------------------# 

#surface: 

#seed size 0, scale 1 

#patch independent 

#volume: 

#Delaunay mesh 1.2 growth, no smoothing 

#prism exp 0.0625 initial height, r 1.3, 21 layers 160 max angle, 0.25 

filet ratio, 0.1 Ortho Weight (this is set when the prism is computed) 

ic_set_meshing_params global 0 gref 1.0 gmax 12.8 gfast 0 gedgec 0.1 

gnat 0.25 gcgap 1 gnatref 2 igwall 0 

ic_set_meshing_params surface_global 0 mesh_type 0 mesh_method 2 

simple_offset 0 bunch_respect 1 protect_line 1 bound_smooth 1 

block_mapping 0.2 adjust_nodes_max 0.0 proj_surf 1 surf_sizes 1 

ign_size 0.01 try_harder 3 impr_level 2 mesh_dormant 0 smooth_dormant 0 

max_area 0.0 max_length 0.0 min_angle 0.0 max_nodes 0 max_elements 0 

merge_surfs 1 mapped_method 1 free_bunch 0 shrinkwrap_nsmooth 5 

shrinkwrap_projfactor 0.1 snorm 1 quadratic 0 

ic_set_meshing_params prism 0 law exponential layers 12 height 0.0625 

ratio 1.3 total_height 0 prism_height_limit 1 max_prism_height_ratio {} 

stair_step 1 auto_reduction 0 min_prism_quality 9.9999994e-008 

max_prism_angle 160 fillet 0.25 tetra_smooth_limit 0.5 

n_tetra_smoothing_steps 5 n_triangle_smoothing_steps 0 

ic_set_meshing_params variable 0 tetra_smooth 0 

ic_set_meshing_params variable 0 tetra_close_gaps 1 
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ic_set_meshing_params global 0 gfast 0 gedgec 0.1 

 

#BOX floor as new part (b/c not interior surface) 

ic_geo_set_part surface srf.04.cut.0 BOX_FLOOR 0 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE !LINE_2 !QUAD_4 

!HEXA_8} update 0 

ic_delete_empty_parts  

 

 

##------------------Parts Mesh Setup ----------------# 

ic_geo_set_family_params BELLMOUTH_TE no_crv_inf prism 1 emax 1.6 ehgt 

0.0625 hrat 1.3 nlay 12 erat 0 ewid 5 emin 0.0 edev 0.0 split_wall 0 

internal_wall 0 

ic_geo_set_family_params BELLMOUTH_INLET no_crv_inf prism 1 emax 6.4 

ehgt 0.0625 hrat 1.3 nlay 12 erat 0 ewid 5 emin 0.0 edev 0.0 split_wall 

0 internal_wall 0 

ic_geo_set_family_params BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE no_crv_inf prism 1 emax 

6.4 ehgt 0.0625 hrat 1.3 nlay 12 erat 0 ewid 5 emin 0.0 edev 0.0 

split_wall 0 internal_wall 0 

ic_geo_set_family_params BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION no_crv_inf prism 1 emax 

6.4 ehgt 0.0625 hrat 1.3 nlay 12 erat 0 ewid 5 emin 0.0 edev 0.0 

split_wall 0 internal_wall 0 

ic_geo_set_family_params BODY_INTERIOR no_crv_inf prism 1 emax 6.4 ehgt 

0.0625 hrat 1.3 nlay 12 erat 0 ewid 5 emin 0.0 edev 0.0 split_wall 0 

internal_wall 0 

ic_geo_set_family_params STRUT_PRESSURE no_crv_inf prism 1 emax 6.4 

ehgt 0.0625 hrat 1.3 nlay 12 erat 0 ewid 5 emin 0.0 edev 0.0 split_wall 

0 internal_wall 0 

ic_geo_set_family_params STRUT_SUCTION no_crv_inf prism 1 emax 6.4 ehgt 

0.0625 hrat 1.3 nlay 12 erat 0 ewid 5 emin 0.0 edev 0.0 split_wall 0 

internal_wall 0 

ic_geo_set_family_params STRUT_TE no_crv_inf prism 1 emax 0.2 ehgt 

0.0625 hrat 1.3 nlay 12 erat 0 ewid 0 emin 0.0 edev 0.0 split_wall 0 

internal_wall 0 

ic_geo_set_family_params TRAILING_EDGE no_crv_inf prism 1 emax 0.8 ehgt 

0.0625 hrat 1.3 nlay 12 erat 0 ewid 5 emin 0.0 edev 0.0 split_wall 0 

internal_wall 0 

ic_geo_set_family_params BOX_FLOOR no_crv_inf prism 0 emax 6.4 ehgt 0.0 

hrat 0 nlay 0 erat 0 ewid 0 emin 4.0 edev 0.0 split_wall 0 

internal_wall 0 

ic_geo_set_family_params BOX no_crv_inf prism 0 emax 12.8 ehgt 0.0 hrat 

0 nlay 0 erat 0 ewid 0 emin 4.0 edev 0.0 split_wall 0 internal_wall 1 

 

#curve mesh setup 

#strut connections 

ic_set_meshing_params curve {E_47 E_484 E_97} emax 1.6 emin 0 ehgt 0 

edev 0 hrat 0 ewid 5 nlay 0 

ic_set_meshing_params curve {E_56 E_101} emax 1.6 emin 0 ehgt 0 edev 0 

hrat 0 ewid 5 nlay 0 

ic_set_meshing_params curve {tmp001} emax 0.2 emin 0 ehgt 0 edev 0 hrat 

0 ewid 0 nlay 0 

#front of strut 

ic_set_meshing_params curve E_60 emax 1.6 emin 0 ehgt 0 edev 0 hrat 0 

ewid 5 nlay 0 

 

##----------Resize the Unstructured Mesh----------------# 

#ic_set_meshing_params global 0 gref 1.3 gmax 16.0 gfast 0 gedgec 0.1 

gnat 64.0 gcgap 1 gnatref 2 igwall 0 

 

##------------------ Compute and Smooth Surface Mesh ------------------

-## 

#--------------------------------------------- 

#surface mesh, patch indep, all tri -- smooth -- volume mesh 

#----------------------------------------------- 

#computer surface mesh  

ic_run_tetra tin uns run_cutter 1 fix_holes 1 write_volume 0 

n_tri_smoothing_steps 20 in_process 1 log tetra_cmd0.log n_processors 1 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3} 

update 0 

ic_delete_empty_parts  

 

# smooth surface mesh 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_create smooth_do_map 0 

ic_uns_subset_create smooth_show_map 1 {} 0 

ic_uns_subset_configure smooth_do_map -list_type 1 

ic_uns_subset_configure smooth_show_map -shade flat_wire -color white -

dont_change_color_or_shade 1 

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} TRI_3 update 1 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} TRI_3 update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.6 iterations 20 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TRI_3 

laplace 1 refine 1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} TRI_3 update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.55 iterations 20 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TRI_3 

refine 1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

 

##------------- Compute and Smooth Volume Mesh-------------------------

-## 

# compute Delaunay mesh from surface mesh 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_subset_delete tri2tet_errors 

ic_save_unstruct 

C:/Users/MAVERI~1/AppData/Local/Temp/tri2tet_temp17.uns 1 {} {} {} 

ic_run_tri2tet C:/Users/MAVERI~1/AppData/Local/Temp/tri2tet_temp17.uns 

./tri2tet_mesh.uns safety 1 use_tg_tri2tet 1 use_tg_tgrid_af 1 

tetexpand 1 family BODY bgmesh 0 show_progress 1 errors tri2tet_errors 

verbose 0 

ic_unload_mesh  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_delete_empty_parts  

ic_uns_load {"tri2tet_mesh.uns"} 3 1 {} 0 

ic_boco_solver  

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3 

!TETRA_4} update 0 

ic_boco_clear_icons  

ic_csystem_display all 0 

ic_csystem_set_current global 

ic_boco_nastran_csystem reset 

ic_smooth_elements map all upto 0.4 iterations 5 n_processors 8 smooth 

TETRA_4 smooth TRI_3 float PENTA_6 

ic_uns_list_material_families  

ic_flood_fill_mesh 0 1 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3 

!TETRA_4} update 0 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3 

!TETRA_4} update 0 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3 

!TETRA_4} update 0 

ic_delete_empty_parts  

ic_undo_group_end  

 

# smooth volume mesh 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_create smooth_do_map 0 

ic_uns_subset_create smooth_show_map 1 {} 0 

ic_uns_subset_configure smooth_show_map -shade flat_wire -color white -

dont_change_color_or_shade 1 

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 TRI_3} 

update 1 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} TETRA_4 update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.50 iterations 10 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

freeze TRI_3 refine 1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} TETRA_4 update 1 
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ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.65 iterations 20 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

freeze TRI_3 laplace 1 refine 1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} TETRA_4 update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.6 iterations 20 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

freeze TRI_3 refine 1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

 

##-------- Load Hexa Mesh and Make Interface Conformal ------ ## 

# load mesh from blocking and merge 

ic_hex_write_file ./hex.uns PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-SECTION_TOP 

TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE 

STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR 

BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY 

FLUID BOX_FLOOR proj 2 dim_to_mesh 3 no_boco 

ic_uns_load ./hex.uns 3 0 {} 1 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE !LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 HEXA_8 TETRA_4} update 0 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_boco_solver  

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE !LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 HEXA_8 TETRA_4} update 0 

ic_boco_clear_icons  

ic_csystem_display all 0 

ic_csystem_set_current global 

ic_boco_nastran_csystem reset 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE !LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 !HEXA_8 !TETRA_4} update 0 

 

# make interface conformal on BOX surface 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_merge_meshes BOX {} 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE !LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 !HEXA_8 !TETRA_4 PYRA_5} update 0 

ic_undo_group_end  

 

##------------ Smooth All Tetra/Pyra Volume Mesh------------# 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max 

ic_uns_subset_create smooth_do_map 0 

ic_uns_subset_create smooth_show_map 1 {} 0 

ic_uns_subset_configure smooth_show_map -shade flat_wire -color white -

dont_change_color_or_shade 1 

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 HEXA_8 

TRI_3 QUAD_4 PYRA_5} update 1 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max 

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_begin 

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 PYRA_5} 

update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.2 iterations 20 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

smooth PYRA_5 freeze HEXA_8 freeze TRI_3 freeze QUAD_4 laplace 1 refine 

1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max 

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end 

ic_undo_group_begin 

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 PYRA_5} 

update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.15 iterations 20 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

smooth PYRA_5 freeze HEXA_8 freeze TRI_3 freeze QUAD_4 refine 1 

n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max 

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_create smooth_do_map 0 

ic_uns_subset_create smooth_show_map 1 {} 0 

ic_uns_subset_configure smooth_show_map -shade flat_wire -color white -

dont_change_color_or_shade 1 

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 PYRA_5} update 1 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 PYRA_5} update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.2 iterations 15 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

smooth TRI_3 smooth QUAD_4 smooth PYRA_5 freeze HEXA_8 laplace 1 refine 

1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 PYRA_5} update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.15 iterations 20 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

smooth TRI_3 smooth QUAD_4 smooth PYRA_5 freeze HEXA_8 refine 1 

n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

 

 

##---------------------------Compute Prism Layer-------------------## 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_save_unstruct C:/Users/MAVERI~1/AppData/Local/Temp/temp_prism5.uns 

ic_rm prism.uns 

ic_run_prism check.tin 

C:/Users/MAVERI~1/AppData/Local/Temp/temp_prism5.uns prism.uns params 

check.prism_params log prism_cmd.log n_processors 8 

n_triangle_smoothing_steps 0 n_tetra_smoothing_steps 5 

first_layer_smoothing_steps 1 fillet 0.25 ortho_weight 0.1 

max_prism_angle 160 min_prism_quality 9.9999994e-008 prism_height_limit 

1 tetra_smooth_limit 0.5 family {STRUT_SUCTION height 0.0625 ratio 1.3 

n_layers 12} family {STRUT_PRESSURE height 0.0625 ratio 1.3 n_layers 

12} family {STRUT_TE height 0.0625 ratio 1.3 n_layers 12} family 

{TRAILING_EDGE height 0.0625 ratio 1.3 n_layers 12} family 

{BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION height 0.0625 ratio 1.3 n_layers 12} family 

{BODY_INTERIOR height 0.0625 ratio 1.3 n_layers 12} family 

{BELLMOUTH_INLET height 0.0625 ratio 1.3 n_layers 12} family 

{BELLMOUTH_TE height 0.0625 ratio 1.3 n_layers 12} family 

{BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE height 0.0625 ratio 1.3 n_layers 12} 

ic_rm C:/Users/MAVERI~1/AppData/Local/Temp/temp_prism5.uns 

ic_unload_mesh  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_delete_empty_parts  

ic_uns_load prism.uns 3 0 {} 2 

ic_uns_subset_visible {stuck elements} 0 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE !LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 HEXA_8 TETRA_4 PENTA_6 PYRA_5} update 0 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_boco_solver  

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 
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BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE !LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 HEXA_8 TETRA_4 PENTA_6 PYRA_5} update 0 

ic_boco_clear_icons  

ic_csystem_display all 0 

ic_csystem_set_current global 

ic_boco_nastran_csystem reset 

ic_uns_subset_visible {stuck elements} 1 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 HEXA_8 TETRA_4 PENTA_6 PYRA_5} update 0 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 !HEXA_8 !TETRA_4 !PENTA_6 !PYRA_5} update 0 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 !HEXA_8 !TETRA_4 !PENTA_6 !PYRA_5} update 0 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 !HEXA_8 !TETRA_4 !PENTA_6 !PYRA_5} update 0 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 !HEXA_8 !TETRA_4 !PENTA_6 !PYRA_5} update 0 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_uns_set_modified 0 

ic_uns_update_family_type visible {BOX LE BOX_FLOOR STRUT_TE 

STRUT_PRESSURE BELLMOUTH_TE TEST-SECTION_TOP INLET EXTENSION 

TRAILING_EDGE STRUT_SUCTION BELLMOUTH_INLET GEOM BODY_INTERIOR 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION FLUID ORFN OUTLET BODY TEST-SECTION_SIDE TEST-

SECTION_BOTTOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE PART_1} {!NODE LINE_2 TRI_3 

QUAD_4 !HEXA_8 !TETRA_4 !PENTA_6 !PYRA_5} update 0 

ic_delete_empty_parts  

ic_undo_group_end  

 

##-----------------------Smooth Once More---------------# 

#manually? 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_create smooth_do_map 0 

ic_uns_subset_create smooth_show_map 1 {} 0 

ic_uns_subset_configure smooth_do_map -list_type 1 

ic_uns_subset_configure smooth_show_map -shade flat_wire -color white -

dont_change_color_or_shade 1 

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 HEXA_8 

TRI_3 PENTA_6 QUAD_4 PYRA_5} update 1 

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 PYRA_5} 

update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.2 iterations 10 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

smooth PYRA_5 freeze HEXA_8 freeze TRI_3 freeze PENTA_6 freeze QUAD_4 

refine 1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 TRI_3 

PENTA_6 QUAD_4 PYRA_5} update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.2 iterations 10 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

smooth TRI_3 smooth PENTA_6 smooth QUAD_4 smooth PYRA_5 freeze HEXA_8 

laplace 1 refine 1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 TRI_3 

PENTA_6 QUAD_4 PYRA_5} update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.1 iterations 20 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

smooth TRI_3 smooth PENTA_6 smooth QUAD_4 smooth PYRA_5 freeze HEXA_8 

refine 1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_uns_update_family_type smooth_do_map {ORFN PART_1 TEST-SECTION_SIDE 

TEST-SECTION_TOP TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM EXTENSION INLET OUTLET 

STRUT_SUCTION STRUT_PRESSURE STRUT_TE TRAILING_EDGE 

BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION BODY_INTERIOR BELLMOUTH_INLET BELLMOUTH_TE LE 

GEOM BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE BOX BODY FLUID BOX_FLOOR} {TETRA_4 TRI_3 

PENTA_6 QUAD_4 PYRA_5} update 1 

ic_smooth_elements map smooth_do_map upto 0.15 iterations 10 

prism_warp_weight 0.5 fix_families {} metric Quality smooth TETRA_4 

smooth TRI_3 smooth PENTA_6 smooth QUAD_4 smooth PYRA_5 freeze HEXA_8 

refine 1 n_processors 8 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

ic_uns_metric smooth_do_map Quality prism_warp_weight 0.5 

eval_at_node_method 0 

ic_uns_histogram smooth_do_map 0.0 1.0 20 

ic_undo_group_end  

ic_uns_subset_delete smooth_show_map 

ic_uns_diag_reset_degen_min_max  

 

 

##--------------------------------Check Mesh-------------------## 

# manually run the check mesh you never know a priori what can happen 

 

#**********************************************************************

********************* 

#       

  Export the Mesh 

#**********************************************************************

********************* 

 

##------------------------- Set Boundary Conditions--------------------

----------------# 

ic_undo_group_begin  

ic_boco_solver {ANSYS Fluent} 

ic_solver_mesh_info {ANSYS Fluent} 

ic_undo_group_end  

 

ic_boco_set BOX {{1 INTER 0}} 

ic_boco_set LE { { 1  {color}  14234500  } } 

ic_boco_set BOX_FLOOR {{1 WALL 0}} 

ic_boco_set STRUT_PRESSURE {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  16343600  }} 

ic_boco_set STRUT_TE {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  12268500  }} 

ic_geo_new_family VORFN 0 

ic_uns_new_family VORFN 1 

ic_boco_set VORFN {} 

ic_boco_set BELLMOUTH_TE {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  13675600  }} 

ic_boco_set TEST-SECTION_TOP {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  16727900  }} 

ic_boco_set INLET {{1 VELI 0} { 1  {color}  3393970  }} 

ic_boco_set EXTENSION {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  5911550  }} 

ic_boco_set TRAILING_EDGE {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  3405420  }} 

ic_boco_set STRUT_SUCTION {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  3400850  }} 

ic_boco_set BELLMOUTH_INLET {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  8336370  }} 

ic_boco_set GEOM { { 1  {color}  15304500  } } 

ic_boco_set CURVES {} 

ic_boco_set BODY_INTERIOR {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  5176630  }} 

ic_boco_set BODY_EXTERIOR_SUCTION {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  15676300  

}} 

ic_boco_set FLUID {{1 FLUID 0} { 1  {color}  12109100  }} 

ic_boco_set OUTLET {{1 PRESO 0} { 1  {color}  7598900  }} 

ic_boco_set ORFN {} 

ic_boco_set TEST-SECTION_BOTTOM {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  10018600  }} 

ic_boco_set TEST-SECTION_SIDE {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  3369720  }} 

ic_boco_set BODY {{1 FLUID 0} { 1  {color}  9626420  }} 

ic_boco_set PART_1 { { 1  {color}  3688450  } } 

ic_boco_set BODY_EXTERIOR_PRESSURE {{1 WALL 0} { 1  {color}  3385560  

}} 

 

##----------------------------Export the Mesh--------------------------

---# 

# perform manually to avoid changing all directories and file names (it 

saves no time) 
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G.3 FLUENT Case Setup 

Now that the mesh is imported the simulation setting must be established before solving commences. In 

this section the steps taken prior to iteration are discussed. It is assumed the reader has already read the 

overview of RANS-CFD theory and the section on numerical methods contained in this thesis. It is the 

purpose of this section to guide future users on setting up a Fluent case by shedding additional light on to 

the process used by the author.  

1. Scale the mesh 

Ensure the mesh scale between Fluent and ICEM agree. Rescale the mesh as required. If the mesh was 

created in mm ensure the expanse of the domain is appropriate. 

2. Create points/lines/surfaces of interest 

Future data extraction is made easier by creating the features over which results will be exported prior to 

simulation. For example, the traverse plane which aligns with the experimental traverse location is created 

in Fluent. This plane does not have a mesh on it exactly and thus results will be interpolated onto it for 

further analysis. Lines and points are also created. 

3. Models 

Turn on the energy equation (in most circumstances) as well as the turbulence model of interest. For 

example, the realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 model with enhanced wall treatment. Changing model coefficients is not 

advisable. 

4. Fluid properties 

Fluid density is determined by the ideal gas law. Further thermodynamic properties are often determined 

by linear interpolation onto a data set of property value as a function of temperature. Do this for thermal 

conductivity, viscosity and specific heat. 
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5. Reference values 

Reference values are used to calculate non-dimensional variables such as pressure coefficients and drag 

coefficient, they have no impact on the solution itself. 

6. Boundary conditions 

Walls are set to no slip adiabatic wall in most scenarios. The inlet velocity, turbulence kinetic energy and 

dissipation should be specified by a profile file. The temperature is also set. The outlet pressure and back 

flow turbulence conditions are then established.   

7. Solver Settings 

Select the SIMPLEC pressure-velocity coupling, it offers good general performance and stability. 

Changing to the Coupled solver improves performance in high speed flows with thermodynamic effects, 

it is suggested that the solution starts with SIMPLEC then switches if desired. Select second-order 

discretization to improve solution accuracy unless iteration time is far too long. Set under-relaxation 

parameters based on previous experience. If solution is oscillating or possibly diverging try reducing the 

relaxation to increase stability through the application of damping. 

8. Monitors 

Establish monitors of interest on the part zones themselves or on created domain features. Monitors are 

used, alongside solution residuals, to gauge solution convergence. Looking at the history of key 

parameters such as wall-shear stress on the strut suction side, momentum in the wake and even full body 

drag force can be helpful in determining if the solution is worth analysis. Monitoring y+ is also 

recommended. 

9. Auto save settings 
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Unless on by default the user should establish a reasonable number of iterations before the solution is 

saved. The save file acts as a checkpoint for the solution. If the program crashes, the computer cluster 

disconnects or a new iteration scheme fails it is always helpful to have a backup to prevent starting from 

iteration one. This user auto saves the data every 500 iterations.  

10. Initialize the solution 

Before solving the governing equations on the entire mesh each cell must have an initial value. The 

hybrid initialization solves Laplace’s equation to solve the velocity and pressure field then patches 

together the temperature field based on the boundary conditions. Alternatively, standard initialization can 

be used to set each cell to user specified values. Initializing the entire domain by the inlet may be 

effective for pipe flow while initializing the domain to motionless cool air might be best for flows driven 

by turbulent shear stress. Initializing with zeros is the safe choice and is often used. 

G.3.1 Sample Journal 

;This journal sets up a 3D simulation of a nacelle on a strut 

support in the LSWT test section with downstream 

extension 

;Maverick Zawislak June 2015 

; 

;***********************************************

************************************************

******************************** 

;******************************READ MESH and 

SETUP ADDITIONAL 

PLANE/LINES***********************************

********** 

;***********************************************

************************************************

**************************** 

;----------------------- Read the Mesh and Profiles--------------

------------ 

file read-case 

"fluent.msh" 

; 

; 

;Define Mesh units (mm) and Rescale the Mesh 

define units length 

mm 

; 

mesh scale 

0.001 0.001 0.001 

; 

; 

; 

; Read the inlet profile 

file read-profile 

"full-inlet.prof" 

;"full-inlet-BCs-m-2.prof" 

; 

;  

;------------------------------Create Planes at Areas of Interest-

---------------------------- 

;Vertical Plane Centre (z-normal) 

surf plane 

vertical-z 

1054.381 0.0000000 0.0000000 

1040.503 276.1234 0.0000000 

1334.503 351.1161 0.0000000 

; 

;Vertical Strut Mid-Chord (x-normal) 

surf plane 

vertical-x 

1125.631 0.0000000 0.0000000 

1125.631 0.000 100 

1125.631 200 0.0000000 

; 

;Horizontal Plane Centre (of Body y-normal) 

surf plane 

horizontal-body 

1334.503 276.1234 74.99266 

1333.595 276.1234 -69.06182 

1040.503 276.1234 0.0000000 

; 

;Horizontal Plane Centre (of strut y-normal) 
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surf plane 

horizontal-strut 

0 75.2 0 

100 75.2 0 

0 75.2 100 

; 

;----------------------------Create Roof and Traverse 

Experimental Planes---------------------------- 

;Horizontal Plane at Maximum Traverse Height along 

length of model 

surf plane 

traverse_roof 

0.00 430 500 

0.00 430 -500 

1480 430 500 

;need to clip else it runs to outlet 

surf iso-clip 

x-coordinate 

roof-exp 

Traverse_roof 

0 1480 

; 

;Traverse Plane and Experimental Traverse Plane 

surf plane 

traverse 

1480 0 500 

1480 1000 500 

1480 0 -500 

surf iso-clip y-coordinate 

traverse-exp 

traverse 

0 430 

; 

; 

;-----------------------------Clip Walls and Inlet to Match 

Experimental Limits 

;clip test section floor for experimental wall shear stress 

surf iso-clip x-coordinate 

floor 

test-section_bottom 

0 1480 

; 

;clip test section side walls for experimental wall shear 

surf iso-clip x-coordinate 

sidex 

test-section_side 

0 1480 

surf iso-clip y-coordinate 

side-exp 

sidex 

0 430 

; 

;clip test section top to match experimental length 

surf iso-clip x-coordinate 

top 

test-section_top 

0 1480 

; 

;clip inlet height to match experimental traverse limits 

surf iso-clip y-coordinate 

inlet-exp 

inlet 

0 430 

; 

; 

;------------------------------Create Lines Along Surfaces of 

Interest------------------------- 

;Body Pressure Side 

surf iso-surf 

y-coordinate 

body-pside 

body_exterior_pressure 

() 

() 

276.1234 () 

; 

;Body Suction Side 

surf iso-surf 

y-coordinate 

body-sside 

body_exterior_suction 

() 

() 

276.1234 () 

; 

;Strut Pressure 

surf iso-surf 

y-coordinate 

strut-pside 

strut_pressure 

() 

() 

75.2 () 

; 

;Strut Suction 

surf iso-surf 

y-coordinate 

Strut-sside 

strut_suction 

() 

() 

75.2 () 

; 

;create vertical wake lines 

surf line-surf 

wline-5cm 

1480 0 450 

1480 400 450 

; 

surf line-surf 

wline-25cm 

1480 0 250 

1480 400 250 

; 

surf line-surf 

wline-45cm 

1480 0 50 

1480 400 50 

; 

;;;;;;;; Planes matching experimental traverse limits ;;;;; 

;Horizontal Plane at Maximum Traverse Height along 

length of model 

surf plane 

traverse-roof 
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0.00 430 500 

0.00 430 -500 

1480 430 500 

;need to clip else it runs to outlet 

surf iso-clip 

x-coordinate 

roof 

traverse-roof 

0 1480 

; 

surf iso-clip y-coordinate 

exp-inlet 

inlet 

0 430 

; 

surf iso-clip y-coordinate 

side 

test-section_side 

0 430 

; 

;***********************************************

********************************************* 

;**************************SET MODELS AND 

FLUID 

PROPERTIES******************************* 

;***********************************************

********************************************* 

; 

define models energy yes no no no yes 

 

define models viscous ke-real yes 

define models viscous near-wall enhanced-wall-treatment 

yes 

; 

; Configure air properties 

define materials change-create air air 

yes 

ideal-gas 

; Cp 

yes 

piecewise-linear 

; Number of Points 

; T(K) Cp(j/kg-k) from EngineeringToolbox 

35 

175 1002.3 

200 1002.5 

225 1002.7 

250 1003.1 

275 1003.8 

300 1004.9 

325 1006.3 

350 1008.2 

375 1010.6 

400 1013.5 

450 1020.6 

500 1029.5 

550 1039.8 

600 1051.1 

650 1062.9 

700 1075 

750 1087 

800 1098.7 

850 1110.1 

900 1120.9 

950 1131.3 

1000 1141.1 

1050 1150.2 

1100 1158.9 

1150 1167 

1200 1174.6 

1250 1181.7 

1300 1188.4 

1350 1194.6 

1400 1200.5 

1500 1211.2 

1600 1220.7 

1700 1229.3 

1800 1237 

1900 1244 

; Thermal Conductivity 

yes 

piecewise-linear 

35 

175 0.01593 

200 0.01809 

225 0.0202 

250 0.02227 

275 0.02428 

300 0.02624 

325 0.02816 

350 0.03003 

375 0.03186 

400 0.03365 

450 0.0371 

500 0.04041 

550 0.04357 

600 0.04661 

650 0.04954 

700 0.05236 

750 0.05509 

800 0.05774 

850 0.0603 

900 0.06276 

950 0.0652 

1000 0.06754 

1050 0.06985 

1100 0.07209 

1150 0.07427 

1200 0.0764 

1250 0.07849 

1300 0.08054 

1350 0.08253 

1400 0.0845 

1500 0.08831 

1600 0.09199 

1700 0.09554 

1800 0.09899 

1900 0.10233 

; Viscosity 

yes 

piecewise-linear 

35 

175 0.00001182 

200 0.00001329 
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225 0.00001467 

250 0.00001599 

275 0.00001725 

300 0.00001846 

325 0.00001962 

350 0.00002075 

375 0.00002181 

400 0.00002286 

450 0.00002485 

500 0.0000267 

550 0.00002849 

600 0.00003017 

650 0.00003178 

700 0.00003332 

750 0.00003482 

800 0.00003624 

850 0.00003763 

900 0.00003897 

950 0.00004026 

1000 0.00004153 

1050 0.00004276 

1100 0.00004396 

1150 0.00004511 

1200 0.00004626 

1250 0.00004736 

1300 0.00004846 

1350 0.00004952 

1400 0.00005057 

1500 0.00005264 

1600 0.00005457 

1700 0.00005646 

1800 0.00005829 

1900 0.00006008 

;molecular weight, thermal expansion, speed of sound 

no 

no 

no 

; 

;***********************************************

***************************** 

;*****************************BOUNDARY 

CONDITIONS******************************** 

;***********************************************

********************************* 

; 

; Reference Values 

report reference-values 

density 1.205 

velocity 30.5 

temperature 293 

q q q 

; 

; Boundary Conditions 

define profiles interp-method inlet 2 

; 

define b-c velocity-inlet inlet 

;would have to specify profile if I was using one 

no no yes 

yes yes no "inlet" "x-velocity" 

no 0 

no 293 

yes yes no "inlet" "turb-kinetic-energy" 

yes no "inlet" "turb-diss-rate" 

; 

define b-c pressure-outlet outlet 

no 0 

no 293 

no yes no no no yes 

2 

500 

no no no 

; 

; 

; 

; 

; keep default wall BC 

;  

;***********************************************

********************************* 

; ******************************SOLVER 

SETTINGS and MONITORS********************** 

;***********************************************

*********************************** 

; Solver Settings 

;look up numbers online 

;SIMPLEC 21  

;COUPLED 24 

;solve set pseudo-trans yes 

solve set p-v-coupling 21 

;second order 12 linear 11 

solve set d-s pressure 12 

;second order upwind 1 

solve set d-s mom 1 

solve set d-s density 1 

solve set d-s k 1 

solve set d-s eps 1 

solve set d-s temp 1 

; 

; 

; Pseudo-Transient Formulation? 

;solve set pseudo-trans yes 

;auto time step 

;yes 

;length scale calc method conservative 

;1 

;auto time step scaling factor, verbosity 

;1 0 

; 

; 

; monitor but do not stop when think converged 

solve monitors residual check-conv 

no no no no no no no 

; 

; 

;create monitors 

; 

; 

solve monitors surface set-monitor 

exterior-yplus 

"Area-Weighted Average" 

y-plus 

;surface in question 

body_exterior_suction () 

;plot, print, write, freq. 
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no yes no 1 

; 

solve monitors surface set-monitor 

strutP-yplus 

"Area-Weighted Average" 

y-plus 

;surface in question 

strut_pressure () 

no yes no 1 

; 

solve monitors surface set-monitor 

strutS-yplus 

"Area-Weighted Average" 

y-plus 

;surface in question 

strut_suction () 

no yes no 1 

; 

; 

define custom-field-functions define 

"x-momentum" 

density*x_velocity*x_velocity 

solve monitors surface set-monitor 

exp-trav-momentum 

"Integral" 

x-momentum 

traverse () 

no yes no 1 

; 

; 

define custom-field-functions define 

"y-momentum" 

density*y_velocity*x_velocity 

solve monitors surface set-monitor 

exp-roof-momentum 

"Integral" 

y-momentum 

roof-exp () 

no yes no 1 

; 

; 

solve monitors surface set-monitor 

exterior_wallshear 

"Area-Weighted Average" 

x-wall-shear 

body_exterior_suction 

() 

no yes no 1 

; 

; 

solve monitors force set-drag 

C-Drag 

yes 

bellmouth_inlet 

bellmouth_te 

body_exterior_suction 

body_exterior_pressure 

body_interior 

strut_pressure 

strut_suction 

trailing_edge 

strut_te 

() 

yes no no no 

1 0 0 

; 

solve monitors force set-lift 

C-Lift 

yes 

bellmouth_inlet 

bellmouth_te 

body_exterior_suction 

body_exterior_pressure 

body_interior 

strut_pressure 

strut_suction 

trailing_edge 

strut_te 

() 

yes no no no 

0 0 1 

; 

; 

;auto saving parameters 

; 

; 

file auto-save case if-case-is-modified 

file auto-save data 500 

file auto-save retain yes 

file auto-save max-files 2 

file auto-save root output 

; 

; 

;***********************************************

************************************** 

;********************************INITIALIZATION

************************************** 

;***********************************************

************************************** 

; Initialization 

;file interpolate read 

;interpolate 

;solve initialize hyb-init 

solve init set-d x-velocity 28 

solve init set-d k 0.50 

solve init set-d epsilon 1 

solve init set-d temperature 293 

solve initialize init 

; 

; 

; 

; 

file write-case-data output.cas 

yes 

; 

exit 

yes 
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G.4 Simulation Process 

Simply running a huge amount of iterations is often not the most efficient way of achieving a converged 

solution, it might not even be possible by default. At first a thousand iterations using SIMPLEC and high 

under relaxation factors are used to get the solution started. If the monitors are oscillating about a stable 

solution decrease the under relaxation factors, make them closer to 0, to apply artificial stability. Continue 

reducing relaxation when solution oscillation is observed until oscillation is less than a reasonable error or 

machine precision is reached. When using the Coupled or Pseudo-Transient formulation the same 

methodology is applied to the courant number or pseudo-time step respectively. An example of the 

iteration process applied to SIMPLEC is provided below: 

file rcd output.cas 

solve set reporting-interval 5 

solve set u-r pressure 0.3 

solve set u-r temperature 0.50 

solve set u-r density 0.5 

solve set u-r body-forces 0.8 

solve set u-r mom 0.80 

solve set u-r turb-viscosity 0.80 

solve-set u-r o 0.60 

solve-set u-r k 0.60 

solve iterate 2500 

;; 

solve set reporting-interval 10 

solve set u-r pressure 0.3 

solve set u-r temperature 0.40 

solve set u-r density 0.4 

solve set u-r body-forces 0.5 

solve set u-r mom 0.50 

solve set u-r turb-viscosity 0.50 

solve-set u-r o 0.50 

solve-set u-r k 0.50 

solve iterate 500 

;; 

solve set reporting-interval 10 

solve set u-r pressure 0.2 

solve set u-r temperature 0.30 

solve set u-r density 0.3 

solve set u-r body-forces 0.3 

solve set u-r mom 0.3 

solve set u-r turb-viscosity 0.40 

solve-set u-r o 0.40 

solve-set u-r k 0.40 

solve iterate 500 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

file write-case-data output.cas yes 

exit yes   
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G.5 Post Processing 

Once the variables of interest are established it becomes necessary to automate data collection, else post 

processing will become mundane and highly time consuming. The operator should spend time deciding 

what metrics, profiles and contours will be examined on each trial. For example, the surface integral of 

the x-wall shear stress on the body should be reported for each study. Profiles and contours of directional 

velocity are needed for each case. Exporting an abundance of useful data to Tecplot format for each 

study, even if some is neglected, will only improve turnaround time. Printing a single variable, mass flow 

rate, on several surfaces to a file, reports.txt, might look like: 

; 

report surface-integral mass-flow-rate 

inlet 

exp-inlet 

traverse 

traverse-exp 

outlet 

roof-exp 

int_box 

() 

yes "reports.txt" 

; 

Saving 2D data in Tecplot format is also straightforward. An example of extracting several variables on 

the traverse plane and writing it in Tecplot format is shown below: 

; 

file export tecplot 

"contours_Traverse.plt" 

traverse-exp 

() 

x-velocity 

x-vorticity 

y-velocity 

y-vorticity 

z-velocity 

z-vorticity 

vorticity-mag 

pressure 

dynamic-pressure 

total-pressure 

turb-diss-rate 

turb-intensity 

turb-kinetic-energy  

viscosity-turb 

() 

; 


